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Abstract

The behavior of metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistors (MOSFETs)
with small aspect ratio and large doping levels is analyzed using formal pertur

bation techniques. Formally, we will show that in the limit of small aspect ratio

there is a region in the middle of the channel under the control of the gate where
the potential is one-dimensional. The influence of interface and internal layers

in the one-dimensional potential on the averaged channel conductivity is closely
examined in the large doping limit. The interface and internal layers that occur
in the one-dimensional potential are resolved in the limit of large doping using

the method of matched asymptotic expansions. The asymptotic potential in the
middle of the channel is constructed for various classes of variable doping mod

els including a simple doping model for the built-in channel device. Using the

asymptotic one-dimensional potential, the asymptotic mobile charge, needed for
the derivation of the long-channel I-V curves, is found by using standard tech

niques in the asymptotic evaluation of integrals. The formal asymptotic approach

adopted not only provides a pointwise description of the state variables, but by
using the asymptotic mobile charge, the lumped long-channel current-voltage re

lations, which vary uniformly across the various bias regimes, can be found for

various classes of variable doping models.
Using the explicit solutions of some free boundary problems solved by How-

ison and King (1988), the two-dimensional equilibrium potential near the source
and drain is constructed asymptotically in strong inversion in the limit of large
doping. From the asymptotic potential constructed near the source and drain, a
uniform analytical expression for the mobile charge valid throughout the channel
is obtained. From this uniform expression for the mobile charge, we will show how

it is possible to find the I-V curve in a particular bias regime taking into account
the edge effects of the source and drain. In addition, the asymptotic potential for

a two-dimensional n+-p junction is constructed.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction To The Semiconductor
Equations And The MOSFET
Since its invention in 1960, the metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistor
(MOSFET) has been intensely studied by electrical engineers and computer sci

entists owing to its importance in the design of computer memory chips. Initially,

highly simplified analytical models that were based on a multitude of approxima

tions were used to determine the current-voltage relations of these devices. Many

of the approximations used in these models cannot be derived from the govern
ing semiconductor equations and do not provide a detailed description of internal
device mechanisms. These early models nevertheless were relatively successful in
predicting the lumped behavior of some long-channel devices in some bias regimes.

Their predicted current-voltage relations are still extensively employed in circuit
simulation packages. However, the trend towards device miniaturization and the
design of short-channel devices, motivated by the desire to decrease the switching
times, invalidates many of the approximations used in the earlier long-channel

models.

For moderately short-channel devices, there are several adverse effects that
occur, including loss of gate control on the channel conductivity and channel length
modulation, that need to be understood quantitatively.

As a partial remedy,

variable doping implants are often used to reduce the effect of diminished gate

control on the channel conductivity. A detailed quantitative analysis of the effect
of variable doping on the channel conductivity in all bias ranges is, therefore, of

considerable interest and is not encompassed within the framework of the earlier

analytical long-channel models. By adopting a different approach to long-channel
modeling, the effect of a variable implant on the channel conductivity can be

understood quantitatively.
The problems associated with the design of very short-channel devices cannot

be addressd by analytical long-channel modeling. For these devices, punchthrough

between the source and drain becomes a possibility and even more importantly, the

validity of the conventional drift-diffusion model must be more carefully examined.
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The analysis of these very short-channel devices, which requires a full numerical

discretization of the governing semiconductor equations at each bias point and
is consequently not very useful for circuit simulation where closed form current-

voltage relations are preferable, is not covered in this thesis.

In most of this thesis, we are primarily concerned with resolving the structure

of solutions to the governing semiconductor equations for the MOSFET with small
aspect ratio using formal perturbation techniques. With this perturbation ap

proach the many assumptions employed in earlier long-channel modeling are found
to be unnecessary. We emphasize that this asymptotic approach allows us to com

pute closed form current-voltage relations for two different classes of MOSFETs
that vary uniformly across the various bias regimes. In addition, this approach

also provides a pointwise description of the state variables, in contrast to the ear

lier long-channel models that only determined lumped characteristics. From this
pointwise analytical theory some interesting physical effects that occur can now

be investigated quantitatively. Finally, by combining our analytical long-channel
expansions with a separate two-dimensional analysis of the governing equations

in selected regions of the device, we will show how it is possible to investigate
analytically the internal device mechanisms and find the lumped current-voltage
relations for MOSFETs that begin to exhibit some two-dimensional short-channel

effects.

Before discussing the existing long-channel analytical MOSFET models and
the additional physical assumptions normally made, the basic governing semicon

ductor equations and the MOSFET are introduced. An excellent introduction to
modern semiconductor devices and the relevant technology is given in Sze [31]. A

more detailed treatment of the semiconductor physics underlying the performance
of semiconductor devices is presented in Seeger [28].

1.1 The Governing Semiconductor Equations
In this section, we present the basic governing semiconductor equations, re

ferred to as the drift-diffusion model, that describe the distribution of potential
and the behavior of conduction electrons and holes in semiconductor devices. The

basic semiconductor equations can be derived from Maxwell’s equations supple
mented by carrier current density relations and carrier continuity equations. The
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current density relations are derived from approximations to the Boltzmann Trans

port Equation, which, for sufficiently large device dimensions, show that the flux
of current for electrons and holes is due to both diffusion from concentration gra-

dients and drift under the influence of the electric field. We shall not elaborate
further on the derivation of these equations but instead refer the reader to Selber-

herr [29] where the basic semiconductor equations are derived and their range of

validity is discussed.
The equations comprising the drift-diffusion model in a semiconducting material are
esV∙ E = q(p - n + N) ,

(l.lα)

Jn = qun(nE -1------ Vfi),
Q
kT
Jp = Wp(pE - —- Vp),
V∙Jn = g(~+Λ-G),

V∙J, = -,(∣^+Λ-G).

(1.1⅛)

(1.1c)
.

(l.ld)

(l.le)

∂E
J-Jn+Jp + es-,

(1∙V)

E= -V≠,

(1∙⅛)

where
n,p

N
Jn, Jp
J

E, ψ
un,up

are the electron and hole concentrations; respectively,
is the concentration of impurities;

are the electron and hole current densities, respectively;

is the total current density;
are the electric field and the electrostatic potential, respectively;

are the electron and hole mobilities, respectively;

R

is the recombination rate;

G

is the generation rate;
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es

is the dielectric constant of the semiconducting material;

k

is the Boltzmann’s constant;

q

is the elementary charge of a proton; and

T

is the constant lattice temperature.

The combination vtj1 ≡ kT∕q is termed the thermal voltage.
To complete the specification of the drift-diffusion model, the recombination

processes and the mobilities need to be modeled as functions of the carrier concen
trations and the electric field. In addition, the spatial distribution of the impurities

needs to be given. Since we shall investigate the electrical behavior of devices with

various impurity profiles, we shall briefly discuss the model parameters commonly
used in numerical simulations. A detailed discussion of the model parameters
used in numerical simulations and their theoretical and experimental justification
is provided in Selberherr [29].

The electrical behavior of a semiconductor device is greatly influenced by the
spatial distribution of selected impurities, called dopants, that are implanted into
the device. The net impurity concentration, N, is assumed to be completely ion

ized and does not contribute to the flow of current. The implant profile in a
device arises from complicated diffusion-convection mechanisms that are depen

dent on the technological processes used for implanting the impurities. There are

several process simulation packages available that model this problem and predict

the final distribution of impurities for various technologies and from given initial
conditions. As we are more concerned with device simulation rather than process

simulation, the spatial distribution of impurities is assumed to be known.
The carrier mobilities, which are directly related to the mean free time between

collisions, are determined by the various scattering mechanisms that predominate.
Owing to the complexity of many of these mechanisms, empirical relations for the

mobilities as a function of the electric field, doping concentration, and temperature

are used in numerical simulations.
The net recombination rate, R — G,, is the difference between the rates of
recombination and generation of electron-hole pairs. There are several different

recombination processes, each of which is modeled by a semi-empirical expression.
The most basic recombination mechanism is referred to as the Shockley-Read-Hall
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(SRH) process and has the form
Rarh — R — G

np — ni
rnπ + τpp +

rc

where rn, τp are the electron and hole mean lifetimes, respectively, which in general

depend on both the type and concentration levels of the impurities present. The
intrinsic carrier concentration, ni, depends on the bandgap energy of the mate

rial, the density of states in the conduction and valence bands, and the lattice

temperature.

Another recombination mechanism called impact ionization, which is a pure

generation mechanism and is prevalent at high electric fields, can be modeled by
Rimp = R-G = - απ(∣E∣) ∣Jn I - αp(∣E∣)∣Jp∣,
where
αn(∣E∣) = ttnco exp(-En∕∣E∣)

and

o⅛(∣E∣) = aPao exp(-Ep∕∣E∣)

Although not relevant to the MOSFET under normal operating conditions, this
process is important in the study of breakdown phenomena associated with reverse
bias junctions. To complete the formulation of the problem, the device geometry
and boundary conditions relevant to the MOSFET must be specified. In addition,

we shall give a brief introduction to how the MOSFET operates.
A cross sectional view of the MOSFET is shown in Figure 1.1.

Electrical

connections are made to the metal gate electrode and to the n-well reservoirs that
comprise the source and drain regions. This device is designated an n-channel
MOSFET, since for appropriate voltage biases the current flow between the source

and drain is due to the transport of mobile conduction electrons parallel to the
semiconductor-insulator interface. The conductivity of the channel between the

source and drain is greatly influenced by the normal component of the electric field
established by the voltage applied to the gate. Since the gate is isolated from the

semiconductor by a layer of insulating material typically made of silicon dioxide,
the modulating effect of the gate on the conductivity of the channel is purely by

a field-effect mechanism. One of the primary goals of analytical modeling is to
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determine the amount of current flow as a function of the source-drain bias for

various ranges of gate voltage. These current-voltage relations are referred to as
the device characteristics.

In general, the MOSFET is a four terminal device with voltages applied to
the gate, source, drain, and substrate. Without loss of generality, we shall assume

that the substrate and the source are kept at the same voltage. Allowing for a
source-substrate bias simply introduces another parameter into the model and does

not affect the structure of solutions to the governing equations. Furthermore, all

voltage quantities are referenced with respect to the source. The device geometry
and boundary conditions are now prescribed.

The n-well reservoirs of conduction electrons are formed by implanting large
concentrations of donor impurities into the semiconducting material. The dopant
concentration in these reservoirs, 7Vc, is taken to be constant. The shape of these

wells is assumed to be known and is occasionally modeled either as a quarter circle
or a rectangular region in device simulations. Across this boundary, the doping

profile is assumed to vary rapidly and forms what is known as a p-n junction.

The boundaries of the device are composed of both physical boundaries, which
include contacts and insulating segments, and artificial boundaries required for
numerical simulations.

Neglecting any surface recombination effects along the

semiconductor-insulator interface BC, we assume that there is no flux of carriers

normal to the interface so that

Jn ∙ ή = 0

and

Jp ∙ ή — Q

on

x↑ = 0 ,

where ή is the unit normal to the interface BC. Furthermore, assuming no inter

face charges, the electrostatic potential and the electric displacement vector are
continuous across the interface BC so that
V, ∣sem~ Ψ ∣ins ’

∂≠
<9≠ I
¾ 'sem"q∂71 'ins,
where es and q are the dielectric constants of the semiconductor and the oxide,
respectively. Neglecting interface charges is not restrictive since their inclusion

simply introduces another parameter into the model.

-7<9

Λ

D

E

F

1

ο>o
Η*

1

FIGURE

1.1. Cross Sectional View of the MOSFET

The source and drain contacts AB, CD are assumed to be ohmic and thus the
relevant boundary conditions for the carrier concentrations on these segments are

np = n,2

n — p — Nc = 0

thermal electronic equilibrium,
vanishing space charge .

Solving the resulting quadratic equations on these segments we obtain the Dirichlet

boundary conditions

n = j(¾ + 0Vci + 4n≈) ~ Nc ,
P = ∣(-Λrc + √^ + 4n≈) ~ ⅛Wc ,

for Nc∕ni ≈ 108 V≈∙ 1. In addition, we have a Dirichlet boundary condition for the
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electrostatic potential on the contacts AB, CD so that

Nc + yjN? + 4n12

≠ = vth In

2∏i

J —
υtj1 In
zr.,

λr
on source An,

,vc +√Λ'c2+ 4n,2 ∖
Nc
≠ = υth In J ----------- ------------- + vds ~ uth In — + υds
<0∏∣
∕
n∣

on dram CD,

for Nc∕n,i 3> 1. The difference in the applied bias between the source and the
drain, υds, is called the source-drain bias.

The quantity
Λrc + y 7Vc2 + 4nt2
≠bi = <⅞h In

2n,∙

is called the built-in voltage.

The oxide bounded by BIJC is assumed to be charge neutral, and thus in this
region the electrostatic potential satisfies Laplace’s equation

V2≠ = 0.
The boundary condition for the potential on the gate contact IJ is ≠ = vgs — wref,

where υgs is the gate voltage referenced with respect to the source and υref is some
reference voltage.

In most numerical device simulations, the boundary conditions on the artificial

boundary segments AE, DF, EF, BI and CJ are taken to be
Jn ∙ ή = 0

,

Jp ‘ ή = 0

,

and

E∙ή =0.

Finally, to complete the formulation of the drift-diffusion model, initial conditions

on the electron and hole concentrations are given in the semiconducting material
at time t=0.
Numerical device simulation efforts for the MOSFET are focused on developing

efficient numerical methods to solve the resulting set of nonlinear parabolic partial

differential equations for n,p and ≠ with the associated boundary and initial con
ditions. The analysis of the numerical algorithims used in device simulations has
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received significant attention from numerical analysts in the last few years. An
excellent overview of numerical device simulation is presented in Fichtner et. al.
[13]. A more detailed discussion of the numerical techniques used to solve the

governing equations is given in Bank et. al. [3].
Some analytical investigations of the governing semiconductor equations under

various simplifying assumptions have also recently appeared in the mathematical
literature. The book by Markovich [18] contains many of the known existence,

uniqueness and regularity results for solutions to the time independent governing

semiconductor equations under various model assumptions. The rigorous asymp
totic approach to semiconductor device modeling adopted by Markovich is pre
sented in [19]. In contrast to these rigorous results, a detailed study using formal
perturbation techniques for the one-dimensional p-n junction with SRH recombi
nation under forward bias is given by Please in [23].

In order to develop analytical models for the MOSFET that predict the device
characteristics, the model equations as well as the device geometry need to be sim

plified. For simplicity, the device geometry is simplified to the rectangular region
whose boundaries are the interface BC and the lines BG, CH, and GH as shown

in Figure 1.1. The boundary conditions used on BG and CH are those normally
imposed on the source and drain, respectively. The boundary condition imposed

on the segment GH is prescribed later. The additional physical simplifications,
as well as a critique of the existing analytical models that predict the electrical

behavior of long-channel devices, are discussed in the next section.

1.2 The Gradual Channel Approximation And Scalings
The first models that derived the device characteristics of a long-channel MOS
FET under constant doping for various ranges of gate bias were proposed by Pao

and Sah [21] and Barron [4]. Since that time there have been many variants of
these models, most notably the charge sheet approximation by Brews [6] that

provided an alternative formulation to the original Pao-Sah model. In this the

sis, these prior analytical models are collectively referred to as the conventional
gradual channel approximation GCA. We refrain from describing these models in
detail as there are excellent review articles on the subject by Brews [5] and Engl

[11]. Instead, we focus our discussion on the model assumptions normally made
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and the inadequacies of these models in characterizing certain interesting physical
effects that occur in MOSFETs. In addition, some mathematical questions raised

by these models are discussed. In all the existing analytical models, it is assumed

that there is no recombination and that the current flow due to holes is negligible
everywhere in the channel region.

One of the main mathematical questions concerns the range of validity of the
conventional GCA. Specifically, what are the necessary restrictions on the doping
concentration, channel length, and source-drain bias to ensure that the scaled

MOSFET behaves similarly to a long-channel device without exhibiting significant
short-channel effects? By an appropriate scaling of the governing equations, this
question shall be addressed. Formally, we shall show that for certain parameter
ranges there is a region in the middle of the channel away from the source and

drain where the potential distribution is one-dimensional and is controlled by the
input gate voltage.
In the conventional GCA for constant channel doping, a first integral of the

one-dimensional Poisson equation normal to the interface is used in conjunction
with the well known depletion approximation to compute the mobile charge avail

able for current conduction. In the study of a related semiconductor device, the
one-dimensional p-n junction, Please [23] showed that the depletion approximation
represents the leading order term in the asymptotic expansion of the potential for
large channel doping in regions where the space charge density is dominated by
the impurity concentration. However, for the MOSFET, there are several other

layers in addition to this region which the conventional GCA, by simply obtaining
a first integral of the Poisson equation, does not resolve. By failing to resolve these
additional boundary layers, some interesting physical effects cannot be understood

quantitatively. Moreover, in the case of realistic variable doping profiles, a first

integral of the Poisson equation does not exist. Using some techniques available
in the asymptotic expansion of integrals, we shall compute the amount of mobile

charge available for current conduction in the limit of large doping for all relevant

ranges of gate bias. This computation is essential to derive device characteristics

that are smooth functions of the gate voltage.
Although the conventional GCA is useful in deriving device characteristics for
several ranges of gate bias, currently there is no theory that uniformly encompasses
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the many different bias regimes that occur in MOSFETs.

Furthermore, with

these lumped models there are certain physical effects, such as pinchoff and nontangential current flow, that occur and are not explained quantitatively.

Pinchoff, which manifests itself in several different ways depending on the dop
ing profile, is normally characterized by the vanishing of the channel of conduction

electrons at some position along the channel and thus sets a limit on the amount
of current flow for given source-drain bias. This phenomenon is understood only
qualitatively within the framework of the GCA. Specifically, the GCA can only

predict the minimum conditions on the gate and source-drain biases for the oc

currence of pinchoff at the end of the channel. It is then assumed that further
increases in the source-drain bias are not reflected in higher current levels. These

lumped models are insufficient to characterize pinchoff after these minimum con
ditions are attained. In Chapter 5, a more careful definition of pinchoff is given
for two different types of MOSFETs, and we shall show that by determining the

carrier concentration explictly along the full extent of the channel, the I-V curve

associated with a device operating in the pinchoff regime can easily be obtained.
In the conventional GCA, the current flow in the channel away from the source
and drain is assumed to be entirely tangential. From our perturbation techniques,
we shall determine the range of validity of this approximation and shall explictly

exhibit deviations from this behavior in certain bias regimes. Specifically, we shall
compute the current density in the direction normal to the interface and show that

this component of the current density vector is significant in the channel near the

drain for certain ranges of gate bias.
The conventional GCA gives no information on the distribution of potential
and the electron concentration in the vicinity of the source and drain. Even with

our perturbation techniques, the general structure of the solutions in these regions
in all bias ranges does not appear to be amenable to analytical methods. However,
we shall see in Chapter 6 that the explicit construction of the equilibrium potential

under inversion conditions can be obtained using the explicit solutions of some

free boundary problems provided recently by Howison and King [17]. Using these
analytical results, a uniform expression for the mobile charge valid throughout the
channel will be written. Using this expression for the mobile charge, we will show

how it is possible to find the I — V curves, incorporating some two-dimensional
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Scaling Factor

n = ntn,

p = ∏ip

,
kT ψ — —ψ
?
r
τ
( kT esV/2
ι1 - Ldx, Li ∖niq J

x2 = Ly

Typical Value at 20°
1.45 × 10lθcm3

0.0253 V
33.8 μm

10 — 90 μm

P'nc^,n

1400 cm2∕V-sec

-- ftpc'U'p

500cm2∕V-see

ω = qniμnc∣(,s
es
rn =
τn
qniμnc
es
qπtμnc
es _
7^C —
τc
qf^nc
τ
⅛Γ7lifJ,ne Jn “
La
Jn

3.08 × 106HZ

t = t∣ω

τ

kTniμpc p ^
Ld
p
TABLE

3.42 X 10-7sec
3.42 × 10~7sec
4.70 × 103sec∕cm3

2.43 × 10^^5 coul∕cm2-see
8.60 × 10^^6coul∕cm2∙sec

1.1. Table of Scaling Values

effects, in a particular bias regime. These special analytical results, that we shall
discuss, are beneficial in that the explicit dependence of the mobile charge, and

hence the I — V curves on the two-dimensional device geometry is available.
To begin the analysis, we introduce a singular perturbation scaling of the

governing semiconductor equations. For generality, the scalings are introduced for
the full system of equations under SRH' recombination; however, as in all existing

analytical models for the MOSFET, we shall eventually focus only on the transport
of electrons and the distribution of potential with no recombination.
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1.3 The Singular Perturbation Scaling
Following Demari [10], the governing semiconductor equations are scaled by
introducing a set of dimensionless variables that are conveniently summarized in
Table 1.1. Typical values of the scaling constants are given for silicon at room

temperature.

With these scalings, the semiconductor equations under SRH recombination
only become
f,2 t
N(Lix)
V2≠ = ή - p------ -δ-l,
ni

(1.2α)

J„ — v,n(⅛n — nV≠) ,

(l.2δ)

Jp = -ωp(Vp + pV≠),

(1.2c)

= (~ + Λ),

μcV∙Jp = -(

+ R},

(1.2d)

(1.2c)

where the scaled SRH recombination mechanism is

R(n,p) =

np — 1
τnn + rpp + τc

and the gradient operator in these new variables is

ej∙3 i-a
∂x L ∂y

The constant μc is simply μc = μpc∕In the literature L<∣, is referred to as the
intrinsic Debye length.

In applications, the ratio of the maximum dopant concentration in the channel
to the intrinsic concentration, n<, is normally very large, typically ranging bewteen
104 and 107. Therefore, we introduce a large parameter, λ, by

N(Ljî)

= AJV(ι).

However, for λ » 1, we anticipate rapid variations in the electrostatic potential in

the direction normal to the semiconductor-insulator interface. From the analysis
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of the one-dimensional problem, these variations occur on a scale of O(γmλ∕λ).

This information leads us to consider further scalings of the form

≠ =w In λ

(l.3α)
(1∙36)

in which both x and w are 0(1) as λ → oo. Moreover, it is important to note
that the carrier concentrations can range over many orders of magnitude.

We

therefore introduce new dependent variables φn and φp that are related to the

carrier concentrations by
ή = elnλ(w→-d

and

p = e-ι∏λ(w→p) .

Physically, these variables, termed the quasi-Fermi potentials, measure the de

parture from thermal electronic equilibrium of the time independent potential.
Thermal electronic equilibrium, in which there is no current flow in the device,
is characterized by φn ≡ 0 and φp ≡ 0.

The spatial variations of the quasi-

Fermi potentials in the channel constitute the driving force behind the flow of
current. These variables are preferable to using the carrier concentrations as de
pendent variables since the boundary condition for each of these variables on the

semiconductor-insulator interface is now a pure Neumann condition. By examining
the boundary conditions for the carrier concentrations in the simplified geometry,

the boundary conditions for the quasi-Fermi potentials are immediately seen to be
<^>n = 0

and

φp = 0

1
^ds
φn^ lnλ

and

∕
7¾s
ψ' = kΓλ

∂φn
~Γ = Q
ox

and

~i = 0
OX

on y = 0 ,

1
on9 = 1'
on X = 0,

(1.4o)

∣1.4⅛)

(1.4c)

where υcjs = υcjs∕υt}1. The boundary conditions on GH are specified in Chapter

5. With this formulation, not only are all the dependent variables of the same
order of magnitude, but the non-ohmic device behavior can also be more easily

obtained.
Assuming that the time scale associated with the externally applied biases
is much longer than the recombination and dieletric relaxation times, we focus
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on the long time behavior of the carrier concentrations and the distribution of
potential. Ignoring the initial transients and dropping the overbar notation, the
static semiconductor equations in these new variables become

V2w = γ(elnλ(w~ψ") - e-taλ<w-^)+ d(x),

(1.5α)

V2φn + Vφn∙ I -- + ∖n.∖V(w~φn) I = --±-Hn(φn,φp,w),
∖ ⅛
J
^μn

(1.56)

V2φp + Vφp∙ f⅛ -lnλV(w-≠p) ) = τ^-Hp(φn,φp,w).

(1.5c)

∖ μp

Xμc μn

f J

The scaled current densities in the x1 and X2 directions now take the simpler form

Jn= -(ΛlnΛ)1∕2μπelnλ(w→^Wn,

(l.6α)

Jp = - (λlnλ)^2μpe~lπ^w-^Vφp.

(l.6δ)

With this scaling, the SRH recombination mechanism becomes
Hn(φn, φp, w) = e~ 'n^~^H(φn, φp, w),

ffp(φn, φp, w) = elnλN→,-)H(φn, φp, w),
where
pin

tf(<∕>n,<∕>p,w)

λ(φμ — φn )

τnepln
.....A(w-≠
'~ n) + τpe' • In A(ω-φμ)

÷ τc

The scaled electron and hole mobilities are μn and μp, respectively. The normalized

doping profile is <Z(τ) — — N(x-∖ι∕Ιnλ∕λ), and the new gradient operator becomes

-

(∂
∂
~~ ∖∂x'ε∂y

where

ε

la ∕TnT
L

VT'

Physically, ε represents an aspect ratio of the device. Alternative scalings of the

governing equations are given in Markovich [19].
From this scaling, the validity of any one-dimensional analysis normal to the

interface is seen to be restricted to channel lengths and maximum dopant concen
trations satisfying ε ≪ 1. Numerical values of ε for silicon at room temperature
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with a channel length of L = 10p microns are computed for various dopant con
centrations. With ε ≡ ≤-o(A)lO-p we calculate

( 1.03
⅝ = < 0.126

V 0.0145

for

A = 104

for

A = 106

for

A = 108

Assuming that λ = 106 is a representative value of the channel doping and en
forcing the condition that ε. ≤ .01, the validity of any one-dimensional analysis

in the middle of the channel is seen to be restricted to the consideration of 10
micron or longer devices. Although this criterion is rather arbitrary, comparison

with numerical simulations shows that it is quite satisfactory in practice. For sub-

micron devices with the same channel doping, the governing equations are fully

two-dimensional, and numerical methods are required to accurately solve for the
potential and the carrier concentrations.

Since the voltage quantities are scaled with respect to the thermal voltage,
the influence of large source-drain biases that can affect the validity of any one

dimensional approximation is not immediately apparent.

Physically, even for

ε <C 1, large source-drain biases can cause the device to exhibit significant twodimensional behavior in the channel normally characteristic of only shorter devices.
As will be discussed in Chapters 5 and 6, this effect is reflected in the breakdown

of the regular asymptotic expansion in the aspect ratio ε in the middle of the

channel for large source-drain biases.
1.4 The Modeling Of The Insulator
We recall that the surface potential is not specified a priori but is a conse

quence of the voltage applied to the gate. In order to proceed analytically, without

deriving cumbersome integral equations coupling the potential in the insulator to
the potential in the semiconducting material, the potential distribution in the in

sulator is instead modeled based on physical observations. In several MOSFET

simulation packages and in all previous analytical models, the two-dimensional
Laplace’s equation is not solved in the insulator. Instead, a one-dimensional volt
age drop perpendicular to the gate is assumed. However, as remarked by Sel-

berherr [29], if the channel length is not long compared to the oxide thickness

iox, the simulation errors introduced with such an approximation are intolerably
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large. Plots of the surface potential from numerical calculations by Greenfield

[15] indicate that in thermal electronic equilibrium the surface potential is con
stant in the middle of the channel and has rapid variations near the source and

drain regions. Motivated by these observations, we now introduce a model for the

potential distribution in the insulator.

We begin by scaling xi = toxx and X2 = Ly, so that Laplace’s equation in the
insulator becomes

∂2≠
~∂ι2

-252≠
∂yi

di~^ = 0,

where d = tox∕L and ≠(⅛,y) = ≠(ioxx,Ly). Using a typical oxide thickness of
t0χ ≈ 0.025 microns and a channel length of 10 microns, we notice that d ≈ 0.0025.

Since the aspect ratio d is very small, we look for a solution to Laplace’s equation

that reduces to the one-dimensional approximation ∂2ψ∕∂x2 ≈ 0 away from the

artificial segments BI, CJ and that satisfies ≠(0,0) = ≠bj and ≠(0,1) = ψι0∖ + υds,
as well as the Dirichlet boundary condition on the gate. Assuming an exponential
boundary layer behavior in the surface potential near the source and drain regions,

a solution for d ∙C 1 to Laplace’s equation in the insulator that is monotonic in
the x1 direction is given by

≠(x, y) = (ugs - υref - Extox(x + l)) + B(x}e~^∣2d + C(x}e~<i-^2d ,

(1.7)

where
B(x) = (≠bi +

t<y×Ex - ugs + υref) sin (^(τ + 1)),

and
7Γ

C(x) = (≠bi + rds + toxEx - vgs + nref) sin (-(x + l)) .
As we shall see in Chapter 2, the unknown constant Ux, which represents
the magnitude of the electric field in the x1 direction away from the source and
drain, shall be determined from the one-dimensional analysis of the equilibrium

potential.

As the ratio of the oxide thickness to the channel length increases,

the boundary layers become less prominent and the region over which we can

assume a one-dimensional voltage drop becomes narrower. This description of the
oxide is consistent with Selberherr’s observations. It is also noteworthy that on
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the artificial boundary segments in the oxide, Mock [20] uses a linear interpolant
between the specified voltages as boundary data for his numerical simulations. By

examining (1.7), the boundary data that we use is only slightly more complicated
on these segments.

Away from the artificial boundary segments

≠(z1,τ2) ≈ (ugs — wref) -

Eχ(χι +

iox) and thus defining ≠ = ψs on the interface x1 = 0, we have
∂ψ

~ ≠3 - υgs + υref

∂x 1

fox

Then, using-the continuity of the electric displacement vector across the interface,
we obtain the mixed boundary condition
∂ψ
s ∂x 1

Ψs

wgs ^h vref

=0

on Xι = 0 .

^ox

Assuming that d = O(ε) and using the one-dimensional theory for the equilibrium

potential in the middle of the channel, a unique surface potential ≠θ for a given
gate voltage can be computed.

With this value for the surface potential, the

constant electric field Ex in the middle of the insulator is known, and thus the

solution to Laplace’s equation in the insulator becomes
≠(^ι, y) = (0Î - (⅝s - yref - ≠°)⅛ + B(xl}e τyl2d + C(z1)e 7rfl y)/2<i,
iox

(1.8)

where

B(zι) = (≠bi - ≠3o) sin

’

and
C,(x1) = (≠bi + υds - O s⅛

(∣(^Y~2ξ)) ■

To obtain the normalized boundary condition along the interface, we non dimen-

sionalize by taking

τ1 = Ld

In λ

X

and

ψ = υtll In λ w ,

and we introduce the normalized capacitance, cox, by
_ ei ⅞
cox — ,
iox fs
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With these substitutions, the following mixed boundary condition holds on the
interface away from the source and drain;

∂w
÷ cox
∂x
where ugs = Vgs∕^th an<^

lnλ
-w., = c<-

1∏ A (Vgs

A

υref)

In λ

The reference voltage is chosen so that

Wef = υref∕uth∙

i>gs ≈ 0 when ws = —1, which in Chapter 2 will be seen to correspond to hatband
conditions. The choice υref = 0 then implies

∂w
∕lnλ.
.
÷ c ox
∂x
λ'w*+ 1'=

V

Cq

lnλ V gs
A In A

Using the material constants es = 11.9 and e; = 3.9 for silicon and silicon
dioxide, respectively, and a representative oxide thickness of tox = .025 microns,
we find that c0x = 450.

With this insulator model, the boundary conditions for the potential are now

specified. The boundary conditions on the source and drain contact for the scaled

potential are

w = wbi =

In (Nc∕ni)
In A

uds
w = wbi + —
—
In A

(1.9α)

on y = 0,

(1.96)

on y = 1.

From the modeling of the insulator, the surface potential along the full extent of

the interface is then given by
w(0,y) = ws + (wbi - ws} e~πv∣2d + (wbi +

- ws)e^,r(1^^y,z2d ,

(1.10)

where w3 is determined from the outer ε solution to the potential satisfying

∂w
∂x

+ c ox

In A

(w3 + 1) = c OX

In λ V gs
A In A

(1.11)

on the semiconductor-insulator interface x = 0 in the middle of the channel away
from the source and drain. This boundary condition along the interface is used in

Chapter 6 when we solve analytically for the equilibrium potential in the vicinity

of the source and drain.

A plot of the surface potential along the interface is
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FIGURE

1.2. Surface Potential Along the Interface BC

shown in Figure 1.2. The boundary condition for the potential on the segment

GH is specified in the next chapter.
For certain ranges of gate voltage under a non-zero source-drain bias the sur

face potential is not constant in the middle of the channel.

The drift current

induced in the channel by this variation in the surface potential is analyzed in

Chapter 5.

We now begin our analysis by examining the equilibrium problem in the middle
of the channel for a wide range of gate biases. As we shall see in Chapter 5, it is
essential to resolve the layer structure as λ → ∞ associated with this problem to

characterize quantitatively the electron current flow and the device characteristics
under a non-zero source-drain bias.
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CHAPTER 2

Asymptotic Theory Of The
One-Dimensional Equilibrium Potential: I
In Chapters 2 and 3 the nonlinear Poisson equation in equilibrium is analyzed
in the middle of the channel in the limit λ → ∞ for two classes of doping profiles.

Using singular perturbation techniques, the intricate boundary and internal layer

structure of the potential for λ » 1 is resolved for various ranges of gate voltage.
In studying the dependence of the potential on the gate voltage, it will be shown
that different qualitative behavior in the solution near the semiconductor-insulator

interface is possible for different ranges of gate voltage. This behavior is a direct

result of the several possible dominant balances in the potential equation that can
hold near the interface. Finally, using techniques in the asymptotic expansion of
integrals, we shall compute asymptotically the amount of mobile charge available

for the conduction of current under a non-zero source-drain bias.

The device type and its associated operating characteristics are determined
by the implant profile. The two classes of devices that are considered are the en

hancement mode device and the built-in channel device. The enhancement device
studied in this chapter is obtained by implanting only acceptor impurities such as
boron into the substrate; whereas a built-in channel device, which is considered

in Chapter 3, is obtained by implanting both acceptor and donor impurities. The

layer structure of the potential for λ » 1 will be resolved for both of these cases.

2.1 Enhancement Mode Device - Asymptotic Potential
The doping profile for the enhancement mode device is modeled by
d{x} = /? + (!- β}f(x : σ),
where:
(ij 0 < β < 1,

(π) d(0) = 1,

σ > 0, with β,σ independent of λ,

d!(x} ≤ 0, and d(x) → β as x —> ∞,

(Hi) xnf(x : σ) → 0 as x → oo

for all integers n > 0 ,
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and σ, referred to as the straggle, represents the scale of the variable doping profile.

Normally, f(x : σ) is taken as ∕(τ) = exp(-(x∕σ)2) and typically β ∈ [.01,1.0] and
σ ∈ [.10,10.0]. For other doping profiles, the location of maximum dopant concen
tration, referred to as the projected range, occurs away from the semiconductor-

insulator interface. The results that we shall present for the asymptotic potential
can also be generalized to include implant profiles with non-zero projected range.

From Chapter 1 equation (1.5 a), the nonlinear Poisson equation in equilib
rium, φn ≡ 0 and φp ≡ 0, is
(2.1)

wxx + ^wyy — τ sinh(w In λ) + d(τ),
Λ
and the boundary conditions are

In λ∖ 1∕2
-⅝ + cox ( — 1
(w3 + 1) - cf

lnAλ

1/2

vgs

In λ

on x = 0 ,

and

lim w(z) = — —^-sinh 1(-)
≈→∞
'
lnλ
v 2 ’

with βλ A> 1,

where ws = w(Q,y) is the surface potential that is independent of y in the middle
of the channel. In this Chapter, asymptotic expansions as λ → ∞ are constructed

for the outer solution to (2.1), defined by setting ε = 0, for various ranges of gate

voltage, υgs. The operating regime of the device is characterized by the value of
the gate voltage or, more conveniently, the surface potential. The terminology

and classification introduced below for constant doping, β = 1, can be found in
the literature, i.e., Sze [31]:

ws(figs)

> 1

0 ≤ w3(figs) ≤ 1

-1 + 0(1/ In λ) ≪ w3(figs) < θ
∣w3(υgs) + 1∣ = 0(1/lnλ)

wβ(figs) ≪ -1 + 0(1/ In λ)

Strong Inversion

Weak Inversion

Depletion
Near Fiatband
Accumulation .

The voltage normalization for constant doping is such that ugs

where w, ≈ —1.

0 at Hatband
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The regimes relevant to an n-channel device that are studied are inversion,
both weak and strong, and depletion. The asymptotic potential for the remaining

two regimes, due to their relevance to the built-in channel device, will also be
constructed.

For gate voltages corresponding to strong inversion, a significant amount of
n-carriers are present near the semiconductor-insulator interface. Under this con

dition, the interface is said to be strongly inverted and the thin layer containing
these charges is called the inversion layer.
For gate voltages corresponding to weak inversion or depletion, the total semi

conductor space charge density near the interface is dominated by the immobile

acceptor ions. The region containing these charges is called the depletion layer.
For gate voltages corresponding to weak inversion, a small leakage current flows in

the channel upon application of a source-drain bias. Alternatively, for gate volt
ages corresponding to the depletion regime, there are virtually no mobile n-carriers
near the interface available for current conduction.

The conventional GCA under constant doping is based on the first integral
of the one-dimensional Poisson equation with ε = 0, combined with the depletion
approximation first introduced by Shockley [30]. Although this method is useful for

finding the total charge on the semiconductor as predicted by the one-dimensional
theory, it has several drawbacks, some of which were discussed in Chapter 1.
Instead, by resolving the boundary layers in the potential, the more realistic

case of a variable implant can be treated for all bias ranges. In addition, the

conjecture based on numerical experiments that the width of the depletion layer
is insensitive to gate voltages above some threshold will be proved asymptotically.

This result has implications concerning the dependence of the mobile charge near
the interface on the gate voltage. Most importantly, the information obtained from

this approach is invaluable in analyzing the device in non-equilibrium conditions
and in quantifying observed physical effects such as pinchoff.

In order to determine the dominant balance that holds near the interface, it

is convenient to suppose that the surface potential, ws, is specified. Later, the
surface potential will be related to the gate voltage. The matching techniques

employed are first illustrated for the constant doping case, β = 1. The agreement

between the leading order asymptotic solution and direct numerical calculations
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of the potential will be seen to be excellent. A schematic plot of the potential is
shown below for strong inversion under constant doping. We begin our analysis

FIGURE

2.1. Schematic Plot of the Equilibrium Potential

Weak Inversion-Depletion ( —l÷O(l∕lnλ) ≪ ws ≤ 1) constant doping.

In

this case, the dominant contribution to the space charge density near the interface
arises from the immobile acceptor ions. Therefore, near the interface, the nonlin

earity in the Poisson equation can be neglected. The analysis of the matching for
this case closely parallels that of Please [23].
Near the interface, the depletion layer potential for constant doping satisfying
Wd(0) = ws is expanded as
1

2

wc∣ -- -x + ax + w3 ,
2

where

∞

α,(ln λ)-t,

a =
ι=0
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with as yet unknown coefficients ai. The important feature is that the presence of

(In Λ — 1)1∕2 terms that will appear in the analysis require an infinite order expan
sion in powers of lnλ to successfully match. The failure to match to an infinite
order in In λ makes the potential and thus the total charge highly inaccurate near

flatband.
In the p-bulk, an expansion of the boundary condition at infinity for Λ

1

provides w⅛ = — 1 + <9(l∕λ2 In λ).
As in the study of the p-n junction by Please [23], the depletion layer potential

is matched to the bulk by means of a transition layer centered at some unknown
depth xd referred to as the depletion width. The matching of the depletion layer

to the bulk determines both the depletion width and the coefficients, α,, of the
depletion layer expansion.

In this internal layer, we define transition layer variables by
%t = -~ττr

and

wt(xt) = w(rfz∕d(λ) + xd] ,

and

wt(τf) = -1 + σd(λ)h(xt) ,
where h(xt) ~ h0(xt) + hi(xt)∕λ2 + ∙ ■ ∙. Upon substituting this expansion into the
original equation (2.1), the appropriate scalings are immediately seen to be

so that the transition layer equation for h0 becomes

(2.2)

≤ = 1 - e~h', .

To match to the bulk potential, we require h0(∞) = θ∙ It is not possible to
integrate (2.2) explicitly; a first integral, however, provides the implicit expression
-√2xi = ^

(e~y + y - l)-1/2dy.

The lower limit of the integral can be chosen arbitrarily as

(2.3)

C>(l)

value are reflected in O((lnλ)-1∕2) changes in the depletion width.

changes in its
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Even though the transition layer solution is not known explicitly, all we require
for matching are the asymptotics out of this layer.

Defining an intermediate

variable, xη, via

X — xd
x" = y(ΛΓ ’

,
where

1
∕
∖
-,
(ΐίλΡ5 <<: ,w * ’
λ

and expanding the implicit transition layer solution (2.3) as xt → —∞, or alternatively as h -÷ ∞, provides

(Inλ)->∕≈ + (≤ + l)(lnλ)^l + .

. -1 + b≈√ _
wt -

(2∙4)

where

C= y

∣⅛ - 1) 1/2 - (e v + y - 1) 1/2] dy .

(2.5)

The value of c from numerical integration to five significant digits is c = .81785.
' Similarly, expanding the depletion layer potential in terms of the intermediate

variable gives
1
1
wd ~ -x2
d + axd + ws + xηη(a + xd) + -x2772 d----- '

To match, we must also expand the depletion width as

Xdj(lnλ) !/2

Xd =

i=0
and equate powers of 77(Λ) in the above expressions.

Matching the transition

and depletion layer potentials to an infinite order in in λ by solving the resulting
algebraic equations gives

a = —vz2(w3 + 1 — 1/ In Λ)1∕2,
(2.6)

xd = —7=(ln λ)-l∕2 + ∖∕2(w3 + 1 — 1/ In λ)1∕2,

of which the first few terms for In λ » 1 are

a---- V2(w3 + 1)

1/2

1 -

1

2{w3 + 1) In λ

xd ~----- 7=(ln λ) 1∕2 + ∖∕2(w3 ÷ I)1/2 1 V'2

+

O f /» » »

L· ∖uu 3

1_ 1
T^ a. )

l ΤΊ ∖
i∏-zv

+

The leading order term in this expansion is equivalent to the depletion approx
imation in which the transition layer is neglected, and the leading order depletion
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layer potential is patched for Cl continuity to the bulk at some unknown location.
Using the expression for α, the depletion layer potential is

Wd — -x2 — ∖∕2(w3 + 1 — l∕!ιιA)li⅞ τ w, .
2
From this expression, we see that the expansion breaks down near flatband where
ws = — 1 +■ <2(l∕lnλ). When this condition occurs, the transition layer equation

is valid up to the interface as there is no region of depleted carriers.
We now consider strong inversion characterized by a different balance in the
Poisson equation for λ 7S> 1 near the interface. This layer is not present for p-n
junctions unless the junction is strongly one-sided.

Strong Inversion (w3 ≥ 1), constant doping.

In the inversion layer near

the interface, the contribution to the space charge density is dominated by the
n-carriers. In this layer, we consider stretched variables defined by
x

u>i(i) = w(xιs(λ)) ,

and

where wi{x} is expanded as

wi(x) = wi0(x, A) + σ(λ)wil(x, A) + ∙ ∙ ■ ,
and σ(λ), ρ,(λ) → 0 as λ → ∞ are scalings to be determined. Substituting this

expansion into (2.1) then yields
1
2
-j—(w''0 + σ(λ)w''1 ÷ ∙ ∙ ∙) = - sinh ((wt∙0 + σ(λ)w,∙1 d----- ) In λ) + 1.
z√ (A)
A
The appropriate boundary layer scalings in this layer are assumed to satisfy

σ(λ) = z√,2(Λ)

and

σ(λ) In λ ≪ 1,

so that upon linearizing the exponential we obtain the layer equations:

w''0 = ~∙√~ ew,ulnλ
II

W;, -

(A) In A
λ
Λ

w,∙<j In À

w,∙o(O) = w3,
wtl = 1

(2.7o)

w,∙1(0)=0.

(2.76)

We remark that the leading order equation gives no information about the scale
of the inversion layer since a shift in w,∙0 can be absorbed into the length scale. An
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exact solution of (2.7o) , which is linear as x → ∞ and that satisfies the required
boundary condition on x = 0, is

wi0 = w3

In λ

(2.8)

In

where
Λ(λ) = z√2(λ)λ^-1lnλ,

(2.9α)

and

7 = sinh 1 (<a) .

(2.96)

Substituting vJio into the boundary layer equation at the next order (2.76) then

gives

w.∙
,1

z∕2(λ)λω, 1α2lnλ
-wil = 1
sinh2 (α√C4⅛∕vz2 ÷ 7)

(2.10)

The unknown constant a and the scaling z√(λ) will be found by matching to the

depletion layer.

Now in the depletion layer, the contribution to the space charge density of the
nonlinear terms in the Poisson equation can be neglected. Consequently, in this
region we again assume the asymptotic expansion
1

2

Wd = -X + ax + σ ,
2

where a = α(λ), b = 6(λ) both O(l) are to be found by matching.
To match to the depletion layer, we define an intermediate variable xη by
x
1" = ιw'
where z∕(λ) <⅛C r∕(λ) ■< 1. The depletion layer potential in terms of an intermediate

variable becomes

wli = b ÷ axrtη' + -τ2p2 .

(2.11)

Similarly, we expand the inversion layer potential in terms of the intermediate
variable xη = ~iv- Assuming that

α(lnλ)lz2λ(w,-1^2p(λ) 3> 1 and using the
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large argument expansion of y,

In I — sinh(y)
' a

In (2α) + y — e 2y + ∙ ∙ ∙ ,

(2.8) becomes

wi0 ~ Wa +

In λ

In ( ------- ) - √√τ a∖(w°-Wχηη ÷ T.S.T. .
a÷
∕
V In λ
η'

(2.12)
v
1

Comparing the O(77(λ)) terms in (2.11) and (2.12), we see that to match we must
set
a = λ^1-tu"^2√ιnλ α0 ,

(2.13)

where ce0('M = O(l) is to be found in the matching process.

Using the form of a in the higher order boundary layer equation (2.10) we
obtain

w"„

α>(A)2(lnλ)2

∕n-, λ∖
2.14

-- ---------- 5------ θ-U2-U-------- >---------- w.1 = 1 j

sinh2(α0 z∕(λ) In λ i∕√2 + 7)

which suggests the scaling z∕(λ) = l∕lnλ so that consequently σ(λ) —

(l∕inλ) .

The asymptotics out of the inversion layer as x → ∞ for w∏ are
-

1~2

t

w*1 ~ 2^c "+^ α'1^c ^+" °*1 ’
where, in order to match to the depletion layer, the linear growth must be sup

pressed by imposing α∏ = 0, bii — 0. Using a dominant balance argument on w,ι

asi→oo, we then find
(1 + 2 eχP(-vz20⅛i - 27)^ .

w.⅛ι ~

As a remark, the equation for wlt can be reduced to quadratures via the

transformation

1 z o⅛ ~
λ
2 = - coth(-7=x + 7),
√2
1~2

u = Wii - -x ,
giving the forced Legendre’s equation
(1 - 22)u"(2) -

Oil

2zu'(z) + 2u = —⅛(coth-1(2) + 7)2
Q∏

Z ∈ [—c0th7, —1), with u(—Cθth7) — 0. Hθ

∩ιvpvρτs

eιnrΩ

7/

∩ pγr⅛∩∏p∏tia,llv

as z _> _i the details of this solution are unnecessary to successfully complete the

matching.
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Using the form of a as well as the asymptotics of w,∙1 as x → ∞, the expansion
of the potential out of the inversion layer becomes
wi ~ 1 + JC(λ, ws, α⅛) - V2a0xηη + |x2?72 ,

(2.15)

K(X,ws,a0) = —+ -⅜- [ln(2α0) - sinfΓ1(α)j .
In A
In A

(2.16)

where

By comparing the two expressions (2.15) and (2.11), we require

b — 1 + K(λ, ws, αo)

and

a = — -√z2α0 .

(2-17)

In order to solve for the matching parameters a further equation is needed and is
obtained from matching the depletion layer solution to the bulk. The analysis is

similar to that of weak inversion.

Constructing an internal layer as in weak inversion at the depletion edge and

expanding both the depletion and transition layer potentials in terms of an inter
mediate variable gives
wd ~ ⅛ + axd + 1 + K(X,ws,a∕) + xηη(a + xd) + ⅛b2 »
2t
&
W, ~ - 1 + ∣⅛√ (lnλ)-1'2 + (≤ + l)(lnλ)'1.

The solutions of the two algebraic equations obtained from equating coefficients
of 77(λ) are
a = — √2(2 + K(λ, ws, a0) — 1/ In A)1/2,

xd = --^(lnλ)-χ∕2 + √2(2 + K(λ,w3,α0) - 1/ In A)1/2,
√2

where c is given by (2.5). Finally, the matching parameter in the inversion layer,

α0, is now determined from (2.17). We find
a0 = (2 + K(X, ws, α0) ~ 1/ ⅛ A)1/2 ,

(2.18)

which is a weakly nonlinear equation for o⅛ that can be solved approximately by
the method of undetermined coefficients or numerically by iteration. Once α0 is
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FKïURE 2.2. Comparison of the Asymptote a«n '∙l⅛ Numerical Equilibrium Potential

found, the switchback term K(∖,w3, α0) is known and thus the depletion width
and the matching parameter a are determined. As a remark, the approximation

α0 ≈ ∙√z2 for realistic doping levels is quite poor, even though K <C 1 for λ > 1,
since K ≈ .20 for λ = 106.

Another important remark is to notice that the order of K{∖,w3,(Xq} in the
depletion layer expansion depends on the surface potential. In very strong inver

sion, typically when w3 2> 1 + ln(lnλ)∕lnλ, a is transcendentally small in In A

as λ → ∞. This implies that in this regime, K(λ,w3,a0) = <3(ln(ln λ)∕ In A) so
that the matching parameters α0,α, and the depletion width are highly insensi
tive to the surface potential, w3. Therefore, for this range of surface potential,

α0 ~ (2 + ln(lnλ)∕ lnλ — l∕lnλ)1∕2 is a good approximation. Alternatively, as
w3

→ l+,

the expansion sinh-1(α) ~ ln(2cc) + l∕4α2 for a » 1 applies and conse

quently K

~ (l∕

lnλ)2. Therefore, in this limit, α ~ (2 — 1/In A)1/2 which agrees

asymptotically with the weak inversion expression (2.6) when w3 = 1.

To compare our asymptotics with the numerical solution to (2.1), the BVP

is solved numerically by finite differences on a uniform mesh with the boundary
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condition as x → ∞ imposed at a few depletion widths from the interface. The

mesh is taken to be sufficiently fine to resolve the inversion layer. From Figure 2.2,
the error, defined as the magnitude of the difference between the numerical and

asymptotic potential for λ = 106, is roughly 0.6 × 10~2 in both weak and strong
inversion. We now consider the case of accumulation.

Accumulation (wi ≪ —1 + O(l∕lnλ)) constant doping.

In contrast to the

previous case, an inversion layer is to be matched not to the depletion layer but
rather to the bulk solution. In this regime, the contribution to the space charge
density of the n-carriers can be neglected everywhere. For convenience, we define

v(x} — —w(z) and υs = — w3 so that the nonlinear Poisson equation becomes
V (τ) = γeυ lnλ — 1
Λ

with

υ(0) - υ3 , υ(∞) — 1.

(2.19)

In the inversion layer, we define x = rlnΛ, so that the leading order equation
becomes
j∙

f,0. In A

λ(ln λ)2

Two solutions that satisfy this equation are
υ1(f) = 1 + ⅛ ln(c2) +

In ^sec(~(ln λ) 1/25 - ¾)) ,

v2(x) = 1 + ι~y ln(cD ~ ∏⅛ ln (sinh⅛(ln A^1/2i + T)) ,

where

c1 = cos(¾)λ^υ,-1^2

and

c2 — sinh(q)λ^,~1^2

are needed to satisfy the boundary condition on the interface. Recall that v2 was

used to match the inversion to the depletion layer in the previous bias regime. We
now show why, in this case, vl is the layer solution needed to match to the bulk.

To obtain some insight into the differences between the boundary layer so
lutions ιq and v2, we compare the slope at the origin between Vi, v2 and the

expression obtained from integrating (2.19) once with v(oo) = 1. In the original
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variable x — x∣ In λ, we have

Setting v3 = 1 + ln(In λ)∕ In λ, then implies

v'(x = 0) = — √2 (1 — ln(ln λ)∕ In λ — 1/ in λ)1^2 ,
v'2(x — 0) = — ∙√z2 (l + c2∕ In λ)1∕2 ,
t>i(x = 0) = — √z2 (l — c2
J In λ)1∕2 .

Comparing the first two expressions above we notice thatchoosing v? as the bound
ary layer solution would imply c2 < 0. Alternatively, comparing the first and third

expressions we then anticipate that Vi is the required boundary layer solution and

that cl ~ ln(lnλ) -f- 1 for this value of the surface potential. A similar argument
shows that the ln(sec) solution would have been inappropriate for matching the

inversion layer to the depletion layer.
To determine how the inversion layer must match to the bulk, we notice that
by using υ1 it is possible to patch to the bulk for C'1 continuity at some unknown

location and determine a real value for the constant c1. Setting υ1(i0) = 1 and
v'1 (x0) = 0 gives
Xd = —^(Inλ)-1,z2
√2

and

<q — 1.

Satisfying the boundary condition on the interface and using v3 >∙ 1 ÷ O(l∕ In A)

then implies
aq ~ — + λ^1 "'^2÷O(λ^1 υ,))

and

⅛ ~-^=(lnλ)1∕2 ,

which shows that the patching is done on a scale wider than the inversion layer.
In addition, since the argument of the secant in the boundary layer solution υ1
must remain bounded for the logarithm to exist, we anticipate that the inversion
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layer matches to the bulk via a transition layer in a triple-deck fashion. We now

explicitly illustrate the matching for this case when v, — 1 + ln(lnλ)∕ lnλ.
The transition layer solution between the inversion layer and the bulk is defined
by
υ = l+-∕λ∕lnλ

⅛ — x(ln λ)1∕2 ,

and

giving h" = eh — 1 with the boundary condition h(∞) = 0 needed to match to the
bulk. Integrating the equation for h once gives

-√2it = [

(ey - y - l)-1∕2 dy .

Λ(o)

Expanding the integral in terms of an intermediate variable
xt = xηη(ln A)1?/2

1/In λ ≪ η

where

≪ (l∕

In A)1/2

then implies

--S-*⅛∙∙(∙- »>-■)"<

(2.20)

Now for the inversion layer we have x = τη77lnλ so that the inversion layer po
tential Vι becomes

υ1(z) = 1 + ~ ln(c2) +

<h
In fsec(~(ln
λ)1^xηr∕ ~ xd)
λ2

Assuming that C1i7(ln λ)1∕2 ≪ 1 and using the two expansions
sec(2 + e) ~ sec(z) + εsec(2) tan(2) + —(2sec2(2) - sec(z)) +
1 2
ln(l + ε) ~ ε — -ε +■■■■,
both valid for ε <C 1, we obtain

ι>ι ~ 1 + ln(c1se^(lj)) _

(sec2(ιd) - l)vi xηη + ⅛J√ sec’(ij) + ∙ ∙ ∙ .
(2.21)

Matching the two expressions (2.21) and (2.20) when vs = 1 + ln(lnλ)∕ In λ gives

∕ι(0) = ln(ln λ)

and

c2 = ln(ln λ) + 1.
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Then from the equation imposed by the boundary condition, namely c∣sec2(a⅛) —
Inλ, and with sec(π/2 + ≤r) ~ — l/e for ε<Cl, we conclude

π
Xd ~ 2

∖∕ln(ln λ) + 1
(lnλ)1∕2
’

which shows that there is a singularity in the inversion layer solution, υ1 just
outside the domain for λ » 1. As a remark, since c1 = <q(λ), the inequality

Cιri(∣nλ)V≈ ≪ 1 further restricts the overlap region between the transition and
the inversion layers. The analysis proceeds in a similar manner for υ3 3> 1 +

O(ln(ln λ)∕ In λ), and predicts c2 = (υ3 — 1) lnλ + 1. Finally, the accumulation
layer solution is then obtained from w(x) = —υ(x).

In the next section, the results from weak and strong inversion are generalized
to include the more realistic case of a variable implant whose variation occurs in

the depletion region of the device.
Strong and Weak Inversion (variable doping).

In the case of a variable im

plant whose variation occurs in the depletion region of the device, the asymptotic

techniques developed in the previous sections still apply, although the algebraic
equations for the matching parameters become more complicated and must be
solved for numerically.

Even though the matching parameters must be found

numerically, this asymptotic approach is still preferable to a complete numerical
solution of the nonlinear Poisson equation, since for device applications, closed

form expressions for the resulting device characteristics in weak and strong inver
sion are desired. We first generalize our results for the case of weak inversion.

In weak inversion, the depletion layer expansion holds in a region near the
interface.

The solution of the potential equation in this region satisfying the

required boundary condition on the interface is
wd = ^x2 ÷ ax + w, + (1 - β} i (x~ζ)f(ζ)dζ.

*

(2.22)

Jo

Likewise, assuming that d(x) is slowly varying in the bulk so that ∖d" (x)d(x) —
d'2(τ)I ≪ <Z2(x) lnλ, the bulk potential is given asymptotically by
-1

ln(d(r))
1„ ∖
ill zv

As in the previous section, the depletion layer potential is matched to the bulk

by constructing a transition layer about the unknown depletion width.

Using
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the same scalings for the dependent and independent variables as in the previous
section, and assuming that d(x} is locally constant in this layer, the transition

layer equation is simply
h'l ~ d(xd) — e,~h

with

∕ι(∞) = — ln(d(τcj)).

A first integral of the above equation provides the implicit relationship

(e-y + d(xd)y + bd)~lf2 dy ,

— √2xi = ί

J1 —In <i(xz∕)
where bd = d(xd)(ln(d(τd)) — 1) and the lower limit of the integral has been chosen

for convenience. Upon defining an intermediate variable, xη, by

1" = 7(λΓ

(S)ij55c*>cl'

whθrθ

the expansion of the transition and depletion layer solutions in terms of xπ becomes
wd ~ τ⅛ + aχd + 'uj3 + (1 - β) {xdlι{xd) - I2(xd))

+ xηη {βxd
wf

+ α + (l-

β')Li(xd}) +

,

1∙0⅛.-!rfιl-A (⅛4,,,
(2.23)

where we have used the abbreviations
∕,∞
c =c(ιd) ≡ ∕
[(d(xd)y + 6d)_1/2 - (e^y + d(xd)y + bd)_1/2] dy ,
J l-ln(d(x,∕))
f≈d
rx<ι
h(xd}≡
f(ζ)dζ and I2(xd) ≡
ζf(ζ)dς.
Jo
Jo
(2.24)
Matching the 0(1) and O(77(λ)) terms in the above two expressions gives,
£ 2
—X.

axd ÷ ws + (1 - β)(xdIl - I2) = -1 +

βxd + α+(l- ∕d)Λ — —

*d(xd}
In λ

+ 1 - ln(d(τii))

cd∖xd}
vz2 In λ

(2.25)
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By eliminating a from the two equations, the depletion width is found to be the
solution of
■

<2∙26>

which, for general implant profiles, is a transcendental equation that must be
solved numerically. Notice that for constant doping, β = 1, or equivalently d(x) ≡

1, the above expression for the depletion width reduces to (2.6).
Since we are mainly interested in the depletion width and the matching pa
rameter a in weak inversion away from flatband conditions, we do not solve the

full implicit equation (2.26). Instead, using lnλ » 1, we solve the leading order

equation

d ζd(ζ) dζ = 1 + w,

(2.27)

for Xd, so that the matching parameter a is then determined asymptotically by

a = -βxi - (1 - β)h(xd) ∙

(2.28)

This approximation is equivalent to the depletion approximation in which the
details of the transition layer are neglected. As in the case of constant doping,

this approximation is very good in weak inversion.
To obtain an initial guess for a Newton iteration procedure applied to (2.27),
we expand the depletion width in powers of (1 — β), which corresponds to a small

perturbation from the constant doping limit β ~ 1. The depletion width is then
determined via the iteration

ζd{ζ} dζ - (1 + w3)
xd

= xd~

Provided that ws is away from flatband, only a few iterations are required for
convergence of the Newton iterates to within a small specified tolerance.

In the case of strong inversion, the layer equations in the inversion layer are

the same as in the previous section, since by assumption, the doping is locally
constant in this layer. Once again, the matching of the inversion to the depletion

region must occur in a neighbourhood of w = 1. Furthermore, as with constant
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doping, a switchback term, K, must be added to the depletion layer expansion
in order to match the inversion and depletion layers. Formally carrying out the

matching of the depletion layer to the inversion layer as in the previous section,
and retaining the same notation, we find

b = 1 ÷ A^(λ, ws, o⅛)

and

a = ~vz2αo ,

(2.29)

where K(λ,ws, a0) is given by (2.16). Now by constructing an internal layer at
the depletion edge and keeping only the leading order terms as in weak inversion,
we obtain two coupled equations for a and x⅛

^x2
d + axd + (1 - β) (xdI1 - ∕2) = -2 - K(λ,ws, a0) ,
βxd + a + (1 — β)I1 --- 0 .
The abbreviations for the integrals are defined in (2.24). As a remark, the leading

order term in the constant doping limit is recovered by formally setting β = 1.

After some manipulations, the equations determining the matching constants

in strong inversion can be written as
^x2
d + (1 - β)I2 = 2 + FC(Λ, w3, α0),

βxd - √2α0 + (1 - β) h ≈ 0 ,

(2.30«)

(2.306)

which are two weakly coupled equations in xi{ and o⅛∙ The remaining matching
constant, α, is then directly determined once o⅛ is known. In order to obtain an
initial guess to the solution of (2.30α, 6) we again construct a formal expansion for
a0 and xd in powers of (1 — /?). Using the initial guess generated from this pro

cedure, we then apply a straightforward Newton’s method to the coupled system
(2.30α,6). Once again, convergence to within a small set tolerance is very rapid.

The asymptotic potential for a variable doping profile in strong inversion is
shown in Figure 2.3. As in the case of constant doping, the agreement between
the numerical solution of the one-dimensional nonlinear Poisson equation and the

asymptotic potential is found to be excellent.
2.2 Enhancement Mode Device - Device Applications

In this section, the surface potential is related to the input gate voltage by
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FIGURE

2.3. Equilibrium Potential with Variable Doping in Strong Inversion

studying the boundary condition that holds on the semiconductor-insulator inter
face,

wx

T

cox

In λ
~λ^

1/2

1ηλ\1/2 υg3
(wi + 1)

~

bλ

on X = 0 .

In addition, we shall compute the mobile charge due to the conduction electrons

as predicted by the one-dimensional theory. This calculation is necessary to derive
device characteristics for the MOSFET under non-equilibrium conditions. In this
section, we consider only weak and strong inversion and specialize our results to

a Gaussian doping profile for which f(x) = exp(-(τ∕σ)2). The constant doping
limit is recovered by formally setting β = 1.

Relationship of the total charge to the gate voltage.

The total charge, Qs,

as predicted by the one-dimensional theory, is the integral of the space charge den

sity over the semi-infinite interval normal to the interface. In the scaled quantities,
we define

Q, ≡-(ΛlnA)ιz≈ ∕
Jo

w (τ) dx = (λlnλ)1∕2 w' (0).
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Using the above definition of Qs, the mixed boundary condition for the potential

on the interface can be written as
F(w3, vgs) ≡ (w3 + 1) In λ -

- υgs = 0 .

(2∙31)

cox

For a given surface potential, w3i the total charge, and hence the required gate
voltage can easily be computed. However for a specified input gate voltage, (2.31)
is an implicit relationship for the surface potential that must be solved numerically.

To invert this relationship, it is necessary that thé total charge be calculated as a

function of the surface potential in both weak and strong inversion.
From the asymptotic potential constructed for constant doping, Q3 satisfies
ew, lnλ∕2 (1 + cκ2)l∕2

Q _ — ->/2 ∙(

,
’
(λ In λ)1∕2(wi, + 1 — 1/In λ)1∕2

w3 ≥ 1,
j
^’
— 1 + O(l∕ In λ) ≪ w3 ≤ 1,

where α and a0 are given by (2.13) and (2.18), respectively.

(2.32)

The above two

expressions agree asymptotically at w3 = 1. The factor α is thus seen to provide
a transition for the total charge between weak and strong inversion.

In the conventional GCA, the total charge is obtained from the first integral
of the governing Poisson equation evaluated on the interface. The standard result
using the asymptotic boundary condition for large constant doping in the bulk is

Q3c = — √2(ew"lnλ + e-w∙lnλ + weλlnλ + λ(lnλ - 1))1/2 .
The total charge for constant doping as a function of the gate voltage, vgs, as
obtained from the first integral and the asymptotic potential is compared in Figure
2.4 where the relative error is plotted. The two expressions for the total charge
are seen to agree to within .050 percent under both weak and strong inversion.

For variable doping, in which there is no first integral to the Poisson equation,

a similar result for the asymptotic total charge is available using the leading term

of the asymptotic equilibrium potential. In both weak and strong inversion for a
Gaussian implant we find

√2eω, lnλ∕2(l + a2)1/2
Qs

(λlnλ)

1/2

xd +

2

w3 >
(1 -

β)^ri(xd∕σ) )

1,

w3 < 1

(2.33)

where a and α0 are given by (2.13) and (2.30α,fe), respectively. The depletion
width in weak inversion is found from (2.27). The expression for w3 < 1 is valid

away from flatband conditions.

e(⅛ )

(percent relative error)
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2.4. Comparison of the Total Charge

(depletion width)

FIGURE

FIGURE

2.5. Depletion Width as a Function of the Gate Voltage
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FIGURE

2.6. Surface Potential as a Function of the Gate Voltage

Since the total charge in both weak and strong inversion is expressed as a

function of the surface potential, a Newton iteration procedure is used on (2.31) to
solve for ws = w3 (υgs). With an appropriate initial guess for the surface potential,

the Newton iterates are generated by

⅛-r1 = wr -

(lnλ - Q's(<)∕cox)

(2-34)

In the variable doping case, the total charge at the vth iterate must be found by
solving numerically for the appropriate matching constants. Therefore, for variable
doping an inner Newton iteration is needed to solve for the matching constants

for a given surface potential.
By continuing in the gate voltage, the plots xd = xd(vgs) and ws = w3(ugs) as
seen in Figures 2.5 and 2.6, respectively, are easily generated in both weak and

strong inversion and for various doping parameters. The threshold gate voltage,
αenneα as t∩e vaιue oι υgs ιor w∩ιcn ws

1 + l∏(ln λ)∕ hi λ, is labelled on the

graphs.

Even though it is not possible in general to invert (2.31) analytically for all
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ranges of gate voltages, the relationship can be inverted asymptotically for λ » 1

in very strong inversion. In very strong inversion, typically when w, ≈ 1.2, the
total charge is linear in the gate voltage, and thus the surface potential has a
logarithmic dependence on the gate voltage of the form

w∙ss i⅛ln (⅛ ⅛) ’
independent of the implant.

Therfore, the surface potential and the depletion

width increase only marginally after the condition for very strong inversion has
been achieved. However, the implant profile is important in determining device

characteristics at the onset of strong inversion.
Computation of the mobile and fixed charge.

To obtain the device char

acteristics, the amount of mobile charge near the interface available for current

conduction must be computed. The scaled amount of mobile charge is defined by

Since the dominant contribution to this integral arises from the charges near the
interface, the upper limit of the integral is not important in finding the leading

order contribution. Even though this integral cannot be computed exactly, it is
possible to evaluate this integral asymptotically as Λ → ∞ in both weak and strong

inversion.
Similarly, the scaled amount of fixed bulk charge is defined by

Qb = — (λ In λ)1∕2 f

d(x} dx .

Jo

This integral can easily be computed for a Gaussian implant in terms of the error
function.

We shall now evaluate these integrals in both the weak and strong

inversion regimes.
Using the form of the Gaussian implant, the bulk charge can be expressed in
terms of the depletion width. A simple integration yields
Qb ~ -(λ In λ)1/2 (βxd +
∖

- /?)erf(—)) ,

ώ

σ ∕

where in weak inversion and strong inversion the depletion width is given by
(2.27) and (2.30o, 6), respectively. Notice that in weak inversion, the total charge
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FIGURE

2.7. Bulk Charge as a Function of the Gate Voltage

is dominated by the fixed bulk charge due to the impurities. However, since the

depletion width is insensitive to gate voltages above threshold, the bulk charge
increases only slightly in strong inversion. The bulk charge as a function of the

gate voltage in both weak and strong inversion is displayed in Figure 2.7. We now

compute the mobile charge asymptotically.
Since the dominant contribution to the mobile charge arises from the interface

where the total charge does not vanish, the amount of mobile charge can be com
puted asymptotically using integration by parts. A two term expansion using ths

method yields

σw, In A

Qc

(λ In λ)l72w'(O) ∖

ι+

w"(0)

1

lnλw'(0)2

(2.35)

Using the leading order asymptotic expansion of the potential in weak inversion

under variable doping gives
0tu,lnλ

Qc

I Λ∖

lτ, ∕∖
λU∕2
1XX
j ∙

J

∕

1+

(2.36)

where a — ~(βxci + (1 — β)Iι(χdY) and fhe depletion width Xd is determined from
(2.27). As a remark, we recall that with constant doping the infinite order expan-
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sion in In Λ provided a =

— γ∕2(l + w3

— 1/ In λ). It is to be noticed that in weak

inversion the amount of mobile charge is subdominant as λ -→ ∞ to the amount

of fixed bulk charge.

In strong inversion, the dominant contribution to the integral defining the mo
bile charge also arises from the interface. However, using the asymptotic potential
in strong inversion, w,o, we find

In λwt'o(O)2

1
= 0(1)
2(1 + α2)

for ο ≪ 1,

which shows that Laplace’s method is not directly applicable in strong inversion.
The failure of Laplace’s method is a result of the strong dependence of the slope of

wι0 on λ and the near logarithmic singularity of the inversion layer potential at x =
-y∕2''∣∣ao <C 1 just outside the domain. To remedy this situation, we evaluate the
integral directly by integrating over the inversion layer from the interface to infinity

in the stretched variable x. Using the inversion layer potential and changing to
the stretched variable x in this layer, the mobile charge integral becomes
r<-

(λ1ηλ)1/2α2 ∕
Jo

Qc

sinh2(α0i∕ √z2 + -7)

dx.

A direct computation of this integral provides
Qc

,tu, In A∕2

1 4- al — a

J

(2.37)

where a and a0 are given by (2.13) and (2.30α, 6), respectively. To show that
this expression reduces for constant doping to the leading order term in (2.36) as
ws → 1, we notice that in this limit a → √2(ln λ)1^2 so that the expansion

(1 + α2)1'z2 — a ≈ l∕2ct

for a » 1

applies. Using this expansion in (2.37) we find Qc ~ —∣(λ∕lnλ)1^2 which is seen

to be the leading order term of (2.36) when ws = 1. A similar transition holds for
the variable doping case.

In the limiting case of very strong inversion, in which a is transcendentally
small, the total charge given by (2.32) and (2.33) in constant and variable doping,
respectively, is seen to be dominated by the mobile charge. The asymptotic mobile

charge as a function of the gate voltage for various doping parameters is shown in

Figure 2.8.

∣

∣

Qc (mo bile charg e)
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FIGURE

2.8, Mobile Charge as a Function of the Gate Voltage
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Asymptotic Theory Of The
One-Dimensional Equilibrium Potential: II
The built-in channel device is formed by implanting both donors and acceptors
into the substrate resulting in a channel region away from the interface in some

bias regimes. The built-in channel device can be desirable since the mobility of
the carriers near the interface for the enhancement device can be degraded due
to surface effects that reduce the conductivity of the channel. In this chapter,
we shall assume that the doping profile is discontinuous and shall neglect the

normally thin transition layer between the donor and acceptor regions. The point
of discontinuity in the implant profile, x0, is termed the junction depth, as an

abrupt n-p junction will be formed in the vicinity of x0. Eventually in Chapter 4,
we shall take into account the finite width of the transition layer and remark on its
effect on the validity of the asymptotic expansion for the potential in the vicinity

of the juncton. For simplicity, the doping profile is assumed to be anti-symmetric

about the junction depth. Therefore, the scaled doping profile can be written as

f — 1 for
d(x) = f(x - x0) = j
f1
for

x < x0

donors,

X > xq

acceptors.

In this chapter, the asymptotic potential will be constructed in the entire
(ws,xo) control plane. In addition, the mobile and total charge needed to deter

mine the device characteristics will be computed asymptotically.

3.1 Built-In Channel Device - Asymptotic Potential
The built-in channel device is known to operate in many different bias regimes

depending on the gate bias and the junction depth. The primary bias regimes are
designated partial depletion, full depletion, accumulation and inversion. In the
literature there appears to be no established terminology for these different gate

bias regimes.

Since many of the layers for the built-in channel device are also found in
the enhancement device, we shall only give a brief discussion of the derivation
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of the asymptotic potential for each case. Throughout the analysis we assume
that xo » ln(lnλ)∕ lnλ. The asymptotic potential is first constructed for partial

depletion.

Partial Depletion Mode - Symmetric Abrupt Junction.

The partial de

pletion mode is characterized by the formation of a channel in the middle of the
device with a depletion layer near the interface. A plot of the leading order asymp

totic potential in this case is shown in Figure 3.1. In this regime, the asymptotic
potential exhibits a depletion layer near the interface followed by a channel région

and then an n-p junction. A transition layer identical to the enhancement device

connects the depletion layers of the n-p junction to both the channel region and the
bulk. Without further elaboration, the asymptotic potential in the various regions

can easily be constructed. Referring to Figure 3.1, and using the infinite order
In λ expansion for the depletion layers, as in weak inversion for the enhancement
device , we find

FIGURE 3.1.

Asymptotic Potential in Partial Depletion Mode
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wtj(x) = — ∣,r2 + √z2(l — ws — 1/ In λ)1∕2x + ws ; 0 ≤ x < xd — O((ln λ) 1∕2) ,
il
wc(x) — 1 ; xd + O((lnλ)^^1∕2) < x < xμ — O((lnλ)^1∕2),
wι(x} — —(x — x0)2 - Vz2(l — 1/ in λ)1//2(χ — æo) ; χn + C,((ln λ)-1,z2) ≤ x < x0 ,
2
wr(x) = ∣(x — τ0)2 — √2(1 — 1/ In λ)1^2(r — x0 ) ; z0 < z < χjr — C>((hι
,
il

wb(x) = —1 ; Xjr + O((ln λ)-1^2) ≤ x < ∞ .
Between each of the depletion layers and the channel and bulk layers there is

a transition layer, Λ, that ensures the continuity of the second derivative of the
potential. As usual, the depletion widths are also found in the matching process.

They are
xd = √2(l -wβ- l∕lnλ)1∕2-----^=(lnλ)-1∕2 ,
√2
χji — χo - vz2(l - 1/ lnλ)1∕2 + -^=(ln λ)^^1∕2,
√2
xjr = x0 + √2(1 - 1/ lnλ)1∕2-----^=(lnλ)-1∕2,
where c ≈ .81785 is the integral defined in Chapter 2.

For partial depletion, the infinite order In λ expansion is essential for the de
pletion layer near the interface since the expansion breaks down near inversion

when ws = 1 — O(l∕lnλ). This breakdown of the depletion layer expansion is

analogous to the near flatband situation for the enhancement device.
In the analysis we have assumed that the channel width xc ≡ x^ — xd is

nonnegative. Using the expression for the channel width, we notice that if x0 ≥
2 + λ∕2, there is a channel region for all surface potentials giving rise to a depletion

layer near the interface. Alternatively, for x0 ≤ Vz2, there is no channel region for

any surface potential in the range — 1 ≤ ws ≤ 1. For junction depths intermediate
to these two limiting cases, the surface potential must satisfy the inequality 1 —

(x0 — Vz2)2∕2 ≤ ws ≤ 1 for there to be a channel region. It is noted that if the
upper limit on the surface potential is exceeded the n-carriers cannot be neglected
near the interface, and we have an inversion layer.

Furthermore, when xc = O((lnλ)-1∕2) the two transition layers merge into a
new transition layer, requiring a special analysis. Before considering this case we
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FIGURE

3.2. Asymptotic Potential in Full Depletion for Various

xq

analyze the simpler situation in which there is no channel formation.

Full Depletion Mode - Symmetric Abrupt Junction.

This regime of the

built-in channel device corresponds to the weak inversion case for the enhancement

device since only a small leakage current will flow between the source and drain
upon application of a bias.

In the full depletion mode there is no channel present, and the asymptotic
expansion for the potential is constructed by patching two depletion layer solutions
for C1 continuity at the junction depth. A transition layer is needed to match the

depletion layer furthest from the interface to the bulk. A plot of the leading order

asymptotic potential for two particular junction depths is shown in Figure 3.2.
The leading order asymptotic potential in the depletion layers is

1 r
wi(x) = —xi + xmx + w3
for x < x0 ,
2
wr(x) = ^x2 + -(zm - 2x0)x + (w3 + zθ)
£

for x0 < x < xj - <9((ln λ)_1/2) ,
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FIGURE

3.3. Surface Potential, Junction Depth Plane

where

xm = —∖∕2(l ^l- wj T 2'o

1 ∕ 1∏ λ)

^f^ 2æo and Xj — 2s¾

xm

yr(ln λ)
√2

∕ .

Notice that if x0 < √2, the device is in full depletion for all surface potentials in the

range — 1 ≤ ws < 1. Alternatively, if the junction depth satisfies x0 ≥ 2 + ∙√z2 the
device does not operate in the full depletion mode for any surface potential giving

rise to depletion layer near the interface. It is to be noted from Figure 3.2 that the
sign of xm determines where the dominant contribution to the mobile charge arises.

Before examining other regimes, we display our results graphically in Figure 3.3

in the surface potential-junction depth parameter plane. The boundaries between
inversion, accumulation, full depletion, and partial depletion are labelled in the

figure. In addition, for future reference, the case of full depletion is divided into two

subcases depending on whether the dominant contribution to the mobile charge
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arises from the interface or from some interior location. We now consider the more

complicated case when xc = O((ln λ)-1∕2) where a new type of transition layer is
needed to match the two depletion layers.
Transition Between Partial And Full Depletion.

In this regime, we ex

amine closely the region in the (w3,x0) parameter plane where the channel width

xc is small.

Specifically, we define the stretching z = G(ws, r0)(ln λ)1^2 where

G(w3,Xo) ≡ wg — 1 + (x0 - Vz2)2∕2, and O(w3,x0) = θ represents the curve xc = 0
in the (ω3,τ0) parameter plane. We will now construct the asymptotic potential
for arbitrary z and a⅛ where z = 0(1).

FIGURE 3.4.

Asymptotic Potential for Transition Between Partial and Full Depletion

Referring to the schematic diagram in Figure 3.4, to construct the asymptotic
potential in the vicinity of the curve G(ws,x0) = 0 we begin by defining the

transition layer variables near the channel by

wi(x) = 1 — fi(i)∕ lnλ

and ' x = (x — τm,)(ln λ)-1^2,

resulting in the familiar transition layer equation h" = 1 — e~h. Instead of defining
xm to be the location where ∕ι = 1, as has previously been done, it is more
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convenient to define xm to be the location where ∕ι' (0) = 0. Then, setting Æ(0) —
h0 > 0 to be the unknown minimum value of h, we obtain

h = √z2sign (x)(Λ + e-h — ∕⅛ — e-h")1∕2 ∙
Varying h0 > 0 where h0 = 0(1) will be seen below to be equivalent to varying

z = 0(1) with z > 0 in the neighbourhood of G(w3,x0) = 0.

This transition layer solution must match to depletion layer solutions on either
side of X — xm- Defining as usual an intermediate variable xη and setting x =

xη77(ln λ)1∕2, the expansion of the transition layer equation as ∣i[ → ∞ becomes
wt ~ 1 - ⅛ + h0 + e-ftθ)(lnλ)-1 4

(ln λ)_1/2 sign(x) - ⅛r72 ,
z.

√2

where c⅛0 is given by

Λll+e'fcθ

(y + e^v - h0 - e-'l'>)-1∕2 fjy

0

r∞
+ ∕
[(y - h0- c-^υ)-V2 - (y + e~v - h0 - e"'l',)^lz'2] dy .
J h∣)+e~h∣>

A simple change of variables in the integrand results in the less cumbersome ex
pression

c⅛0 = -e_ho/2 f (y - 1 + exp(-ye'^h°))~1∕2 dy

Jq
∕,∞
+ ∕ b_1/2 ~(y + eχP(-J∕ ~ h0- e_/l"))~1/2] dy .
Jo
The asymptotics of this expression for h0 3> 1 and h0 → 0, which are needed later,
are c⅛0 ~ — 2e~hn∣2 for h0 » 1 and c⅛0 ~ -2Λ0^1∕2 for h0 → 0.

Referring to Figure 3.4, the depletion layer potentials are given by
wti =-lχ2 + ax-h ws

for 0 < z < τm - O((ln A)’1/2),

w1 = -∣z2 + aιx ÷ bl

for xm + O((ln λ)~1∕2) < x < x0,

wr = jz2 + (αi — 2z0)≈ + bi + z2

for x0 < x < xd — O((ln λ)-1∕2).

{

Notice that the depletion layer potentials wl and wr have been patched for C1
continuity at x0. Matching wt⅛ to wt then gives

(3∙1)
o,2∕2- ws = 1 - (⅛0 ÷ e'i"j(l∏λ)~1

and

xm = a----- ^=(ln λ)-1∕2.
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Similarly, matching wi to wt implies

α2∕2 + bι = 1 — (h0 + e Α°)(1ηλ) 1

and

xm = al-∖—^(lnλ) l∣2 .

(3.2)

Finally, matching wr to the p-type bulk gives

αi

2x0 = — Vz2(δi + æo+ 1 — 1/In λ)1∕2

and

xd = 2ι0

«.,-^Οηλ)

-1/2

(3.3)

where c ≈ .81785. Equations (3.1),(3.2), and (3.3) are equations for a,ι, bι, xm, a,
and ws as functions of x0 and ho where h0 measures the deviation from the curve

G(w3,xq) = 0. Some algebraic manipulations provide

a = √2(1 - w3 - (h0 + e λ°)∕ In λ)1∕2,
aι = a - ^=(lnλ)~1∕2,
bl = 1 - α2∕2 - (h0 + e_A°)(lnÀ)_1,

w, = 1 - (x0 - ∖∕2)2∕2 - √2c⅛0(r0 ~ Vz2)(ln λ)^^1∕2 + <3(l∕lnλ),
which are then easily solved in terms of ho and

xq.

Defining z — -y∕2cfl0(x0 ~

∙√z2), and using c⅛0 ∈ (—∞,0) for h0 > 0, the above equation for ws verifies

that the potential has been computed in an O((ln λ)-1∕2) neighbourhood of the
curve G(w,,x0) — 0. The implicit expression for h0 in terms of z shows why the
asymptotic potential in the neighbourhood of G(w3,x0) = 0 is more conveniently

parametrized by h0 rather than z.
Finally, it is informative to consider the formal limits h0 » 1 and h0 → 0 to
reproduce the partial and full depletion regime results. In the limit h0 3> 1, the

centre of the transition layer xm is seen to coincide with the maximum value of the

potential in the full depletion mode. In addition, we have ad ~ a and thus the two
depletion layers wd and w; merge into a single depletion layer as in the previous

bias regime. Alternatively for h0 → 0, the above expansion breaks down since
c⅛o → —∞. Therefore, in this formal limit, the partial depletion regime analysis
is appropriate as the transition layer near the channel splits into two layers each

of which must match to a bulk type layer.

We now consider the inversion regime characterized by a different dominant
balance near the interface.
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FIGURE

3.5. Asymptotic Potential in Inversion Mode for Various a⅛

Inversion Mode - Symmetric Abrupt Junction.

In the inversion mode,

w3 > 1, there is an inversion layer present near the interface. In contrast to the
enhancement device, this layer is to be matched either to a constant potential

solution or a depletion layer depending on the location of the junction depth. A
plot of the leading order asymptotic potential under inversion conditions is shown

in Figure 3.5 for two junction depths. The critical value of the junction depth
seperating the two subcases will be found in the analysis. From Figure 3.3, we
anticipate that the critical junction depth is near Xo — V2∙ This conjecture will

be confirmed in the analysis.

We begin by assuming that x0 is sufficiently small so that we can match the in
version layer near the interface to a depletion layer. The convexity of the depletion

layer in this case is different than that considered in the enhancement device and

will be seen to be the cause of the breakdown of the expansion for the potential
when the junction depth approaches √2.

As in the inversion layer for the enhancement device, we consider stretched
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variables defined by
X =

X
^(λ)

and

tυi(ai) — w(iz∕(λ)) = w,o(⅛, λ) + σ(λ)w,∙1(i, A) + ■∙∙ ,

where σ(λ), i∕(λ) → 0 as A → oo.
Substituting this expansion into the full nonlinear Poisson equation then yields

1
∕∕
(w,"0 + σ(λ) w,∙1 + ··■) = — sinh ((w∣o + <7(λ)u∕,ι -j- ∙ ∙ ∙) In A) — 1.
^(λ)
Λ
From the study of the enhancement device, the appropriate boundary layer scalings

in the inversion layer are σ(λ) = l∕(lnλ)2 and ι∕(λ) = l∕lnλ.
The solution of the leading order equation is then simply

w,0

= w,-

— sinh(α
a

(3-4)

where
Λ(A) = Aω'^~1∕ In A

and

7 = sinh-1 (a) .

The unknown constant, α, is to be found by matching.

Expanding the inversion layer potential in terms of an intermediate variable
X = xηη In A and using the asymptotics of wil as x → co gives

In the depletion layer, the leading order asymptotic potential is given by patch
ing two depletion layer solutions for C1 continuity at the junction depth. We recall
that the depletion layer solution furthest from the interface is matched to the bulk
by a transition layer.. In addition, from the study of the enhancement device,
we must insert a switchback term K in the depletion layer expansion in order to

match to the inversion layer. Therefore, the depletion layer expansion is assumed
to have the form

1
wl = —x2 + ax + 1 + JC(λ, wsι α0)
2
wr — -x2 — XjX + b
2

for

for

0 ≤ x ≤ r0 ,

x0 < x < xd — <9((ln A)'1/2) .
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Patching for Cl continuity at τ0 and matching to the bulk to an infinite order in
In Λ then determines the unknown matching parameters

Xj = √2 (2 + Iq + K(λ,ws, α0) - 1/ Inλ)1∕2 ,

b — 1 + Xq + 7Γ(λ, w,, a0),
a = 2τ0 — Vz2 (2 + xθ + K(λ, w,, a0) — 1/ In Λ)1^2 ,

Xd = χj - ξ^(lnλ)^iz2 ∙

It is to be noted that the above solution is indeed C1 continuous at the junction
depth.

Expanding the depletion layer potential wi in terms of an intermediate variable

xr, gives
W[ ~ 1 + K(λ,ws, α0) + α⅞h - jz2h2 ∙

(3∙θ)

Comparing the O(η) terms in (3.6) and (3.5) we notice that to match we require
α = λ(1~w^2√hΓλα0,

(3.7)

where a0 = O(l) as λ → ∞. Substituting the expression for a into the inversion

layer expansion (3.5), we then find
ln(lnλ)
2
w ~ 1 H---- :— ----- H -—- In
In λ
In λ

2ccn

∖∕2(XQXη

I

2

a + ∙∖∕α2 + 1

2

,

+

(3-8)

Finally, matching the inversion layer potential to the depletion layer determines

if(λ,w,,α0) and oi⅛. We obtain
o⅛ = (2 + x2
0 + K(λ,ws, α0) - 1/ lnλ)1∕2 - vz2x0 ,

K(λ,ws,a0) = —+

[ln(2α0) -sinh~1(α)] ,

(3.9α)
(3.96)

which is a weakly nonlinear equation in the unknown matching parameter o¾. Once
<⅛0 is known, the other matching parameters x}·, xd, a and 6 are determined. We

now determine the range of validity of this expansion and show how the expansion
breaks down.
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With the matching parameters now determined, the inversion layer potential

becomes

w‘°=w- - Ι⅛in (jsinhGi+a) and thus we notice that the expansion will break down if a0 approaches zero.

Specifically, from considering the assumption needed for the large argument ex
pansion of the inversion layer potential, the expansion is no longer valid when

α0 In A <C 1, which from (3.9α) implies Xq — √z2 — O(ln(ln λ)∕ In λ). This vertical
line is shown in the surface potential-junction depth plane. The expansion is valid
for junction depths less than this critical value.

For Xq ≥ √2, the construction of the inversion layer potential must be modified.
In this case, the inversion layer solution must be matched to a constant bulk
potential. The analysis of the matching for this case is similar to the enhancement

device in the accumulation regime using the ln(sec) solution for the inversion layer

potential. Therefore, the analysis is not repeated here. '
We remark that if both x0 > √z2 and the surface potential can be expanded in

the series wa = 1 + .ιυ3l∕ In λ, the depletion approximation in the partial depletion
mode is not strictly valid since the contribution to the space charge density of the

mobile n-carriers cannot be neglected. In this case, a transition layer is valid all
the way up to the interface.

Accumulation Mode - Symmetric Abrupt Junction.

In the accumulation

mode, w3 < — 1, the space charge density is dominated by the p-carriers near the
interface. As anticipated from Figure 3.3, the structure of the asymptotic potential
is different on either side of the critical value of x0 = 2 + yz2.

For xo > 2 + -χ∕25 thθ structure of the asymptotic potential for x < 2 is an

inversion layer for holes followed by a depletion layer that matches onto an n-type

bulk solution.

The layers needed are identical to the inversion regime for the

enhancement device (simply using w → — w ) and can easily be constructed. The

remaining layers for x ≥ 2 are similar to the partial depletion regime.
For x0 — 2 + ∙√z2 + O((ln λ)~1∕2), the two depletion layers near the channel
merge into a layer similar to that needed to bridge the full and partial depletion

regimes. The analysis for this case will also not be repeated.
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We shall only briefy describe the construction of the asymptotic potential for
the case x0 < 2 +.√2 where the layer structure is slightly more complicated.
With the same scalings as in the previous section, the leading order solution

in the p-type inversion layer is simply
wi0(i) = -1 -

[ln(lnλ) + 21n(α0)] +

In fsinh(-^∣i + 7)^ ,

where sinh(7) — a ≡ α0(lh λ)1∕2λ(1+wd∕2. Expanding out of the inversion layer

and going to second order gives as usual
wt∙

-1 - K + √2α0⅞h - j⅛2 H----- >

where K is defined by (3.96).
In the depletion layers, we have

f — ∣x2 + alx — I — K
W∕√fx) = ∖
I ⅛x2 + arx + br

for

O((ln λ) 1) < x < a¾,

for

x0 < x < xd + O((ln Λ

The equations for the matching constants are derived by patching the depletion

layers for C1 continuity at x0 and by matching to the p-type bulk. Some algebra

provides
αr =-√2(τθ — if — 1/In A)1/2,

a; = 2z0 —

vz2(xq

— K — 1/ In A) l∣2,

br = ~l-K + x2,

xd = V2(xq - K - l∕lnλ)1∕2---- ^=(lnλ)~1∕2.
√2
Finally, matching the inversion layer potential to the depletion layer determines
a0, ∕f(λ, ιυj, αo) and thus the other matching parameters. The equation for α0 is

do = V2x0 — (x2 — K ~ 1/ lnλ)1^2 .
Unlike the inversion mode solution in the previous section, this equation for a0
always has a solution as x0 is varied, provided that x0 '½> ln(lnλ)∕ In A.

Finally, we remark that the region near x0 -- √2 and w3 = 1, where several of

the boundaries between the various regimes intersect, appears to require a higher
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order boundary layer approximation to fully resolve. This analysis seems to be
quite difficult and is not presented here.

We now invert the relationship for ws = w3(ugs) and construct the asymptotic
mobile charge in the entire (w3,τ0) control plane.

3.2 Computation Of The Total And Mobile Charge
Using the definition of the total charge as predicted by the one-dimensional
theory, the mixed boundary condition on the interface becomes
F(ws, υgs) ≡ (w, + 1) In λ -

— vgs = 0 .

Cox

(3.10)

Once again, for a specified input gate voltage, (3.10) is an implicit relationship, for
the surface potential that must be solved numerically. To invert this relationship

it is necessary that the total charge be calculated as a function of the surface
potential in all the bias regimes. In all the calculations, the asymptotic potential
constructed in the various regimes is used.

Evaluating the derivative of the asymptotic potential at the origin, we obtain
the following expressions for the total charge in the various regions of the (w3, τ0)
plane:

Qs — (2A lnλ)1∕2(l — w3 — l∕lnλ)1∕2

in region III,

Qa — (λ In λ)1∕2(2x0 - √z2(l + w3 -(- τ2 - 1/ In λ)1^2)
∕

Q3 = —(2λ 1ηλ)1/2 [

1

Q3 = -√2(1 + α2)i∕2gW*ι∏λ∕2

1

in regions I and II,

∖ 1/2

lnλ - w3 + (1 - —) J

in region V,

jn regiθn IV,

where α and αo are given by by (3.7) and (3.9α), respectively. A similar calculation
can be done for the two accumulation regimes. In all cases, the total charge agrees
at least asymptotically across the boundaries between the various regimes.
Using these expressions for Q3, the surface potential is then computed for

given input gate voltage by applying Newton’s method to (3.10). A plot of the

gate voltage as a function of the surface potential for several Xo is shown in Figure

3.6. By solving numerically for the surface potential in terms of the gate voltage,
the (w,,x0) plane can easily be mapped to the (vgs,^o) plane for device design

purposes.
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w„ In Λ (surface potential)

FIGURE

3.6. Surface Potential Versus Gate Voltage for Several

xq

As in the case of the enhancement device, we now compute asymptotically
the amount of mobile charge available for current conduction. This computation

is needed to derive device characteristics under non-equilibrium conditions. This

calculation requires some care since the dominant contribution to the integral

defining the mobile charge may arise from the interface or from some interior
location depending on the gate bias regime.

We recall that the amount of mobile charge available for current conduction
is given by

where ι⅛ denotes the position where the depletion layer furthest from the interface
is matched to the p-bulk. We now compute this integral asymptotically as λ → ∞

by using the leading order asymptotic potential in the various gate bias regimes.

We begin with full depletion.

In full depletion, the dominant contribution arises from max{0,zm} where
xm = 2z0 - Vz2(l + ws + zθ — 1 lnλ)1,z2. In region I, the dominant contribution
arises from the interface; whereas in region II, the dominant contribution arises
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from the interior maximum. To obtain device characteristics that behave uni
formly as ûgs and υcjs are varied, the asymptotic expression for the mobile charge
must be made uniformly valid across the boundary between regions I and II in the
(w5,τo) parameter plane.

Using the leading order asymptotic potential wl and wr in full depletion, the

uniform expression for the mobile charge in regions I and II is simply
Q≈ ~ -

e(-+⅛∕2>'"λ [l +erf(⅛(Inλ∕2)1'2)] .

(3.11)

It is informative to further simplify this expression in the two full depletion regimes

in the (w3,x0) plane. In region II, the large positive argument expansion of the
error function applies, and the mobile charge reduces to
Qc ~ _ f

(3.12)

' e(ws+⅛∕2) ι∏λ .

Similarly, in region I, the large negative argument expansion of the error function

applies, and we obtain
1

√λ In A

ew'lnλ∕

∣Zm∣

∖

1

λ

⅛lnλ∕

This is the result that would have been obtained using a two term expansion from

integrating by parts. The error function in the expression for the mobile charge is
needed in the thin region near xm = 0 of order O((ln A)-1/2) and ensures a smooth
transition between the behaviors on either side of the boundary.

In the accumulation mode for small z0 (region VI), the asymptotic mobile

charge for ∣tu3∣ » 1 + ln(lnλ)∕lnλ with w, < 0 is simply
Qc ~ -

Z (Alnλ)^1eα'∕21nλ [l+ erf(αi(lnλ∕2)1∕2)] ,

where al ~ 2τ0 — λ∕2(xq — ln(In A)/In A — 1 In A)

(3.13)

. This expression agrees with

the full depletion expression (3.11) at ws ~ —1 — ln(lnλ)∕ In A.
In partial depletion, the dominant contribution to the mobile charge integral

arises from the channel region. Referring to the notation of Figure 3.1 and splitting
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the range of the integrand, we have

,'l∏λVz2

∕-≈rf
Γxil
Γxk
∙≈<∣
∕ ewlnλdx + ∕
ewlnλcte + ∕
ewlnλdx
√0
J χi
Jχji

Each of these integrals can now be evaluated asymptotically using the asymptotic
potential in partial depletion. The integrals I1 and I3 below are evaluated using

the depletion layer potentials. A routine application of Laplace’s method provides:

∕1≡ ί dewinλdx ~ Λ(ln A)-1∕2(τr∕2)ιz2 erf(^(ln Λ∕2)ιz2),
Jo
I2 ≡ [

ewlnλ dx ~ ∖(xji ~ Xd),

J xd
h ≡ Γ' ewlnλdx ~ λ(lnλ)-ιz2(τr∕2)ιz2,

j Ζ.Ί
so that
,7Γλ
Qc ~ -(λ lnλ)1‰ - xd} - (~)1/2 [1 + erf(τd(ln A∕2) 1∕2)] ,

(3.14)

where
Xji ~

xq

— vz2(l ~ 1/ In λ)1z2

and

xd ~ vz2(l - ws - l∕ In λ)1∕2 .

In the accumulation regime for large x0 (region VII), the asymptotic mobile charge
is found by replacing ws in the above expression by —1 — ln(lnλ)∕lnλ.
Notice also that the above expression breaks down when xd = 0(lnλ-1∕2^ or,

equivalently, when ws = 1 — O(ι∕Inλ), since there is no depletion layer near the
interface. This occurs at the boundary between the partial depletion regime and

the inversion regime for large x0 (region V). In this case, Qc is decomposed into

Using the asymptotic potential constructed in the inversion regime for large x0>
we find

χ
I,≡ ί kewlnλdx~ λ(ln λ)~1z2(7r∕2)1∕2,
J Xjl
h ≡ f
Jo

ewlnλ dx ~ λ(z3∙i + w (0)) ,
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where u∕(0) = √2 sign (ws — l)(l — w3 + e!'w" 1)ln λ∕ In λ — l∕ In λ)

. Therefore,

the asymptotic mobile charge in region V is
Qc = — (λ In λ)~1'z2(x7√ + w'(0)) — (πλ∕2)1^2,

(3.15)

which agrees asymptotically with (3.14) in the formal limit w3 <C 1.
The amount of mobile charge in inversion for small x0 (region IV) can be
evaluated as in the strong inversion case for the enhancement device. A similar
argument to that presented there provides

Qc ~ -√2eu,∙lnλ∕2 pi + a2 _ aj 5

(3.16)

where a and α0 are given by (3.7) and (3.9), respectively. This expression also

agrees to leading order in In Λ at the boundary between full depletion and inversion
for small xς>.

FIGURE

3.7. Mobile Charge Versus the Surface Potential for Several x0

Plots of the asymptotic mobile charge for various a⅞ as a function of the sur
face potential are shown in Figure 3.7. It is to be noted from this figure that
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the mobile charge agrees only asymptotically and not exactly across the bound

aries between the various regimes. Furthermore, the derivative of the asymptotic

mobile charge with respect to the surface potential does not agree asymptotically
across the boundary between full and partial depletion. Removing the asymp

totic discontinuity in the derivative of the mobile charge across this boundary is

quite difficult, as the details of the transition layer solution in the vicinity of the
curve G(u>3,x0) — 0 are needed. Since the details of the calculation become very
involved, this problem is simply noted but is not discussed further.
Finally, using the mixed boundary condition on the interface, the surface po

tential and hence the asymptotic mobile charge can be computed for given υgs and
Zq∙
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CHAPTER

4

Some Miscellaneous
Equilibrium Potential Problems
In this Chapter, we study some more equilbrium potential problems that ex
hibit boundary layer structure somewhat different than that already examined in

Chapters 2 and 3. Some of the problems to be considered are relevant to the
MOSFET away from the corner regions near the source and drain (see Figure
4.1). In these problems, we will show how to construct the asymptotic potential

in equilibrium for an n+-p junction for both planar and radial geometries.
In regard to the built-in channel device, we will make some remarks on the

construction of the equilbrium potential for a graded junction where we do not
neglect the thin region in which the doping profile changes rapidly. In addition,
we will also examine the potential for a shallow implant on an intrinsic bulk and

the potential for an asymmetrically doped junction.
Finally, for amusement, we construct the asymptotic equilibrium potential for
an n+-n-n+ structure with a short n-region.
4.1 Strongly One-Sided Planar Junctions

For an asymmetric abrupt junction, the asymptotic theory of the potential
constructed for the partial depletion mode still applies provided that the junction
is not too strongly one-sided. For a strongly one-sided n+-p junction, the depletion

approximation in the p-region is no longer valid since the electrons on the p-side

in the vicinity of the junction cannot be neglected in the space charge density.
Furthermore, the potential drop in the heavily doped n-region decreases as the

doping in that region increases.
For a planar n+-p junction the potential, ≠, normalized by the thermal voltage,

satisfies
,,
≠ =

,

,
f —λn
- e→ +
λp

for

X < 0

donors,

for

X> 0

acceptors .

The length has been scaled by the intrinsic Debye length, L,i. Typical values of

the doping levels near the source and drain are An ≈ 108 and λp ≈ 10θ. We are

~Q1~

FIGURE

4.1. Equilibrium Potential near the n+-p Junction of the n-Well

interested in determining the structure of the asymptotic potential for λn i⅞> 1,

Ap » 1, and λn∕λp large. The potential computed numerically for λp — 106 and
for various λn is shown in Figure 4.2.

Referring to this figure, we notice that as ∖n∕∖p increases an inversion layer
forms on the p-side near the junction. Therefore, the structure of the asymptotic

potential on the p-side consists of an inversion layer followed by a depletion layer
and finally a transition layer that allows a smooth decay onto the p-bulk. All of

these layers have previously been considered in the strong inversion case of the

enhancement device, and it is possible to match these layers without difficulty for
λp 'S> 1. The new feature of this problem is that the potential is not specified

a priori on x = 0 but is determined from the condition that the potential be Cl
continuous at the junction. To find the condition that determines the potential at
the junction the potential in the heavily doped n-region must be resolved.

In the heavily doped n-region, the depletion approximation is not valid since
the potential drop in this layer is minimal. Instead, in this region a transition

layer solution, which balances the contribution to the space charge density of
the n-carriers and the donors, is needed. By forming this transition layer in the
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FIGURE

4,2. Numerical Potential for Strongly One-Sided Junctions

heavily doped n-region and by ensuring that the potential is Cl continuous at
the junction, a trancendental equation for the junction potential, which can be

solved asymptotically, can be obtained. Once the junction potential is calculated,
the details of the structure of the potential on the p-side, including the depletion
width, is known. The explicit illustration of the matching is shown only for the
more detailed case of the radial n+-p junction, which we now consider.

4.2 The Radial n+-p Junction
The asymptotic potential for the radial n+-p junction in equilibrium that is

relevant to the MOSFET away from the corner is given by

≠"θff) +

R

= 2sinh(≠) + XN(R)

on R > 0

with λ » 1.

The strongly asymmetric doping profile satisfies N(R) = 1 for R > Ro and N(R) =

—λ+∕λ » 1 for R < Ro. We also assume that the depth of the n-well, Rq, is on the

order of a depletion width O((ln λ∕λ)1^2) based on the doping level of the p-region.
Formally, we write Ro ~ r0(ln λ∕λ)1^2, where r0 is taken as an O(l) parameter.
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A schematic plot of the layer structure of the equilibrium potential is shown in
Figure 4.3.
On the p-side of the junction, we scale the potential equation by ≠ = w lnλ,

r = jR(λ∕ In λ)1∕2 giving
tt
1 ι
2
w (r) 4—w (r) = y∙sinh(w lnλ) + 1
r
λ

on r > r0

Now, in the depletion layer, the radial potential for λ

with λ»1.

1 is found by neglecting

the nonlinearity in the Poisson equation
w ~ wd = a + b ln(r) + —

where a = α(λ), b ~ 6(λ) are to be found by matching. Constructing an internal
layer as usual near the unknown depletion edge and assuming the asymptotic

sequence
wt = -l +

ho
lnλ

.+

(lnλ)3∕2

with r = (r- rd)(lnλ)1∕2

+

for the potential, the first few internal layer equations in the hierarchy are
Hq — 1 — e~h°

with
with

∕i'1' — e~h°hi = — ∕ιθ∕rli

∕⅛(∞) — 0 ,

∕ι1(∞) = 0.

Expanding towards the depletion layer in an intermediate variable rη with r =
rπr7(ln λ)1∕2 gives

wt----- 1—7=(lnλ) 1^2rηη + (1 + e2∕4)(ln λ) 1
√2
+ I⅛2(1 + ⅛(M-1'≈) - ⅞√1 +

√2r∕"~ '

'

Qrd '

2c

rd

(4.1)
(In λ)’1/2) +

where c ≈ .81785 is the integral defined by (2.5) in Chapter 2. We remark that
since ⅛o(r) ~ r2∕2 as r → —∞, the term e~hnhι can be neglected out of the
transition layer.

Similarly, expanding the depletion layer solution in terms of an intermediate
variable r = rd + rηη by expanding the logarithm near the depletion edge, we find
r<t , b λ
2 2,1
b λ
br3η3
wd ~ α + 61n(rd) + γ + rηr)(^ + ~) ÷ rηrΛ± ~ ^2) +
÷

(4∙2)
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FIGURE

4.3. Schematic Plot of Equilibrium Potential for n+-p Radial Structure

Comparing (4.l) and (4.2), we notice that to match the O(l),O(77) terms we
require

a + bin(rd) +

4
b_

-1 + (1 + c2∕4)(ln λ)-1,

(4.3)
-⅛,nλ)-z≈,

rd

which are two equations in the three unknowns α, b, and rd. The O(η2), O(η3)

terms are then seen to match identically.
In contrast to a symmetric n-p junction, there is a thin inversion layer of

mobile n-carriers near the junction for r > r0. In this inversion layer, formed by
carriers spilling over from the n+ region, we take the scalings

Wj(r) = w,∙0(f) +

w,ι(r)
In λ

wj2(r)
(lnλ)*

where

f = (r - r0) In λ ,
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to obtain the layer equations
w"_________ Î;_____ eω∙olnλ = ∩

'θ

λ(lnλ)*

.

1

wf' + λlnλ'

w.∣∣ln⅝+lu.∙1 _

“

_2_m/

raw'°'

w", + TT7T ew'"toλ+"∙1wij = -i∞,'1 + 1 + ⅛w,'o ■
λ In λ
ro
The boundary condition w,o(θ) = w3 will be found by patching the potential for

C1 continuity to the n+ region. The solution of the leading order layer equation
has appeared several times and is simply
ln(α0) - —
2 In ^sιnh(~2=r
∕ . , , «ο - +, 7)λ
∞,o(...
r) = 1 + ln(lnλ)
-cτ- + 2—

where sιnh(7) = α⅛(ln λ)1∕2λ(1 w∙'∣A — a. Expanding w,o, u>n, Wi2,∙∙∙ as r → ∞,
we obtain

w,∙0 ~ 1 + K(∖,w3, a0) - ∖∕2ot(jIn A ’
l

Λ

~ l

D

w∙'i ~ 0—r~τ + A±r + Bl ’
2r0 In Λ

w,∙2

r2

A1r2

λ∕2o≈o^3

2

2r0

3r∩In λ

+ √l2r + B2,

w,∙3 ~--------- H A3f + B3 + higher order terms ,
6r0
where K(∖,w3, α0) is defined in (2.16). As in the case of the planar inversion layer,
matching to the depletion layer forces Ai, Bi = 0. Expressing these expansions in
terms of an intermediate variable rη = (r — rσ) ∕η then gives

, t τs
K
l Φ∖√2α0 l 1, r3h3r√2α0 l ¼ l
— + 1)----- —(—+ —) +
w.t ~ 1 + K - V2a0rηη +
r0

Similarly, the expansion of the depletion layer solution in terms of an intermediate
variable is

wi ~ a + 6ln(r0) + ⅛ + v,C~ +

r3h3
+ rtfl,l- - ~) + b-j
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Matching the two expansions w, and wj then enforces
— = -√2α0 5
ro

a + b ln(r0) +

(4.4)
— 1 ÷K.

The remaining terms match identically. Before solving the equations for the match
ing constants, the potential at the interface, wi,, must be found.
Near the junction on the n+-side, a thin boundary layer exists that allows for

the Cl continuity of the potential. The appropriate scalings for this boundary
layer are ≠ = ln(λ+) — u, f = (R — jR0)λ+' so that the Poisson equation becomes

and «(—oo) = 0 .

with uf > 0

u (r) = 1 — e u

Integrating once and evaluating at the junction r = 0 and defining u(0) = u0 gives

-Uf = u0 + e-u° — 1

on f = 0.

Once ιt0 has been found, the potential in this layer is given implicitly by

Vz2r = f (y ÷ e ιz — 1) -1/2
1∕2 dy .

∙' Uo
Patching u for C1 continuity to the inversion layer potential, w,0, and using

λ+∕λ S> 1, gives (u0 + e~u° — l)1∕2 ~ e-u°∕2, which thus implies u0 ~ 1. Noticing

that w, = In λ+∕ In λ — u0∕ In λ then gives the boundary condition at the junc
tion for the inversion layer: ws — In λ+∕ In λ — 1/In λ. Therefore, for a strongly
one-sided junction, we observe that the potential drop on the n+-side is minimal.

The four equations for the matching parameters rd, 6, o⅛ι and a defined from

(4.3) and (4.4) can be manipulated into the form
V2a o ro >

b=-à

i„ „

-∣√ 111 (

1
«0

√2r0

0 I 1 I zr
X -Γ 11
.4

0 -------------Γ

'r
rd2 - r
ro2

+

crd

(lnλ)

-1/2
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FIGURE 4.4.

The Radial Depletion Width as a Function of the Depth of the n-Well

where the depletion width rd satisfies

d÷^(lnΛ)-∕≈)lπ(r√ro)-i⅛⅛ = 2+K

(7 + l)(lnλ) -ι

(4∙5)

With K = if(A,lnλ+∕lnλ — l∕lnλ,α0) and since K depends weakly on α0, the
equations for rj and α0 are virtually uncoupled. As a remark, the formal limit

r0 → ∞ reproduces the planar solutions for o⅛ and the depletion width rd — r0. A
plot of the numerical solution to (4.5) for rd — r0 = r<i(ro) — ro is shown in Figure

4.4. From this figure, we notice that the depletion width for a radial geometry is
smaller than for a planar geometry.
As a remark, the mobile charge in r > r0 in an angular section from θ = 0 to

θ = θl defined by

.Qc~ -01(lnλ∕λ)v2 ί d re w

In λ

dr

J ru
can be evaluated asymptotically for In A » 1 using the inversion layer potential
already constructed. Since the dominant contribution to the integral arises from
the inversion layer, we have

Qc~-⅛(λlnλ)i∕2 f
Jo0

(r0 ÷ r∕ In A)
sinh2(α0r∕√2 + y)

dr,
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Evaluating the required integrals gives

Qe ~ -√⅛r0A≤2 ((1 + α2)1∕2 _ α)
—0√λ In λ)1∕2 (ws — 1 — ln(ln λ)∕ In λ — 2(ln(α0) — 7)/ In λ) ,

where w3 = In λ+∕ In λ — 1/ In λ.
4.3 Potential For A Graded Planar Junction

Doping profiles for a built-in channel device are normally not abrupt but are

rapidly varying functions near the junction. The grade or steepness of the junction
is determined by the implant process and generally does not depend on the doping
level.

For junctions with a steep grade, the depletion approximation is still valid near
the junction, and the grade of the doping profile simply introduces an internal layer

for the potential in the vicinity of the junction. However, for slowly varying doping

profiles, the depletion approximation can no longer be justified as the contribution
to the space charge density of the mobile carriers becomes significant near the

junction. For these slowly varying profiles, numerical methods must be employed

to compute the potential.

To illustrate the effect of a graded junction on the validity of the depletion

layer expansion, we consider the BVP
w" ≈ ∣(ewinλ - e-wlnA) + d(x)
Λ

on an infinite interval in x where the anti-symmetric doping profile, d(τ), satisfies
either

d(x} =

x∕(∣ι∣ + σ)

algebraic decay at infinity,

sign(x)(l — e-'2i'7σ)

exponential decay at infinity .

Both doping profiles satisfy d(x) → ±1 as x → ±∞ but differ in their approach to
these values. In both cases, 0 < σ ≪ 1 corresponds to a steeply graded junction.
By considering the width of the transition layer at the depletion edge, we anticipate

that the depletion approximation should be valid provided σ(inλ)1∕2 ≪ 1.
Applying the depletion approximation, in which the nonlinearity is neglected
and the potential is patched for Cl continuity to the bulk, a transcendental equa-
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tion of the form F(xd ;σ) — 0 for the depletion width is obtained for both cases
F(xd,σ} ≡ <

x⅛∕2 + σ2 In ((xd + σ)∕σ) — σxd — 1

algebraic,

τ2∕2 + σ(xcι + σ) eΓzi∣σ — (σ2 + 1)

exponential .

Graphical considerations imply that there is exactly one root Xd — x⅛(σ) > 0 in

both cases. These equations are easily solved by straightforward Newton itera
tions. Once Xd has been computed, the depletion layer potential is known for both
profiles. For the profile with algebraic decay onto the uniform doping levels, we

find
Wd{x) =

— x(xd - σ) — σ2 In

‡

+ σx

Similarly, for the profile with exponential decay, we have
Wd(x) = — + σ2(l — e^1-zσ) — x(xd + σe~xi^σ).
2

The difference between the numerical potential generated from finite differ

ences and the potential obtained from the depletion approximation for the case of

algebraic decay is displayed in Figure 4.5. The error for the doping profile with
exponential decay is shown in Figure 4.6. From these figures, we notice that the

maximum error occurs near the depletion edge and is amplified as σ increases.

In addition, the error in the bulk potential is due to the residual electric field

in these regions that is not resolved by the depletion approximation. This bulk
electric field is less pronounced for doping profiles decaying exponentially rather
than algebraically as x → ±∞.
A comparison of the Z,2 error cis σ is varied is shown in Figure 4.7, for both
cases. The error for the profile with exponential decay is seen to be significantly
smaller than the error for the profile with algebraic decay. Although as σ increases

the depletion approximation becomes more difficult to justify, the approximation
to the numerical potential provided by this method is still suprisingly good.

4.4 Shallow Implant On An Intrinsic Bulk
We now construct the asymptotic potential for the partial depletion mode
of a built-in channel device with a large donor concentration implanted into an

intrinsic material. The transition between the donor implant and the intrinsic
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bulk is assumed to have negligible width. The potential, ≠, therefore satisfies

η
≠ = eψ

( —λ
— e-v + <

fθ

for

X < x0

donors,

for

X > x0

intrinsic ,

where λ » 1. A plot of the numerical potential for this case when x0 > 2 + √2, is
shown in Figure 4.8, where it is seen that the length scale in the intrinsic bulk is
much larger than near the interface. The new feature of this problem is to match
the intrinsic bulk to the channel region. This matching is accomplished using the

exact solution of the nonlinear Poisson equation for an intrinsic material.

For X > xq, the exact solution to the nonlinear Poisson equation satisfying

u>i → 0 as X → oo is
≠t∙ = 4 tanh -1

,-√2(z-z,∣)

tanh(≠0∕4)

where ¾⅛is an arbitrary constant to be determined. As in the strongly one-sided

junction, the potential in the intrinsic region is to be patched for C1 continuity
at r0 to a transition layer potential valid near the channel region. Constructing a

transition layer in the channel region and patching the potential for C1 continuity
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FIGURE

4.8. Numerical Potential for an Implant on an Intrinsic Bulk

at x0 gives a transcendental equation for ≠0

≠o = in λ — V ,
where

2sinh((lnλ — υ)∕2) = λ∕λ(e~υ ÷ υ — l)1^2 .

Using λ » 1, we find ≠0 = In λ — 1 + O(l∕λ2). With the junction potential known,
the asymptotic potential for an implant on an intrinsic material can then easily

be determined.
4.5 Asymmetric Step Profile

We now compute the asymptotic potential in equilibrium for an asymmetric

step profile where ≠ satisfies
≠ = exp(≠) — exp(-≠) + Ad(x)

with

( d1
for
d(τj = <
( —d2 fθr

X< 0

p-side,

X > 0

n-side.

(4.6)
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It is assumed that the ratio of the two doping levels is near unity so that the
depletion approximation holds.

In the depletion layer, we consider the scalings ψ = w in ∖, x = x(lnλ∕λ)

_ ]∕ 2
'

so that the depletion layer potential is given by

d1x2∕2 + ax + b

for x < 0

p-side,

-d2x2∕2 + ax + b

for

x>0

n-side,

where a and b are to be found by matching.
On the n-side, we take the scalings ≠ = lnλ — ψn and x = (x — ⅛r)(lnλ)lz2

where xr is the unknown depletion width on the n-side. Substituting into (4.6),

we obtain the layer equation

t∕>" = d2 — exp(-≠n)

with

≠n < 0

and

ψn → -ind2 as x → oo .

Integrating the equation once and expanding in terms of an intermediate variable

as x → —∞, we obtain
⅛≤i⅛2 + ⅛⅛)1,,(lnλ)∙∕2

ψ ~ In λ + In d2 — 1

√2

4

xηr12

ln Ad;

where c(d2) ≈ .81785 d21∣2.

Similarly on the p-side, we take the scalings ψ = — In λ + ψp and x~(xxi)(ln A)1/2 so that substituting into (4.6), we obtain the layer equation

ψ'' — d1 — exp(-≠p)

with

≠ > 0

and

ψp → - lnd1 as x

∞

Integrating the equation once and expanding in terms of an intermediate variable
as x→+oo, we obtain

≠

In A — In dχ +- 1 +■

dic2(d1) l dιc(d1)
-I------- 7=-xr 77(In A) 1/2

υet

In ∖dl

where c(d1) ≈ .81785 d1
Matching the transition layers to the depletion layers gives four equations for

a, b, xr and 5;:

d2xr

2d2

d2c(d2)

(In A) 1∕2

and

a + d↑xi

√2

√2

÷b= 1+

d1c(dl)

(lnd2 — 1)
In A

and

2d1

-6=1 +

(In A)

-1/2

(In di — 1)
In A
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Solving for the matching parameters then gives

a

4dχ⅛ ∖
dι + d2

Λ
1 ∕ln(<Z1<Z2)
⅛<1'

1/2

d2 — dl
d1(l — lnd1) — d2(l — lnd2)
0 _ —----- —- H----------(di + d2} In λ
«2 + ttχ
xr =

τi = -

4d1
d2(d^ + d2)

1/2

4i∕2
d1(d1 + d2)

¼1-!h⅛⅛)y∖≤‰λ)-.∕2

1

lnλκ
1/2

1

lnλ^1

2

√2

7

ln(d1d2)

1/2

c(d2)

(lnλ)

-1/2

From this infinite order expansion in powers of <9(l∕lnλ), the depletion layer

expansion is valid provided that
max(d1, d2)
≪ In λ
min(d1, d2)
If this condition is not met, then the assumption of depletion layers in the potential

on both the n and p-sides is invalid, and the junction is thus strongly one-sided.
For realistic doping levels of λ ≈ 105, the above criterion implies that the ratio of
the maximum to minimum doping level not exceed roughly 10 for the depletion

approximation to be valid.
4.6 The n+-n-n+ Structure
We now determine the asymptotic potential of the n+-n-n+ structure as a func

tion of the length, L, and doping level, λ, of the middle n-region. The asymptotic

potential for this case relies on the following exact solution shown below.
Consider the boundary value problem

φ'{x) = a2eφ

with

≠(0) = 0 , <∕>(l) = 0.

The unique solution is

φ(x} = — In 2 ÷ 2 In (αsec(αo(x — 1/2)/2)) ,
where φ" > 0 and φ < 0, and a satisfies the transcendental equation a sec(∣α∣α∕4) =
yz2. Defining 0 = ∖a∖a∕4, we have 40 = √^2∣cκ) cos(∕3), which always has a root in
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FIGURE

4.9. Schematic Plot of Equilibrium Potential for n+-n-n+ Structure

β ∈ (0,π∕2) ∀∣α∣. In the two limiting cases ∣α∣ » 1 and ∣αj ≪ 1, we have
√,2∣α∣∕4 —-∖∕2α3∕64 + ■ ■ ■
'
π/2 — y∕2π∕∣α∣ + ∙ ∙ ∙

for a ≪ 1,
for a » 1.

(4.7)

Now consider an n+-n-n+ structure with L∕Lj ≪ Λ-1∕2 and where the potential
in equilibrium satisfies
φ (ι) = é* — ∖N{x) ,
with
N(x) =

(λ+∕λ

for X < 0 ,

1
μ√Λ

for X ∈ (0, L∣Lj),
for X > L∕ Lj .

We also assume that λ+∕λ » 1. A schematic plot of the equilibrium potential
is shown in Figure 4.9. In the middle n-region, we scale by ≠ = ln(λ+) ÷ w and

y = xLς[∕L so that
w„„ = λ√L∕Lt,)≈ e" - λ(i∕id)2.

Now assuming w i'> ln(λ∕λ+) and L∕L^ ≪ λ^1∕2, the leading order asymptotic
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potential in the middle n-region is simply
w0yy — ∕c2 ew°

with boundary conditions wo(θ) =

with
wq(1)

κ2 = λ+(L∕Lj)2

= w3o, where wso will be found by match

ing to the n+-regions. Using the exact solution mentioned above, we then have

w0(y) = - ln(2) + 2 In (αsec(αα(y - 1/2)∕2))
where

asec(a∣a∣∕4) = √2

(4.8)

a = κ,ew'°∕2.

and

To determine an extra relation between for the matching constants t⅛ and a, we

now consider the n+-region. By symmetry, we need only analyze the region x < 0.
To match the potential smoothly across the n+-n junction, we require a thin
layer near the junction on the n+-side. Setting x = x∖+l∣2 and ≠ = In λ+ — wt and

using the boundary condition wt(-oo) — 0, we obtain

W((i) = √2 (e-w' — 1 + wi)1∕2 .

(4.9)

Forcing the potential defined by (4.9) for x < 0 and (4.8) for x > 0 to be C1

continuous at x = 0 gives an additional relationship between a and

wsq.

The two

equations for a and wsq then are

α2∕2 = (1 + w30)iΓw'θ,
αsec(α∣α∣∕4) = vz2

where

a = κew",∕2 .

These two equations can be solved approximately when either κ » 1 or κ ≪ 1.

The solutions in these two limiting cases are

a ~ 2πe1∕2∕κ

and

ws0 ~ —1 + 2ττ2∕κ,2

a ~ √2(1 — ∕c2∕16)

and

wso = —κ∕2√z2

for κ, » 1,

for κ <C 1.

For κ = O(l) these coupled equations must be solved numerically.
Qualitatively, the limit κ, <C 1 implies that the middle n-region is sufficiently
short so that the difference in the potential between the n+ and the n-regions is

very small. Consequently, a linearization of the potential about ln(Λ+) would have

been sufficient to describe the potential in the middle n-region. As a remark, since
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w0(l∕2) = ln(α2∕2) » ln(λ∕λ+), the assumption L∕Lfj ≪ λ-1∕2 ensures that there
cannot be an n-type bulk layer in the middle n-region even when κ » 1. In the

other limiting case, L/Lj

λ~1∕2 the potential can be constructed by matching

local inversion layers near the junctions to a bulk potential in the middle n-region
using techniques similar to those to Chapters 2 and 3.
Although the layer structure for this device in equilibrium shows some new

asymptotic features, the main interest for the engineer is the construction of the
J = J(V) curve when the device is under some external bias.

However, the

equilibrium problem is not without some relevance since in the study of the p-n

junction by Please [23] the layer structure of the potential under external bias
generally remains the same as in equilibrium. Therefore, the analysis presented

in this section could be a good starting point for the asymptotic derivation of the
J = J(V) curve for this device.
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CHAPTER 5

The Non-Equilibrium Problem

In this chapter, we shall investigate the flow of electron current tangential to

the interface driven by a non-zero source-drain bias υcjs. As in all analytical model
ing of the MOSFET under moderate source-drain biases, we ignore recombination

and the current flow due to holes. Using these assumptions in the scaled governing

equations (1.5) presented in Chapter 1, we obtain
V2W = l(e(w-≠ra)Inλ _ e-wlnλ) +

d(χj ,

Λ

v2≠n ÷ v<∕>n

Vμn

+ In Λ V(w - φn) J = 0 ,

(5.1α)
(5.10)

fJ-n

kTTT'iP'nc f , ,

Jn = -

Ld

, ∖ 1/2

(λlnλ)1'⅞netw^^lnλ Vφn.

(5.1c)

The scaling factor for the current density vector Jn = (<∕nι ,Λι1 ) is expressed

in the original variables. The boundary conditions on the quasi-Fermi electron

potential in the rectangular region BCGH are

φn = 0 on y = 0

and

Φ

∂φn
= 0 on X = 0
∂x

and

∂φn
∂x

t,ds

lnλ

on y = 1,

(5.2α)

on X — X* ,

(5.26)

where x* is the scaled depth of the n-well reservoirs of the source and drain and
¾s

υds∕vth∙

The effect of recombination and its associated length scale depending on the

carrier lifetimes normally allows an equilibrium boundary condition of φn = 0
as x → ∞ to be satisfied.

However, since we are ignoring recombination, an

equilibrium boundary condition at infinity for the quasi-Fermi potential is not
appropriate.

Instead, we impose that the current flux normal to the interface

vanishes at the depth of the n-well reservoir τ*, which is typically larger than the
depletion width normal to the interface. This boundary condition is reasonable
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since for large doping the electric field is neglibible for distances normal to the

interface larger than the depletion width.

The device behavior observed under normal operating conditions is a conse
quence of the interaction of the internal electric field on the electron transport
equation.

However with these model assumptions complicated physical effects

such as impact ionization, which require the solution of both transport equations
with various recombination mechanisms, are not covered here. Our main interest
is focused on the coupling of the electron transport equation with the electric field
established by the Poisson equation. The one-dimensional asymptotic equilibrium

potential constructed in Chapters 2 and 3 is essential to the success of the analysis.
Before beginning the analysis, a definition of the source-drain current is given.

By integrating the current density parallel to the interface over the active
channel cross section and averaging over the channel length, we arrive at the

definition of the source-drain current

This is the standard definition found in the literature. In the above expression,

we have assumed a unit width perpendicular to the plane of the MOSFET. Using
the current density given by (5.1c) and changing to (x, y) variables, (5.3) becomes

⅛=4'(f

,5∙4>

where Ic = kT∏iμncL^∕L.
We begin the analysis by seeking a regular perturbation expansion of the

potential and the electron quasi-Fermi potential in the middle of the channel in
the form

w(x,y) =wθ(z,j∕) +e2w1(x,y) -)----- ,
Φn(χ,y) = Φ‰y) + ε2Φ1
n(χ,y) + ∙ ■ ∙ .
In addition, we assume that the mobility model is a known function of both x
and the partial derivative in the channel-wise direction of the electron quasi-Fermi
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potential:

9φ®
Μη = μn(x, -7⅛-) > 0∙
Substitutng the regular perturbation expansion into (5.1α, 6) and equating powers

of ε yields to leading order

<92w0 - ±∕'p(w',-≠ll) l∏λ _
λi'
∂x2
1‰lnA(^
∂2Φ"
+
μ0n ∂x
∂x2

—w0lnλ

) + d(x),

(5.5a)

∂Φ°nΛ ∂Φ°n = 0,

(5.5b)

∂x

∂x

where μ° is the leading order term in the expansion of the mobility. At first sight,

these leading order ordinary nonlinear differential equations appear formidably
coupled. However, the boundary conditions on the electron quasi-Fermi potential
(5.26) effectively uncouples this system. In fact, these boundary conditions imply
that the leading order electron quasi-Fermi potential depends only on y, i.e.,

Φn≡Φn(y} only∙
Thus most of the electron current flow is tangential to the interface regardless of

the leading order electric field established by the Poisson equation. Using the form

of the leading order electron quasi-Fermi potential, the second order equation in
the expansion of the electron transport equation becomes

∂w0
∂2Φ∖ . ( 1 dμ°n
T In Λ
∂x
∂x2
∖μ° ∂x
."o
Φn

μ0n ∂y

∂φ∖
∂x

In λ (

∂wq
∂y

B(x,Φ°n) ≡
(5.6)
√0
≠n°) ) C

where the primes on the leading order electron quasi-Fermi potential denote total

derivatives with respect to y.
Notice that the second order equation for the electron quasi-Férmi potential

requires knowledge of only the leading order potential. Therefore, this perturba
tion expansion in ε can be interpreted as a one step analytical implementation

of Gummel’s iterative algorithm [16] that is commonly used in numerical device
simulation. Briefly, in Gummel’s algorithm, an initial guess of the electron quasi-

Fermi potential is made, and then the potential is computed from the Poisson
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the equation for the leading order potential, we can easily construct asymptotic
expansions for the potential as λ → ∞ for various ranges of gate bias. This is

accomplished by extending the results obtained in the study of the equilibrium
potential in Chapters 2 and 3. These asymptotic expansions of w0 as λ → ∞ for

various gate bias ranges and doping profiles will be used in (5.9) to determine the
BVP for φPl to be solved in many special cases.
The boundary conditions associated with (5.9) on the outer solution ≠° used

in this chapter are
. ≠°n(0)=0

and

≠0n(l) = ^.

(5.15)

In contrast to the potential, boundary layers in φn are not anticipated near the
source and drain. However, the use of (5.15) necessitates computing the potential

in the inner regions in order to determine both the differential equation for ≠°,
given by (5.9), and the amount of source-drain current. Since the potential is not

known analytically near the source and drain, a different approach is required in

these regions to solve for <∕>°. This problem is examined in Chapter 6.

In conventional GCA modeling to determine device characteristics, the bound
ary conditions (5.15) are employed and the inner regions near the source and drain

are neglected. It has been noted by Brews[5] that, with this approach, the source-

drain bias υjs is not the bias applied on the drain contact, but rather should be
interpreted as the bias a few depletion widths away from the drain. In adher
ing to this interpretation in this chapter, we shall determine ≠θ and closed form

expressions for the device characteristics in many bias regimes.

5.1 Subthreshold Current Flow

In the subthreshold case there is a small leakage current upon application of a
source-drain bias. The subthreshold case for the enhancement device corresponds

to a device operating in the weak inversion regime. Likewise, for a built-in channel
device the subthreshold case corresponds to a device operating in the full depletion

mode. In both of these cases the gate voltage is below threshold near the source.

Since <∕>° ≈ 0 near the source and φ'°(y) > 0 , the contribution to the space charge
density of the mobile carriers as À → oc in (5,5α) can be neglected throughout the

middle of the channel. This implies that w0 and, hence, the surface potential is
independent of <j!>° as λ → ∞ in the middle of the channel. Therefore, for a device
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operating under subthreshold conditions, the potential for non-zero source-drain

bias is given by the equilbrium potential. In addition, the surface potential in the
middle of the channel remains constant and can be determined numerically as a

function of the gate voltage as in Chapters 2 and 3. We now determine ≠° and
the device characteristics in both sub threshold cases.
Enhancement device - weak inversion.

Since wθ is independent of φan in the

middle of the channel, the BVP for <∕>° from (5.9) for constant mobility reduces
asymptotically for In λ

1 to
^°-ι∏λ(≠n'0°)∖22=o.

(5.16)

The solution to (5.16) satisfying (5.15) is simply
≠°(i∕) = ~h⅛ln(1 ~ (1 ~ e^δds)y) ∙

(5∙17)

To determine the device characteristics for constant mobility, μ° ≡ 1, we notice
lnλe^≠" lnλ<θ = (1 - e^°ds)

so that substituting this expression in (5.12), the source-drain current then be
comes

⅛ ~ Ic (1 - e^⅛)

' e"∙" ,"iite

as s

0.

(5.18)

Finally, we recall this integral was evaluated asymptotically in weak inversion
for variable doping in Chapter 2. Using (2.36), we conclude,

r
r
ids ~ ic

(1-<⅛)≈∙∙i"λ , , 1
{λlnλ)1∕2 ∣α∣

1 1+

α2 In λ

as λ → ∞, ε

where a = α(ugs) and ws = ισ3(tJgs) were determined in Chapter 2.

We notice that for small source-drain biases I^s is linear in ¾s (ohmic behav

ior), whereas lcjs saturates for large biases (non-ohmic behavior). The effect of
channel length modulation where the current has a more complicated dependence
on the source-drain bias is not discussed in this thesis. A plot of ∕js versus i>cjs

for various subthreshold gate biases are shown in Figure 5.1. The transfer char
acteristics, ∕js versus ûgs, is shown in Figure 5.2for several source-drain biases.

current)

<10
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FIGURE

FIGURE

5.1. Current Versus Drain Bias in Weak Inversion for Various Gate Biases

5.2. Current Versus Gate Bias in Weak Inversion for Various Drain Biases
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FXGURE

5.3. Current Versus Drain Bias in Weak Inversion for Various Straggles

Finally, a plot of i,js versus vtjs for fixed gate voltage but for various straggles σ
of the implant is shown in Figure 5.3. Since from Figure 2.8, the electron con
centration near the interface is smaller for larger σ, the leakage current for given
source-drain bias under subthreshold conditions is also smaller for larger σ. In

addition, numerical evidence suggests that the subthreshold leakage current is a

concave function of the straggle. Finally, we remark that our results can also be

generalized for doping profiles with non-zero projected range.
With constant doping the asymptotic expansion of the integral as λ → ∞ of

the integral in (5.18) takes a simpler form. In constant doping, we recall from

Chapter 2 that a = — (2(1 -j- ws — l∕lnλ))1∕2, and therefore using the one term

expansion for the mobile charge, we find
(1 - e-0ds)ew, lnλ

⅞s ~ jc

(2(w,, + 1 — 1/ In λ)λ In λ)1∕2

as λ

∞,

This constant doping subthreshold current is in agreement with the result based

on the conventional GCA derived by Barron [4].
Since the potential for λ » 1 does not depend on y in the channel, the flow
of current in the subthreshold case is due to diffusion and not drift.

Finally,
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substituting (5.16) into (5.14) and assuming constant mobility, we notice that
there is no current flow normal to the interface in the middle of the channel in the

subthreshold case.
Built-in channel device - full depletion.

The leakage current associated with

an abrupt junction built-in channel device operating in the full depletion mode
is obtained in a similar manner.

Recalling the expression for the source-drain

current with constant mobility under subthreshold conditions (5.18), and using
the asymptotic evaluation of the mobile charge (3.11) derived in Chapter 3, we

find
⅛ ~ ∕c (1 - e-⅛)e<"-+⅛∕2> '"λ (~)‘/2 [l + erf(‰(lπλ∕2)1'2)]

as A → ∞, ε → 0, where xm = 2xo - 2(1 + ws + ιθ — 1/lnλ)1^2. From the total
charge the surface potential can be computed numerically for given gate voltage
and junction depth x0 as discussed earlier.

Since we have neglected the potential in the inner regions, the source-drain
current in the full depletion mode has a similar exponential dependence on the
source-drain bias as does the enhancement device in weak inversion. The device

characteristics ∕js = ⅛(¾s, ⅝s)j in the full depletion mode can also be computed

as in the weak inversion case.
Extensions to a class of mobility models: A Non-existence Result.

For

mobility models of the form
Mθ = hθ(Λ ,

(5∙19)

the equation for ≠° from (5.9) reduces asymptotically for In A » 1 to
tf-lnλ(tf)2 + ⅛°Alnflo=o,

with boundary conditions (5.15).

(5.20)

In this subthreshold case, a first integral of

(5.20) is
= c.

(5.21)

where c is some constant proportional to the source-drain current that is deter
mined by the boundary conditions.
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A class of models for silicon that semi-empirically predicts the dependence of
the mobility on the field is

μ°n = (ι + 0(^θ)"ι)1∕m ∙

(5∙22)

From this expression, we notice that for high fields the mobility decreases and

becomes strongly field dependent. This decrease in mobility leads to saturation
of the drift velocity and consequently a smaller source-drain current. Typically,

m ranges between 1 and 3, and the positive scaled constant θ is less than unity
in various investigations. This mobility model is widely used in numerical device
simulation [29] for modeling the saturation of drift induced current.

However, in most numerical simulations, the operating regime of the device for
given biases is not known a priori. It may happen that the mobility model (5.22)
is used in regions of the device where the current flow is dominated by diffusion
and not drift. For instance, this can occur in strong inversion after pinchoff is

attained in the channel. Even though under subthreshold conditions the current
flow is due almost entirely to diffusion, we shall investigate the implications of using

such mobility models in numerical simulations in regions dominated by diffusion
current. In particular, we will show that for fixed Uζjs > 0 and for positive integers
m, there is no solution to (5.20) for θ sufficiently large. We begin by examining

some qualitative properties of the solution to (5.20) with boundary conditions

(5.15) under the mobility model (5.22).
With this class of mobility models, (5.20) becomes
<θ- In λ((<0)2 + θ (<T+2) = 0 .

(5.23)

Using the maximum principle of Protter and Weinberger [26], we note that if a
solution to (5.23) exists, then
≠‰0≥O) ≤<‰0 = O).
The proof of this result follows from using the solution to (5.23) with θ = 0 as a

comparison function. Furthermore, the maximum principle guarantees that if a

solution to (5.23) exists, it must be unique. In addition, we note that the electron
concentration in the channel is larger when saturation effects become important.
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However, as we shall now see, this does not imply that the source-drain current
increases with 9.

In order to determine <∕>° and the device characteristics when saturation effects
begin to become important, we use the first integral (5.21). We begin by assuming
a small 9 expansion in the form

Φ°n ≡ v(j∕) = υ0(t∕) + 9 υ1(y) + ∙ ∙ ∙ ,
C

— Co + θ Cχ

+ ∙ ∙ ∙

.

The range of validity of the expansion will also be determined. For illustrative

purposes we shall assume m — 2. The case for other m values is similar. Sub
stituting this expansion into (5.21) and linearizing the exponential by assuming

9 In λ ≪ 1 and equating powers of θ, gives the hierarchy of equations:
v'0 = c0ev°inλ ,
u1 = eυ'1 lnλ

(5.24α)

+ y (v0)2 ÷ co <h In λ) .

(5.246)

The solution to the leading order equation subject to (5.15) is given by (5.17).
The leading order constant c0 is simply c0 = (l — e-0ds)∕l∏Λ. The second order

equation in 9 can be written in the form
v'1 - (υ'0 lnλ) η = K(c1,y) ,

where
∖c0

2

This equation is to be solved subject to υ1(0) = 0 and υ1(l) = 0. The solution to
this problem satisfying υ1(0) = 0 is

W1(y)

=eυυ(∏)lnλ

Γ

, η) e~υu^ ln A dη .

Jo

The boundary condition at y = 1 then implies

Γκ(c1,η) -u'Η)lnλdi7 =0,
Jo

which determines the unknown constant
Cl

Co

1

(⅛)2dτ7
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FIGURE

5.4. Electron Quasi-Fermi Potential

In A Comparison

The integrals for ci and v1 can be evaluated explicitly, and after some algebra, we
conclude

<t>°n ~ -

In (1 - (1 - e-θds)y) - -⅛--y(ι _ y)(eσds - l)

c ~ c0(l —-0 Cq e0ds)
2

asfl→0,

(5.25α)
(5.25⅛)

where a = 1 —e^^0ds. This expansion is seen to be valid provided that θ <C e-cds∕c^.
Notice that the expansion for θ ∙≪ 1 has a singular point just outside the
domain at y =■ l∕(l — e~0ds) ≈ 1 + e^^uds for 0c∣s » 1. Therefore, in order to

compare our perturbation expansion for θ ≪ 1 with the numerical solution to

(5.23) with m = 2, care must be taken in the numerical scheme to solve the BVP.
To avoid numerical difficulties, the exact transformation

φ0
n=

In (l — (1 — e-0ds)∕(y))

is made in (5.23) to subtract out the near singularity. The resulting BVP for ∕(y)
is then solved by COLSYS [l], and the small θ solution is then obtained by simple
continuation from the θ = 0 solution.
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A comparison of the numerical and perturbation solutions is shown in Figure

5.4. The agreement between the perturbation solution and the numerical solution
is found to be excellent. Using the small θ expansion (5.250) for the first integral

of (5.23) with m = 2, the source-drain current can easily be obtained. Since c < c0
for θ > 0, we notice that the source-drain current is smaller when saturation effects

become important.
We now investigate the existence of solutions to (5.23) for arbitrary θ > 0 and

for various exponents m. In particular, it will be shown that for Λ > 1, vcjs > 0 and

m > 0 there is no solution to (5.23) for θ sufficiently large. The result is established
chiefly from graphical considerations. An intuitive argument that illustrates the
possible non-existence of solutions for θ large is based on (5.21). Assuming θ » 1
and using

o _ _________ 1_________
lff⅛'θ)-1
(1 +0(<^θ)m)1∕m ~ θ{Ψη) ’
(5.21) implies e~φ" lnλ ~ cθ on the interval y ∈ [0,1], which is clearly incompatible

with the boundary conditions on ≠°.
To obtain some detailed quantitative information, we examine the first integral
(5.21) more closely. Assuming Θ cm em0ds < l, so that we can solve for φ'°, an

equation for c = c(0) is readily obtained
rß 1
∕ — (l-θcmwm)^mdw = c∖nλ,
Λ w

where

β = epds .

Setting wθ1,'mc = (siny)2∕"l and defining η = (θcm)1∕2 then leads to an implicit
equation for η on the interval (0, e-τn0ds∕2)
H(η)≡ηi^ ∣"^(cot

=

≡

,

(5.26)

where
yl(η) = sin-1(y)

and

yu(y) = sin^1(τ7em0ds∕2).

The factor η2∣m on both sides of (5.26) is used to ensure that the integral remains

bounded as η → 0. The question of existence of solutions to the BVP can now be
addressed by examining the existence of a root n* to (5.26) as θ is varied. There

can be at most one root as the maximum principle guaranteed that (5.23) has
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FIGURE

5.5. Plot of Graphical Determination of the Root as

θ is Varied

at most one solution. We now determine the root by using both graphical and

numerical procedures.
Notice that the integral in H(η) can only be evaluated in closed form for m — 1

and m = 2. The results are
⅛) =l ((1 - <"d∙) - ⅛) ,
∕Σ

(5.27α)

2 2θ^jg

H(η) = √ 1 — r?2----------- ------------- η (sin-1 (77e0ds) - sin-1 (τ7)) ,
€ <3s

(5.276)

for m = 1 and m = 2, respectively. For general m values, we can evaluate the
singular limit in the integral to conclude that as 77 → 0, H(η) → y(l — e-cds).
The curve H(η} versus η must then be determined numerically. We also notice

that H(η} >0 on its interval of definition for all values of m. This implies that

for θ sufficiently large there is no root to (5.26). For illustration, a plot of H(η),

F(r7) for m = 1 and for various θ values is shown in Figure 5.5.
In addition, some messy algebra shows that H{η} is a monotone function
of η. Furthermore, the two curves H(77) and F(77) cannot intersect at a point

of tangency in the interior of the interval (0, e-m0ds^2), as uniqueness would be
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violated for nearby θ values. Therefore, the maximum value of θ such that (5.26)
has a root is determined from the upper endpoint of the η interval. Specifically, if

θ>θc =

m In λ e 5ds

m
(5.28)

for vds > 0 ,

2 ∕f(e7π0ds''2)

there is no solution to the BVP. Using (5.27), the existence boundary in the (0, υds)

plane becomes
lnλ (e0ds — 1 — υds) 1

for

m = l,

(lnλ)2 (eυds∙√z 1 — e-20ds + sin-1(e~0ds) — π∕2^

for

m = 2.

Using asymptotics for small and large υds for m = 1, we find

e σds In λ

for

υds

2lnλ∕υ^s

for

vds ≪ 1.

∙f »

Similarly, for m = 2, we conclude
(e 0ds In λ)2

for vds » 1,

9(ln λ)2∕8(υds)3

for üds ≪ 1.

A plot of the existence boundary for m = 1 and for m — 2 is shown in Figure 5.6.
Referring to the graph, the existence boundaries for m = 1 and m = 2 intersect

at some bias value. Therefore, there appears to be no monotonicity result for the
existence boundary as a function of m.

In order to determine the device characteristics for fixed large λ, fixed m,
and for various fixed θ values, we solve (5.26) for η = h(¾s>^) by Newton’s

method and then use simple continuation in vds from υds = 0. The continuation

procedure is successful provided that dds remains small enough to ensure 0 <
0c(vds). Recalling the definition of the current (5.11) and using c = (η2∕θ)1^m,
the device characteristics can easily be computed for various θ values.

In the

subthreshold case for θ < θc, we find for variable doping
lnλc(υds,0) etu∙lnλ

(λ lnλ)1∕2∣α∣

1
1 + a2 In λ

as λ → oo, ε → 0 .

As a remark, the small θ asymptotics of (5.26) with m = 2 reproduces the small
θ expansion (5.256) derived directly from the differential equation. A plot of the
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Oj, (source - drain bias)

FIGURE

5.6. Existence Boundary in the (υjs, (?) Plane for m — 1,2

device characteristics for m — 1 and for various θ values is shown in Figure 5.7. As

anticipated, the source-drain current decreases as θ increases, and the degradation
becomes more pronounced at higher source-drain biases.

The non-existence of solutions to (5.23) with fixed θ, m and for sufficiently
large source-drain biases suggests that the class of mobility models (5.22) should
not be used in regions dominated by diffusion current. It is conjectured that the
non-existence of solutions to (5.23) is not an artifact of the perturbation expan

sion for small ε but instead reflects a similar non-existence of solutions to the
full two-dimensional semiconductor equations with arbitrary aspect ratio. Many
positive existence results concerning solutions to the full semiconductor equations

with various assumptions on the mobility models and recombination processes is
provided in Markovich [19]. The assumptions required for his existence theorems

exclude mobility models that depend on the quasi-Fermi potentials. Therefore,
the non-existence conjecture of solutions to the full semiconductor equations under

particular bias ranges for mobility models depending on the quasi-Fermi potential
apparently does not contradict any known existence theorems.
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FIGURE

5.7. Device Characteristics for

m — 1 and for Various θ Values

Since, in numerical simulations, it is not possible, in general, to determine the

operating regime a priori, the use of a related class of mobility models dependent
on the electric field component in the tangential direction, Ey, given by

- (1 + 0(∣jE^∣)m)1∕τn

(5'29)

is preferable. This class of mobility models is also widely used in numerical sim

ulations. The use of (5.29) guarantees that there is no mobility degradation in
regions dominated by diffusion currents since, in those regions, the Poisson equa
tion for large doping in the middle of the channel implies Ey ≈ 0. As a remark, the

electric field component, Ey, reduces to Ey ~ — φ'° for λ S> 1 in the channel region

of the built-in channel device operating in the partial depletion mode. However,
the use of (5.29) is not without drawbacks, as the mobility variation normal to

the insulator for the enhancement mode device in strong inversion is not correctly

accounted for.
5.2 Enhancement Device - Linear, Saturation Regimes and Pinchoff

In this section, the enhancement device is analyzed when the dominant con
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tribution for λ » 1 to. the space charge density arises from the mobile n-carriers

in some region of the channel. It is assumed that at an O(ε) distance away from
the source where φ0n —■ 0, the gate voltage exceeds threshold. Therefore, for some

region of the channel an inversion layer exists, and the mobile electrons drift un
der the influence of the transverse electric field toward the drain. Depending on
the relative magnitude of the gate voltage and the source-drain bias, the inver

sion layer may extend throughout the channel up to an O(ε) distance away from
the drain. This range of gate voltage and source-drain bias constitutes the linear

regime. For other ranges of gate voltage and source-drain bias, the dominant bal

ance for λ » 1 near the interface in the Poisson equation changes at some position
y* along the channel referred to as the pinchoff position. For y > y*, the dominant
contribution to the space charge density arises from the fixed impurity ions as the

mobile n-carriers are now subdominant for A » 1 near the interface. In this postpinchoff region, which is typically quite narrow, the flow of current will be seen

to be primarily due to diffusion. This range of gate voltage and source-drain bias
constitutes the saturation regime. In this section, we shall determine the electron
concentration and the potential throughout the channel in both the linear and

saturation regimes under constant mobility but allowing for variable doping. The

device characteristics associated with these regimes will also be determined. The

extension of these results to a class of variable mobility and recombination models

is remarked upon in §5.4.
Before discussing pinchoff in detail, the potential in the inversion layer from

(5.5α) for A '» 1 with φ„ as parameter can easily be constructed using the asymp
totic theory of the potential presented in Chapter 2. Assuming ω3 — <∕>° > 1 near
the source, so that a local inversion layer exists, the potential in this layer for

A » 1 is

w,0 = 1 +

+

+ ⅛ ln(αo) -

In (βιnh(^ + -ι)

(5.30)

We have dropped the superscript (0) for the potential, since only the leading order

term in the ε expansion will be considered. Matching to the depletion layer in the
usual way determines both a0 and the depletion width zd. Retaining the same

notation as in Chapter 2, we find for constant doping

xd ≈ √2(2 + φ0n + K(λ, ws,a0, φ0n) - 1/ In A)1/2,

(5.31α)
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«o = (2 + φ0n + Ff(λ, w3,a0,φ0
n) - 1/ ln λ)

1/2

(5.316)

where
∕C(λ,w3,α0>≠n)

a = e⅛ (In λ)1∕2 λ^1 w∙+,i"h2

ln(ln λ)

2

2o⅛

a + √α2 + 1

and

-y = sinh 1α.

, (5.32o)
(5.326)

For variable doping, the leading order coupled system of algebraic equations for xd
and a0 are analogous to those in (2.30α,6) in Chapter 2. These coupled equations

are
∣⅛ + (1 - β}I2 = 2 + φ0
n + Jf(λ,w3,α0,<∕>θ),

(5.33α)

(5.336)

βxd - √2α0 + (1 -β)h = 0,

where the integrals Ii and ⅛ are defined in (2.24). Once the variation of <∕>θ with
y has been determined from the differential equation resulting from the Fredholm

alternative condition, (5.13), the asymptotic potential in the middle of the channel
is known explicitly in terms of x and y.

A significant complication in the analysis arises from the non-negligible trans

verse electric field established in the oxide as a result of the bias applied on the

drain contact. This field implies that the surface potential along the interface
varies significantly with the position y along the channel in the linear regime.

This transverse electric field results in a drift component to the current density
parallel to the interface. To determine the variation of w3 with y along the chan
nel, we must first examine the mixed boundary condition for the potential that

holds along the interface. For constant doping, we compare our λ » 1 results with

those predicted by the conventional GCA based on the first integral of (5.5α) with
φan as parameter. The mixed boundary condition (2.31) from Chapter 2 for fixed

ugs is
F{w3,φ0n) = (w3 + 1) lnλ

Q3(w3,φ0n}

— V gs

(5.34)

0,

where the total charge Q3 — Q3{w3,φ0n) satisfies
e(w,-≠^) InA∕2 (1 + α2jl∕2

Q3 = -√2

e(w.-≠θ)lnλ + e-w.iU + w^χ ,n λ + λθn λ _ 1)

asymptotic,
1/2

GCA,
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FIGURE

5.8. Surface Potential as a Function of ⅞⅛θ In Λ for Constant Doping

and a is given by (5.326). The asymptotic total charge is valid provided that an

inversion layer exists, i.e., w3 — φ0n > 1. Once the pinchoff condition w3 — φ0n = 1
for some y = y* has been attained, the expression for the total charge in weak
inversion is used in (5.34).

For fixed gate voltage, (5.34) is solved numerically by Newton’s method for
w3 — w3{φ0n∖ιi∖) using both expressions for the total charge.

The results for

constant doping using the GCA theory for various gate voltages are displayed

in Figure 5.8. The percent error between between the asymptotic and the GCA
theories shown in Figure 5.9 is less than .08 for the chosen values of the gate
voltage shown on the graph.

To analyze the equation for w3 — w3{φ0n In λ) in both the saturation and linear
regimes, we first observe from the conventional GCA result that
∂w3

e(w,-^)lnλ

=------ 1------------ FΓ<1
σφn
wxx |I=0 -cokQ3

where

W°>0,

wxx ∣1=o = <>'→")lnλ - e~w'lnλ + λ .

In particular, deep in the linear regime, defined by w3 — φ® » 1 + ln(ln Λ)∕ In Λ, the
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above expression reduces asymptotically to w'g = 1 + 0(1/ lnλ), where the prime

denotes a derivative with respect to d>°. Therefore, in this limit, w3 varies linearly
with φ„. Alternatively, for w3 — ≠° ≪ 1, we have w's ~ e(w∙-≠∏-1) lnλ, which shows
that there is only a transcendent ally small increase in w3 with increasing <∕>° in

this limit. This transcendentaly small increase in w3 in the post-pinchoff regime
is neglected in the asymptotic theory. Once the variation of ≠° with y is known,
the surface potential is known throughout the channel. Furthermore, since both

w's < 1 for all φθ > 0 and ws > 1 near the source, a unique root w3p to w3 — φ0n — 1
is attained for some sufficiently large φPi. We now discuss, the applicability of the

assumption of a one-dimensional potential drop in the insulator.

≠° In A (quasi — Feπni potential)

FIGURE 5.9.

Error in the Surface Potential Between the GCA and the Asymptotic Theories

In deriving the boundary condition for the potential at the interface, it was
assumed that the potential drop in the middle of the oxide was entirely one

dimensional. However, in the linear regime, the surface potential varies with the
position along the channel. To resolve this apparent inconsistency, we consider

a higher order expansion for the potential in the aspect ratio d = fθχ∕L ≪ 1 in
the middle of the oxide. Retaining the same notation as in Chapter 1, the outer
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FIGURE

5.10. Control Plane Illustrating the Different Bias Regimes

solution in the oxide to second order in d is

≠(x,t∕) = ≠s(y) - (ugs - (≠3(y) + lnλ))x + d2≠''(y)(l + £) (l - (1 + τ)2) + ∙∙∙ ,
where x = Xι∕tox. The expansion is seen to be valid provided that Vζ'(y) d2 ≪ 1.

For small source-drain biases in the linear regime, the surface potential is roughly

linear in y, and thus the above condition is easily satisfied. However, for large
transverse fields in the oxide a full numerical approach, coupling the potential
in the oxide to the potential in the semiconducting material, is required. This
significant complication in the analysis is not covered here.
For fixed gate voltage, the minimum source-drain bias such that pinchoff occurs

at the end of the channel can easily be found from the depletion approximation.
By definition, pinchoff occurs at the end of the channel when the dominant balance

there for λ

1 changes from strong to weak inversion, i.e.,
ws - φ0n = 1

at

y = 1 - <3(ε)

where

≠° -

in Λ

.

Using the mixed boundary condition for the potential that holds along the interface

combined with the potential in weak inversion, the pinchoff curve in the (vgs,¾s)
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plane for constant doping is

υg3 = 2 In λ + υds + ^2lnA(2 In λ + υds - l)1/2.

cox
This curve delineates the boundary between the linear and saturation regimes, as

shown in Figure 5.10. A similar relationship can also be found for variable doping.
As a first step to determining the current, we notice that for constant mobility,

μθ = 1, (5.13) reduces to

'0 ie,-≠lrllnλ
In ∖φ"

Γ

„w0 In λ

× 1/2

dx —

lnλ

(5.35)

As in Chapter 2, the integral appearing above can be computed asymptotically for
λ » 1 using the parametrized potential, wq, in the inversion layer (5.30). Provided

an inversion layer exists, i.e., w3 — φ0
n > 1, we have
ιn ∖ ∖ 1∕2 Jrx~

eu'"1"λdx ~ √2e(- + ^)'nλ∕2 [(1 + α2)l∕2 _ α] 5

(5.36)

where a is given by (5.326). In the linear regime, this expression is valid throughout
the channel. However, in the saturation regime, the above expression does not

apply throughout the channel as we have wsp ≡ w3(y*) = 1 + Φn(y*) f°r some y*.
At the pinchoff position y*, a = αo(hιλ)1∕2 » 1, and thus using (1 + α2)1^2 — a ~
l∕2α, and assuming constant doping, (5.36) reduces to
_u?,p In λ

-------------------------- ι7i
∖∕2λ In λ (1 + wsp — 1/ In λ)1'

(5.37)

in the post-pinchoff region y > y*. Since in the post-pinchoff region the asymptotic
potential for Λ » 1 is independent of y, the differential equation for ≠° given
by (5.35) in this region is identical to that studied in the subthreshold regime.

Therefore, in the region y* < y < 1 — <9(s), the flow of current is due to diffusion.

We now solve the coupled system (5.35), (5.34) for <∕>°(y) and w3(y) and
determine the current 7ds subject to the boundary conditions <∕>°(0) = 0 and
φ0
n(l) = vds∕ In λ in both the linear and saturation regimes.
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5.11. Current Versus Source-Drain Bias for Constant Doping

FIGURE

5.12. Current Versus Source-Drain Bias for Variable Doping

∕j ,

(cur rent)

× 10

FIGURE
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Since φ'° > 0, it is convenient to consider y = y(∣^°) where from (5.35)

Idsy'(Φ°n)=-IcQeMφ0
nlφ0n) lnλ.

(5.38)

As shown above, the mobile charge, Qe, is known asymptotically for λ » 1 in the

channel in both the linear and saturation regimes. By the implicit function theo

rem, the surface potential wa = w3(≠°) is found from (5.34) using the asymptotic

total charge Qa, i.e., F(ws(φ0n), φ0
n) ~ 0.
The source-drain current is then found by integrating (5.38) from In λ φ0
n = 0

to In λ φ0n = vds;

Als

= ~k

f

'ds

Qc{ws(u∣ In λ), u∕ In Λ)du ,

Jo

where we use the asymptotic expressions for the mobile charge.

(5.39)

The electron

quasi-Fermi potential φ0n(y) is then found from the implicit relationship
iΦ"n

Aïs y

~ic y

Qc(w,(η),η) lnλdz∕.

(5.40)

Jo

These integrals are evaluated numerically by Romberg’s method as a function of
the source-drain bias for various gate voltages. A plot of the current versus source-

drain bias for constant channel doping and for various 0gs is shown in Figure
5.11. From this figure, we notice that as the gate voltage increases the current

saturates at larger source-drain biases. This feature is in direct contrast to the

subthreshold characteristics. The device characteristics for various straggles in the

variable implant are shown in Figure 5.12. As anticipated from the equilibrium
problem, the device characteristics in the linear regime are relatively insensitive
to variations in the straggle. However, the saturation behavior depends strongly

on the parameters characterizing the channel implant.
It is important to emphasize that the pinchoff position, y*, in the channel is

quite insensitive to source-drain biases in the saturation regime. This is owing to
the fact that the current increases only marginally once saturation has occurred as
4∙U
λ j___ :____ 4 _______________ _____________k:i„
___ ι
Γ-___ 4.1_____ -i^~x______
ι∩c uυuππαπι tυmιιuuuυu ou une iiιvL∏ιe υιictι⅛e integral α11SΘS ιιuιιι tnυse eιeutrυ∏b

closer to the source. Thus, the pinchoff region y* < y < 1 — O(ε) is, in general,

quite thin.
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FIGURE

5.13. Electron Quasi-Fermi Potential (Various δjs)

Using the source-drain current in (5.40), φ0n — √>θ (y) can be found numerically
as a function of y in the channel. A plot of the electron quasi-Fermi potential in
the channel for various vjs is shown in Figure 5.13. The logarithmic singularity

in the electron quasi-Fermi potential just outside the domain that was found in
the subthreshold case is also apparent in this case as well. Finally, with <^>°(y) the

surface potential w3(y) and, hence, the parametrized potential w0(x, y) is known
as a function of position in the region O{ε) < y < 1 - C(ε). i
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5.3 Built-in Channel Device - Pinchoff Analysis
Owing to the many gate bias regimes in equilibrium, as seen in Figure 3.3, the
pinchoff analysis for the built-in channel device is more complicated than for the

enhancement device. The qualitative definition of pinchoff, however, remains the

same. Pinchoff occurs in the channel at some y = y* where the dominant balance
in the Poisson equation in the λ » 1 limit changes. Typically the mobile electron
concentration dominates the space charge density in some x region for y < y* but

is subdominant everywhere to the impurity concentration for y > y*.
There are several different pinchoff possibilities depending on the relative mag
nitude of the gate voltage and source-drain bias and the location of the junction

depth. For xo < -√z2, a transition between inversion (small

xq)

and full depletion is

possible. However, the analysis for this case closely parallels that of the enhance

ment device and is not considered here. Likewise, for x0 > 2 ÷ √2, a transition

between inversion (large j¾) and partial depletion is also possible but is again not
considered here. The case that we shall focus on in this section is the transition
between partial and full depletion. Pinchoff for this case is defined to occur when

the channel width xc(y) vanishes at some position y* in the channel.
The potential from (5.5α) in the partial depletion mode for λ » 1 with ≠° as
a parameter, with the assumption that

xq

∈ (-√z2,2 + vz2), is easily constructed

using the asymptotic theory of the potential presented in Chapter 3. Assuming
the channel width satisfies xc > 0 near the source, and referring to the notation

of Figure 3.1, the leading order asymptotic potential for In λ » 1 is

wd{x,φ0n) = -∣(τ - τd)2 + 1 + φ0n for
wc(x,≠°) = 1 + Φ°n

for

xd + <9((lnΛ)-1∕2) ≤ x < xjl - <3((ln λ)^1∕2),

wι(x,Φ°n) z=

-j(^ - ⅞()2 + 1 + Φ°n for

wr(x, <^°) =

^(x - x>r)2 + 1 for

wt(x,0°) = -l

for

0 ≤ x < xd - O((ln λ)~1∕2),

Xji + <2((ln λ)_1/2) ≤ x ≤ x0 ,

x0 ≤ x ≤ Xjr - O((ln λ)-1∕2),

xjr + O((ln λ)~1/2) ≤ x < oo ,
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where

xd = √2(1 + φ0n - ws)1∣∖
Xjl = Xo~ ∖∕⅛ + Φ°n ,

Xjr

Z0 T "∖∕2 ^"t^ Φn ■

As in Chapter 3, there are transition layers connecting the depletion layers to both

the channel region and the bulk. The analysis is valid provided xc — xμ — xd > 0.

When pinchoff occurs, xc(y*) = 0 for some y*, and thus at this position in the

channel, we have
(χp - yz2 + √>θ (y*))

w3 = w3p = 1 + φ0
n(y*) -

2

(5.41)

After pinchoff has occurred, the contribution to the space charge density of the
mobile electrons becomes subdominant to the impurities everywhere and thus the
potential is given by the potential in the full depletion mode and is consequently

independent of ≠°.

Therefore, in this post-pinchoff region y > y* we have to

leading order in In λ

w(τ)

-⅛x2 + xmx + w3p

for

x<x0,

jτ2 - XjX + (wap + z2)

for

x > x0 ,

where Xj = ∖∕2(l + w3p + zθ)1∕2 an^ χm = 2a¾ — Xj. There is again a transition

layer connecting the depletion layer potential furthest from the interface to the
bulk.

To invert the ws = w∕{Φn} relationship for various υgs, we first compute the

total charge in the two regimes on either side of the pinchoff point. Evaluating
the slope at the origin provides

Qe = (λ lnλ)

ι∕2 )

√2(1 + φ0n - wa)

1/2

2ι0 - √2(1 + wsp + zg)1/2

for

y < y*,

for

y > y*.

(5-42)

From this expression we note that the total charge as a function of the surface

potential is continuous but is not differentiable across w3 = w3p. The relationship
T.Î∕3 —
.C√sn
θ1j ∙s then found from the mixed boundary condition
- 5.!
UJ3∖ψ
F(ws,φ0n) = (ws + 1) lnλ -

Qs(w3,Φ0
n)

Cox

υgs — θ )

(5.43)
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FIGURE 5.14. Control Plane for

xq

∈ (∙√z2,2 + ∖∕2)

with Qs as given in (5.42).

Once again, the condition that pinchoff occurs at the end of the channel gives
a curve in the (ugs,Vds) control plane. Setting φ0n — v^3∕ In λ in (5.41) and substi
tuting wsp into (5.43) gives the minimum conditions for pinchoff at the end of the

channel
χ2
y∕χ
.vgs = 2 In λ + υds —In λ--------xjl (In λ)1^2.
2
cox
Notice that xji(y*) = Xo - ∖∕2 + Φ0n{y*} ≥ θ since xjl > xc. The boundaries in

the (υgs,0ds) control plane for fixed r0 between full depletion, partial depletion
and inversion are shown in Figure 5.14. From this figure, we see that provided

x0 ∈ (vz2,2 -∣- -√z2), pinchoff beween partial depletion and full depletion will always
occur at the end of the channel for some sufficiently large f>cjs. It is to be noticed

that the pinchoff curve between partial and full depletion increases monotonically
with increasing xo fθr

z- V∙'∙^∙
I
"y*
V 2 ^*^ '-V—

To compute the source-drain current, the averaged channel conductivity mu

be computed asymptotically, as in Chapter 3, using the parametrized potenti<

⅛

(cur ren t) x 10
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β⅛ (source - drain bias)

⅛

(cur rent)

x 10 l

FIGURE 5.15. Current Versus Source-Drain Bias for Various ögg

FIGURE 5.16. Current Versus Source-Drain Bias for Various ι⅛
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Defining the mobile charge as usual by

the leading order expansion for lnλ » 1 to the integral on either side of the

pinchoff location provides
Qc

(λ1ηλ)1/2τ, + (7rλ∕2)1∕2 [l + erf (xd(ln λ∕2)1''2)]

y < y*,

(τrλ∕2)lz'2e^^"^U≠∏(i∕'))ln∙λ [l + erf (xj∙∕(y*) (In λ∕2)1∕2)]

y > y*.

If pinchoff does not occur, the expression for y < y* is valid throughout the

channel. The above two expressions agree asymptotically at the pinchoff location.

Using the asymptotic mobile and total charge, the source-drain current is

determined from (5.40) as for the enhancement device.

A plot of the source-

drain current as a function of wcjs for various ügs and x0 is given in Figures 5.15
and 5.16, respectively. The apparent non-differentiability of the I-V curve at the

pinchoff location is due to the non-smooth transition in the surface potential across
the boundary between the partial and full depletion regimes discussed earlier in

Chapter 3. Finally, using the computed source-drain current, <∕>θ(y), u>i(y') and

hence, the leading order potential tuθ(x, y), are easily computed in the channel.
5.4 Extensions
In this section, we briefly discuss the generalization of the asymptotic tech

niques to include a simple recombination and mobility model. The breakdown
of the asymptotic expansions in the middle of the channel for large source-drain

biases is also illustrated.

A Simple Recombination Model.

In real devices, the lifetimes of carriers

are not infinite but are limited by the recombination processes that are prevalent.

For current flow dominated by n-carriers under moderate biasing conditions, the
model

Rn =

n — n0

J

where

rn = carrier lifetime for electrons ,
n0 = equilibrium electron concentration,

(5.44)
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is often used to discuss the qualitative effect of recombination in other devices. We

shall briefly discuss the effect of this simple recombination model on the structure
of the solutions to (5.1α, b). The full Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination

model set forth in Chapter 1 is used by Please [23] in his asymptotic study of the

one-dimensional diode.

The effect of a bulk recombination model of the form (5.44) in MOSFETs

does not significantly alter the behavior of the n-carriers near the interface but
rather introduces a length scale of decay onto the equilibrium electron concentra
tion in the bulk. This additional length scale in the problem set by the n-carrier

lifetime is, however, in general much larger than the depth of the n-well reser
voirs. Consequently, an equilibrium boundary condition of φn = 0 on x = x, is

not appropriate, as the asymptotic boundary condition for φn should instead be

imposed at a distance normal to the interface satisfying x 3> y∕Dnτn. The need to
impose φn = 0 deep in the bulk makes the analysis very difficult, as the geometry
of the n-well reservoirs plays an important role in determining the structure of the

solutions to the governing equations in the bulk. To circumvent these difficulties,
we shall alter the no flux boundary conditions on x = 0 and x = x* to allow for

some current flux normal to the interface leaving the rectangular domain BGHC.
This simplification is anticipated to give some insight into the effect of bulk and

surface recombination for MOSFETs.
The scaled electron transport equation analogous to (5.16) under (5.44) and

for constant mobility is

V2<^n ÷ InλV≠n ∙ V(w -φn)=τ^ (e^ lnλ - 1),
AΓn

(5.45)

where τreι = l∕ω is the dielectric relaxation time defined in Table 1.1. In order
to avoid a multi-parameter expansion, we assume rrej∕Λ rn = O(e2) so that (5.45)
takes the form

V2φn + InλV≠n ∙ V(w - φn) = θε2(e*" lnλ - 1),

(5.46)

where θ > 0 satisfies θ = O(l) as ε → 0. This assumption is not entirely unrea

sonable, as the n-carrier lifetime can in general depend on the doping level and
from the definition of ε, we have ε α l∕λ.
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The boundary conditions imposed on φn are
∂φn
= snε2(eφn lnλ — 1)
∂x
∂φn _
-0ε2(e≠" lnλ - 1)
∂x

on x — 0
(5.47)

on x ≈ x

where sn > 0, referred to as the surface recombination velocity, is assumed to be
O(l). The signs of the coefficients θ and sn are chosen so that some current can

leave the box BGHC in the direction perpendicular to the oxide. The analysis

that follows is restricted to moderate source-drain biases satisfying s2 e°ds <c 1.
Expanding both
w(x,y) =w0(x,y) ¼ε2w1(ι,y) 4----- ,

Φn(χ,y} = Φ‰y) + ε2Φn(χ,y) + ∙∙∙,
and the boundary conditions (5.47) in powers of ε2, we obtain to leading order

the'equations (5.5α, 6) from which we again conclude φ„ ≡ <∕>°(y) only.

Thus

the leading order Poisson equation is still parametrized by ≠°(y) as the flow of

current is still directed primarily parallel to the interface. The differential equation

satisfied by φ„ is again determined by a Fredholm alternative condition applied at
the next order in the expansion of the electron quasi-Fermi potential. Expanding

(5.46) and the boundary conditions to O(s2) and integrating once gives

∂x

∕ B(η,φ0
n) ewθ(r7,≠θ)lnλ dη + sπ(e≠∏lnλ - l)ew- In A

— e - w0(ι,≠θ ) In A

√o

(5.48)

where the boundary condition on x = 0 has been satisfied and where

0∖ _
B(x, Φ°)

<0 + 1nλ(^→M0--S(≈*,"toi-l)

Imposing the boundary condition on x = x* for φln and defining w° = wθ(x*,y)

provides
K0-lnΛ(tf)2 + tf⅛l√ ∕"

= (e^lnλ-

1) θ +

.w11(f1≠θ) In A

(0ew∙lnλ + snew"lπλ)

QcO
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where Qc0 is proportional to the amount of mobile electrons in the channel in
equilibrium;

Qc0≡ Γ ew',^dς.

Jo
To obtain some insight into the effect of bulk and surface recombination, we now
solve this equation for ≠θ asymptotically in the weak inversion regime of the en

hancement device under constant doping. Since wθ ≈ 0 and w° ~ —1 in weak
inversion, the differential equation for ≠° reduces asymptotically for λ » 1 to
φ"® — In λ {φ'n}2 — c(eφ,''in λ — 1)

where

c — c(w3) ≡

s„ ne-ω, In A

Q
Now, evaluating the mobile charge integral asymptotically in weak inversion with
constant doping, we obtain

c ~ θ + √2sn (1 + w3 — 1/ In λ)1∕2 In λ .
Thus since w, increases with ugs, the surface currents induced by the surface

recombination will be larger for larger gate voltages.

This simplified equation for <∕>° is easy to solve via the transformation v =
e^≠"lnλ, which gives the linear equation

with

v —clnλυ = clnλ

υ(0) = 1 and υ(l) = e-flds .

(5.49)

The solution to this equation gives

Λ≈z)--i⅛1∏

1 + (e υds — 1)

sinh(√cln λ y)

sinh(√cln λ)

In the limit clnλ<Cl, this expression agrees with φ0n{y} in weak inversion with no
recombination given previously by (5.17). Alternatively, for large surface recom
bination such that clnλ » 1, a boundary layer of thickness (clnλ)-1∕2 exists near

the drain. In this limit, an evaluation of the current density vector shows that
there are large surface currents normal to the insulator in this region. A similar

qualitative analysis can also be performed for other bias regimes.
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For the class of mobility models (5.22), the

A Variable Mobility Model.

expression for the source-drain current (5.13) becomes
⅛0lnλ

(1 +

I<3≈(W,X)I = ⅛s

0(<⅛o)"∙)im

le.

Solving for φ'% then gives
lnλ<0 =

•Als

(lnλ)τ

∕c∣Qe

— i/m.

θ
( Als ⅝m ____________
(lnλ)m∣Qc

Integrating along the channel, the current is then found to satisy the nonlinear
algebraic equation

V(

∕di

Jds∕⅛λ

In λ∣<ρc

θ
-I _ z Als ∖ m ________

{IC>

(lnλ)-∣Qc

1/m

dφ°n - ~ = 0 , (5.50)
lc

where Qc = Qc(ws(φ°), φ°) is the asymptotic mobile charge. Although this equa

tion for the current can easily be solved numerically for both the built-in channel
and enhancement devices for various m and θ values, qualitatively, it is more in

formative to consider the case m = 1 and 0 <C 1. Solving (5.50) in this limit, we
find
flds∕lnλ

Als

1 + 0vds∕ lnλ JO

∣<2d ⅛λ<.

Therefore, the current for both the built-in channel and enhancement devices
shown in Figures 5.11, 5.12, 5.15, 5.16 is reduced by the factor 1 + 0Cds∕lnλ at

each bias point uds.
As alluded to in section §5.1, it can also be shown that there is no solution to

(5.50) for sufficiently large υds in the saturation regime. Therefore as remarked in

section §5.1, the class of mobility models of the form (5.22) should not be used in
this regime.

In addition to field dependent mobility models the scattering of electrons near

the interface, leading to a lower effective mobility, is often important in real devices.
In the numerical simulations of Price [25], the phemenological position dependent
mobility model
Mn — P,nb

^t^

(fJ'na

fJ,nb)β

-ι∕<5

With, flrtb > fl,na ?

was used to investigate the influence of mobility degradation in the inversion layer

due to surface scattering effects. The variation of the mobility, <5, was assumed
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to occur on the order of an inversion width. Even though the spatial dependence
of the mobility in this model is quite simple, any analytical investigation of the

current flow with this model within our formulation is limited by the need to
compute the averaged channel conductivity appearing in (5.13) in closed form.
Unfortunately, the averaged channel conductivity can not be computed in closed

form with the above mobility model, even though the asymptotic inversion layer
potential is available.
Breakdown Of Expansions For Large Source-Drain Biases.

As discussed

in Chapter 1, even though the aspect ratio ε may be very small, the asymptotic
expansions in the middle of the channel can become invalid for υζjs sufficiently

large. Specifically, the regular expansion in the middle of the channel is no longer
valid when, in some region of the channel, ε φ'^ = O(l). The breakdown of the

expansion will first he observed in the drain end of the channel. To obtain some
insight into the range of source-drain biases for which εφ'^ ≪ 1, it is convenient
to use the simple analytical expression for <∕>° in weak inversion given by (5.17).

Since φ„° > 0, setting e,^0(l) = 1 for small fixed ε gives a crude criterion for
the maximum source-drain bias for which the long-channel theory is expected to

be valid. Using (5.17) and setting e∙ζ⅛^0(l) = 1 implies eOàaLaJL = (λlnλ)1∕2.

Therefore, for υζjs » lnλ∕2, the regular expansion is suspect in the drain end
of the channel.

This estimate, though, is rather conservative since there is a

logarithmic singularity in ≠°(y) just outside the domain that primarily influences
the gradients of <τ⅛°(y) only near y = 1 — <3(ε).

In addition to the possible breakdown of the regular expansions in the drain

end of the channel for sufficiently large üjs, the drain depletion width increases
with increasing υtjs, and thus, the drain region may occupy a significant fraction of
the total channel length. As a result of the expanding drain region, deviations from
the long-channel I-V curve previously constructed will occur. To determine the

departure from the long-channel behavior, it is essential to compute the potential

in the inner region near the drain to find the total mobile charge. The analytical
.construction of the potential in these inner regions near the source and drain and

the resulting departure from long-channel behavior is one of the topics of the next
chapter.
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CHAPTER 6

Asymptotic Theory Of The
Two-Dimensional Equilibrium Potential
In this chapter, some analytical methods are used to construct the equilibrium

potential in the vicinity of the source and the drain. Referring to Figure 6.1 and
defining the scaled variable ÿ -- (1 — y}∣ε, the potential in equilibrium near the

drain for constant doping is given by
„
1
f1
V2w = — (exp(ω In λ) — exp(-w In λ)) + <
A
[ — λ+∕λ

in region I,

in region II,

(6.1)

where λ+∕λ » 1, λ » 1 and λ+ is ratio of the doping level of the heavily doped

n-well to the intrinsic concentration. The asymptotic structure of the potential

along with the appropriate boundary conditions is shown in Figure 6.1.

As remarked in Chapter 1, the surface potential along the semiconductorinsulator in the vicinity of the drain is taken to be
w(0,y) = ws + (wbi - w,) exp(-πεy∕2d).

It is also assumed that the depth of the n-well is sufficiently large so that a one
dimensional solution as τ → co is the appropriate asymptotic boundary condition
for the potential. In §6.5, we will derive a rough estimate of how deep the n-well
must be so that the one-dimensional asymptotic boundary condition is appropri

ate.
Although this problem is not difficult to solve numerically, some analytical

results are possible if we limit ourselves to constructing a leading order match. As
was shown for the one-dimensional potential in Chapter 2, a leading order match

between the depletion layer and the bulk can be obtained by simply patching the
potential for (71 continuity at some unknown location. For the two-dimensional sit

uation shown above, this procedure leads to the study of the model free boundary

problem shown in Figure 6.2. The two conditions on the unknown free boundary
are that u = —1 and the normal derivative of u vanishes across the boundary.

With this approach, the details of the transition layer for (6.l) near the depletion
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FIGURE

6.1. Structure of the Asymptotic Potential in Equilibrium near the Drain

edge are lost. The constant potential u⅛ will be found later by matching to the
inversion layers.
As a remark, to further illustrate why the free boundary model problem plays

a central role in the analysis of (6.1),∙ consider

∆wλ = 1 + βx(w)
Then since

βχ{w)

with

βχ(w) = ——e — ιυ
Λ

f —∞

for w < — 1 as λ → ∞,

[ 0

for w > — 1 as A → ∞,

In λ

βχ can be viewed as a penalty term of the type used to establish existence of
solutions of variational inequalities (see [14] and [32]). Therefore it is plausible,

although not proven rigorously, that as λ → ∞, wλ → u where u is the solution

of the free boundary model problem shown in Figure 6.2.
Free boundary problems of the type shown in Figure 6.2 were considered by
Tuck et al. [32] in their study of gravity driven unidirectional viscous flows. The

physical situation concerned the coating of a corner of a plate as the plate moved

upward, opposed by gravity, through a bath filled with some molten material. The
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FIGURE

6.2. Model Free Boundary Problem in a 90° Corner

coating thickness, defined as the distance from the corner to the free boundary,

was the parameter of interest. Numerical techniques based on an elaborate finite

difference calculation were used to find the upward velocity u and the coating

thickness for a 90°, 270° and a 360° corner.
Motivated by the work of Tuck et al. [32] and some diffusion problems in

semiconductor process modeling, Howison and King [17] have provided analytical
solutions for six free boundary problems including those considered by Tuck et
al.. Of primary interest for their application was the determination of the ex

plicit shape of the free boundary. The complex variable method they use to solve

their free boundary problems is based on a method, introduced by PolubarinovaKochina [24], originally developed to solve the simple rectangular dam problem in
ground-water flow. A review of her method is provided in Crank [9] and Howison
and King [17].

The analytical construction of the asymptotic potential in the λ » 1 limit near

the source and drain relies heavily on the solution of one of the free boundary
problems solved explicitly by Howison and King.

The explicit solution to the

model free boundary problem shown in Figure 6.2 provides the outer solution to
the asymptotic potential away from both the semiconductor-insulator interface
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and the boundary of the n-well. By matching the outer potential to quasi one

dimensional inversion layers near the coordinate axes, the asymptotic potential

for (6.l) will be constructed.
Although from the solution of Howison and King, a complete pointwise de

scription of the outer potential is available only up to a quadrature, to accomplish
the matching of the outer potential to the quasi one-dimensional inversion layers,
the normal derivative of the outer potential along both coordinate axes must be

provided analytically. Using the explicit solution of Howison and King as well as
by manipulating some identities concerning elliptic integrals of complex modulus,
the normal derivative information required for the matching will be obtained.

Before constructing the asymptotic potential in equilibrium near the drain,
we briefly review the method of Polubarinova-Kochina and the construction of the

solution of the model free boundary problem by Howison and King in a 90°, 270°
and 360° corner.

6.1 The Method of Polubarinova-Kochina (P-K Method)

The P-K method, which is reviewed briefly below, can be used to find an
analytic function, f(z} = φ + iψ, in some physical domain, Ω, whose boundary

consists of TV + 1 segments, each of which is either a free surface or a fixed straight
line segment. Corresponding to the physical domain, Ω, there also exists a po

tential plane, Ω, whose boundary may be unknown. On each segment of ∂Ω, two

conditions of the form
aijφ + bij∙φ + cijX + dij,y = 0

for f ∈ 0, ..,N

and j = 1,2

(6.2)

are assumed to hold. As a remark, the P-K method also applies if (6.2) has a

constant inhomogeneous term, βjj∙j but this freedom will not be needed to solve

the model problems. For convenience, (6.2) is written as
Im(kiz + lif) = 0

and

Im(m,∙∑r + n,∙∕) = 0

(6.3)

on the i’th segement of <9Ω where the complex constants ki, li, mi and ni are
related to α,j, c>,∙j∙, ⅛j and ⅛j∙.
Now, map the boundaries <9Ω of the physical plane and ∂Ω of the potential

plane to the real axis of an intermediate ξ plane, so that both Ω and Ω are
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mapped conformally to Im(ξ) > 0 by the unknown mapping functions z — Z(ξ)

and f = -F(ξ). Once the mapping functions Z and F are determined, w(z) can in
principle be found by eliminating ξ.
In the mappings, the intersection points of the various segments of the physical
plane and the corresponding points of the physical plane are mapped onto the

points ξ = ξ0 = 0, ξ = ξx = 1, ξ = €2, -∙, ξ = Cλγ-i and ξ = ξΝ = ∞. The points

ξ = C2, ∙∙,C = C2v-1 with C = C2,∙∙,C = £n-i purely real, cannot be prescribed.
Under this mapping, (6.3) becomes
Im(fc,Z ÷ kF) = 0

and

Im(mjZ + n<J,) = 0

(6.4)

for each i and for Re(ξ) ∈ (ξ,∙, C>+ι), Im(ξ) = 0.
From (6.4) and using the Schwartz reflection principle, it is possible to deter

mine the nature of the singularities in Z and F at ξ = ξ,∙ from knowledge of k,-1,

∕c,∙, li-ι, h, r∏i-ι, rn∣ and n,∙-1, nl. Then, as described in Polubarinova-Kochina
[24], setting a certain determinant to zero gives two numbers α,∙, ∕¾, called the
exponents, such that near ξ — Ci there exists numbers α,∙, 6, and functions ∕ι,(C),

<7,∙(C) such that

z(o ~ <√c - c,∙γα∙(c) + θ√e - c.∙)'¾o,
F(ξ) ~ α2(ξ - ξ,)αt∙Λ-ι(ξ) + δ2(ξ - ξ,y∙ff,(ξ) ,
where <7t and hi are analytic in discs centered at ξ = ξ, extending at least to the
nearest singularity of Z and F. In the exceptional case when ai = βi is an integer,

we have a logarithmic singularity and so (6.5) takes on a more complicated form.

Thus, we know that all singularities of Z and F are algebraic or logarithmic
branch points. Therefore, since we have only regular singular points, Z and F are
branches of the' Rienmann P-function

P

Co

Ci

∞

α0

0≈1

000

∖βo

βχ

■■∙

β∞

λ
ξ

1
)

which has precisely the required singular behavior at Co, ∙∙, Cλγ∙
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The main emphasis with this technique is in relating the appropriate Pfunction to known special functions that can easily be manipulated. For N > 2,

this problem can be very difficult. Fortunately, for the model problems to be
considered, N = 2, so that Z and F are branches of

i

λ

∞
o⅛
βo

<*ι
βι

α0
β∞

ξ

J

which can easily be related to the hypergeometric function. To make the com

parison between this latter P-function and the hypergeometric function we must
arrange for one exponent at ξ = 0 and ξ — 1 to vanish. Using the well known

property of P-functions (see Carrier et al. (8)),

P

0

1

∞

«0

«1

&OQ

<ι βo

βl

β∞

0

1

oo

0

0

dtχ,

^βo

βl

3∞

= eαo(e-1)αι p

ζ

)

£
j

where

doo = αo + aι + 0⅛

βo = βo ~ ao ?

β∞ = O0 + «1 + βσo

βι = βι — θiι,

then Z and F are branches of the hypergeometric function F(α,6,c : ξ) with
A

n — öqq

b

βoo

A

c — 1

βo ∙

The arguments α, b and c can be found knowing only the local behavior of the

maps near ξ = 0, ξ — 1, and ξ = ∞.

In contrast to the more difficult dam

problems considered by Polubarinova-Kochina, the local behavior of the mapping
functions near the singular points for the model problems considered by Howison

and King can be determined basically by inspection.

6.2 Solution of Three Model Free Boundary Problems
To apply the P-K method to the model free boundary problem, Howison and
King noticed that, if u solves the free boundary problem shown in Figure 6.2, then
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f(z), defined by

m

(du
du∖
= Φ+,Ψ = z-2^--,-)
,

(6.6)

is an analytic function in Ω. By means of this ingenious trick, the complex function,

f(z), can be found by the P-K method for various geometries by knowing only the
local behavior of u and the mapping functions near A,B and O (see Figure 6.3).

It is to be noticed, however, that the method applies only for the case of constant
doping.
Referring to Figure 6.3a, the local behavior of the potential for the 90° corner

near A,B and O is

A

u ~ -y - dooy + ub

so that

f(z) ~ z - 2ι'd00 ,

B

u

~ -x2 -■ d00x ÷ ub

so that

∕(z)----- z ÷ 2d0θ ,

0

u ~ ub + —(1 — cos 2θ) H—Im(22Ιn z) + h.o.t.
4
7Γ

ie

so that

f{z} ~ cz In z ,

where d00 = √2(l + u⅛)1∕2, z = rexp(i0) and r2 - x2 + y2Now the behavior of the mapping functions f = F(ξ) and z = Z(ξ) are easily

found near A,B and O. Since infinite strips in the z plane near A and B are mapped

to ξ = 0 and ξ = 1, respectively, we have
so that

A:

Z(ξ) ----- — [In ξ — ίπ)

B:

Z(ξ) ~-^2s[In(l - ξ)+⅛]

0:

Z(ζ) ~ ξ~^1∕2

so that

— [In ξ + fπ] ,

F,(ξ) ~
so that

F(ξ)----- [ln(l - ξ) - ιτr] ,

F,(ξ) ~ cξ-1∕2 In ξ ,

(6.7)
where in all cases the principal value of the logarithm is taken. Thus, the exponents

at A,B and O are (0,0), (0,0) and (1/2,1/2) so that ∕(ξ) and F(ξ) are branches of
the hypergeometric function F(l∕2, l∕2,1 : ξ). Two linearly independent branches

of this function are FC(ξ) and K(l - ξ) where K(m) denotes the complete elliptic

integral of the first kind with modulus m1∕2. Therefore,, from the general theory
presented earlier, we have
g(ξ) = alK{ξ) + a2K(l - ξ)

and

F(ξ) = blK(ξ} + b2K(l - ξ)

B
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.φ) = ⅛(l-3)
for ä

∈ (0,1)

Figure 6.3a 90° corner

≠ = -y

U=

A

FIGURE

dθ0

= vz2(l + u»)1/1

6.3. Model Free Boundary Problem For Three Geometries
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in the upper half plane Im(ξ) ≥ 0 for some coefficients α7, bj. Expanding Z and F
near the singular points ξ = 0 and ξ = 1 by using the following limiting expressions

for the complete elliptic integral of the first kind

Jf(ra) ~ —(1 + ro∕4) as m → 0 ,
1
A"(m)------- In ( ( 1 — m)∕ 16)
as m → 1,
we find

(e∙8)

l

2dcoι
2doo
d2 ~ t>2 — -------π
π
upon comparison with (6.7). Therefore, the mapping functions Z and F are given
dl = —0ι — --------

by

Z(ξ) = ⅛∙ (K(1 - ξ) + >Jf(ξ))

and

Γ(ξ) = ⅛ (K(1 - ξ) - .'K(ξ)) (β.9)

and the shape of the free boundary is given parametrically by

x(s) = -~-K(l — s)

and

for s ∈ (0, l).

y(s) ’= ——K(s)

7Γ

(6.10)

7Γ

Although the shape of the entire free boundary cannot be expressed explicitly in
the form ÿ = ∕(x), the asymptotic form of the free boundary for ÿ → ∞ out

of the corner region can easily be obtained. Letting s → 1 in (6.10) and using
the limiting expressions (6.8), we obtain x∕dco ~ 1 ÷ 4exp(-i∕7r∕d0θ) as ÿ → ∞

upon eliminating the parametrization, s. The decay of the free boundary onto the

simple one-dimensional result is thus exponential with decay factor π∕cfoo.

Not surprisingly, the decay constant onto the one-dimensional solution can eas
ily be found without the detailed knowledge of the specific shape of the free bound

ary. This is accomplished by a simple linearization about the one-dimensional
solution. Assuming a solution of the form

u(x,y) - u0(x) + <5e-σ0uι(x) + ∙ ∙ ∙ ,

ÿd — d∞ ÷ <5e σ^d-i + ∙ ∙ ■ ,
for the potential and the shape of the free boundary ÿd for large ÿ, substitution
into ∆u = 1 then gives a linear eigenvalue problem for ui(rc):

u1 + σ2u1 = 0

with ιtι = 0

on

x = 0, doo .
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Expanding the vanishing normal derivative condition, we also have u1'(doo) = — di.
Using only the dominant mode of the above eigenvalue problem, we find

u(χ,y) ~ u0(x) + <5exp(-π?/∕doo) sin(7rx∕d00) ,
7Γ
!∕<i ~ d00 ÷ δexp(-τry∕doo).
Uoo
Confirming our expectations, the dominant mode σ = π∕doo does agree with the

decay constant found from the explicit shape of the free boundary in the limit
y → ∞∙
For the 270° corner problem as shown in Figure 6.3b, the local behavior of the

potential near A,B and O is

A :

u ~ -x2 — doox + ub
2

so that

f{z) ~ —2 + 2doo ,

B:

u ~-y2 — d00y + ub
2

so that

f(z)~z-2idσo,

0 :

u ~ ub + cr3∕2 sin

∣(0 -

+ h.o.t.

so that

f(z)~cz^

1/3

while the local behavior of the mapping functions f — F,(ξ) and z — Z(ξ) is

F,(ξ) ~ — —— [In ζ ÷ zπ] >

A :

Z(ξ) ~

B:

Z(ξ) ~ — [ln(l - ξ) + iπ] so that F(ξ) ~ — [ln(l - ξ) - fπ] ,
π
7r
Z(ξ) ~ ξ~3∕2 so that F(ξ) ~ cξ1^2.

0 :

[In ξ — iπ]

so that

^θ-11^

Thus, the exponents at A,B and O are (0,0), (0,0) and (3/2, —1/2), so that Z(ξ)
and F(ξ) are branches of the hypergeometric function F(3∕2,-l∕2,l : ξ). Two

linearly independent branches of this function are FL3∕2(1 — 2ξ) and Q-3∕2(l ^^ 2ξ)
where P and Q are Legendre’s functions of the first and second kind of order —3/2.
By using some identities for hypergeometric functions from Erdelyi [12], we derive

the identities

JU3∕2(l-2ξ) =-[2E7(ξ)-K(ξ)]
'

and

Q-3∕2(l -

2ξ) = K(l - ξ) - 2£(1 - ξ),

7Γ
•

∙

where E(m) is the complete elliptic integral of the second kind with modulus m
Therefore the mapping functions F1(ξ) and Z(ξ) are given by
Z(ξ) = α1- [2F7(ξ) - K(ξ)] + α2 [K(1 - ξ) - 2£(1 - ξ)] ,
7Γ

E(ξ) = b1-[2E(ξ) - K(ξ)] + MK(1 - £) - 2^(1 - £)] ’
7Γ

1/2
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in the upper half plane Im(ξ) ≥ 0 for some coefficients aj, bj. Expanding Z and
F near the singular points ξ = 0 and ξ = 1 by using (6.8) and

E(m) ~ 1 as m → 1

and

7Γ

772

E(rrι)----- (1------ ) as m → 0 ,
2
4

(6.12)

we find

b∖

g∣

—

Ü2 — —bi —

d/Q

2ido
π

upon comparison with (6.11). Therefore, the mapping functions Z and F are given
by

Z(t) = d0

2i
P-3∕2(l - 2ξ) - -Q-3∕2(1 - 2ξ)

F(ξ) = d0

2i
P-3∕2(l-2ξ) + -Q-3∕2(l-2ξ)

7Γ

(6.13)

7Γ

so that the shape of the free boundary is given parametrically by
x(s) = dooP-3∕2(l — 2s)

y(s) =----- —Q-3∕2(l-2s)

and

for i∈(O,l). (θ∙14)

Finally, for the 360° corner problem as shown in Figure 6.3c, the local behavior

of the potential near A,B and O is

so that

∕(z) ~ z + 2idσo ,

A:

u ~ -y2 + dcoy + u⅛
2

B :

u ~ -y2 — dooy + u⅛ so that ∕(z) ~ z — 2zdoo ,
2
u ~ u⅛ + iy2 + cr1∕2 sin(0∕2) + h.o.t. so that f(z) ~ cz~l∣2 ,
2

0:

while the local behavior of the mapping functions f =z -F,(ξ) and z — Z(ξ) is

A:

2(ξ) ~[lnξ-⅛]

so that

p(ξ) ~[In ξ + *τr] ,

7Γ

B:

Z(ξ)~-ln(ξ-l)

0 :

Z(ξ) ~ ξ^^2

so that

sothat

F(ξ) ~ ⅛ln(ξ - 1) “ M ’

F,(ξ) ~ cξ ,

where the principal value of the logarithm has been taken. Thus, the exponents
at A,B and O are (0,0), (0,0) and (2,-l), so that Z(ξ) and F{ξ) are branches of
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the hypergeometric function F(2, —1,1 : ξ). Two linearly independent branches
of this function are yι(ζ) = 1 — 2ξ and y2(ξ) = (1 — 2ξ) ln(ξ∕(ξ — 1)) ÷ 2, so that

Z(ξ) = α1(l - 2ξ) + α2 [(1 - 2ξ) ln(ξ∕(ξ - 1)) + 2] ,

F(ξ) = 61(1 - 2ξ) + b2 [(1 - 2ξ) ln(ξ∕(ξ - 1)) + 2] ,
in the upper half plane Im(ξ) ≥ 0 for some coefficients α,, bj. Expanding Z and

F near the singular points ξ = 0 and ξ = 1 and comparing with (6.15), we find
<Zι — 0

b∖ — 2ιdθ0

q,2

^ b2 — — .

Therefore, the mapping functions Z and F are given by

Z(ξ) = ⅛-2ξ)ln(ξ∕(ξ-l))+2],

(6.16)
F(ξ) = —2idσo(l - 2ξ) +

τr

[(1 - 2ξ) ln(ξ∕ξ - 1) + 2] ,

so that the shape of the free boundary is given parametrically by
τ(∙s) — — [(1 — 2s) ln(s∕(1 — s)) + 2]

and

y(s) = — doo(l - 2s)

for s ∈ (0,1).

(6.17)
Eliminating s from the above two equations, the free boundary is given explicitly
by

2dc
y , f doo ÷ y
x —---- In
+
7Γ
. d<x y ∕
τr

In the next few sections, we will use the solutions of the model free bound
ary problems to compute the asymptotic potential for the semiconductor device

problem in several geometries.
6.3 Asymptotic Equilibrium Potential Near The Drain in Strong Inversion
In this section, we compute the potential, defined by (6.l), asymptotically
using the solution of the model free boundary problem in the 90° corner. To

accomplish a leading order match of the quasi one-dimensional inversion layers
near the coordinate axes to the two-dimensional free boundary solution, the normal
derivative of the outer potential along the two coordinate axes must be found.
Even though the outer solution, defined up to a quadrature by (6.9), is known only
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very implicitly, fortunately, this normal derivative information is easily available
with the help of some identities.

Using Byrd [7], the following identities for the complete elliptic integral of the
first kind for Im(ξ) ≥ 0 can be derived:
K(ξ) - ,∙K(1 - ξ) = -LK(i) = -7=i= K(r⅛7)
(6.18)

A-(-

√1→ L '1 - ξ
Using these identities in (6.9) and (6.6) to seperate the real and imaginary parts

of F and Z and using the fact that the coordinate axis ÿ = 0 is mapped to the
real segment ξ = s ∈ ( — ∞,0), we find

2d0

u0(x(s),O) =

τr

—)

√Γ

for s∈ (—∞,0)

(6.19)

where x = x(s) is determined implicitly from

x(5) =

L= Jf(-J-)
7Γ y 1 — 5
1—s

for s ∈ (-∞,0) .

As a partial check, the one-dimensional result is obtained from the limit s → 0~.

Similarly, since the coordinate axis x = 0 is mapped to the real segment ξ = s ∈

(l,oo), using the identities (6.18) in (6.9) and (6.6), we obtain
u1(0,y(s)) =
7Γ

~K(----- -)
∖∕S
S

fors∈(l,∞),

(6.20)

where ÿ — y(s) is determined implicitly from

y(s) =

7Γ

√S

S

fors∈(l,oo).

As a partial check, a simple redefinition of the parametrization, s, shows the

required symmetry about x = ÿ.

Not only is this normal derivative information crucial to the matching for
Dut it is aιso neeueo for the computation of the asymptotic mobile charge
by Laplace’s method. Before computing the mobile charge, we now construct the
asymptotic potential for the 90° corner with inversion layers.
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Referring to Figure 6.1, in the inversion layer near the boundary between the
oxide and the semiconductor region, we take x = zlnλ and assume ÿ = O(l) so

that posing w = υ(x,y) + ∙ ∙ ∙ gives the familiar equation
vii =

, 1
eυ inλ
λ(ln λ)2

with

υ(O,y) = vd(y) = w3 + (wbi - w3)e~svv/2d ,

where ws = ws (υgs) is found from the one-dimensional theory valid in the middle
of the channel. The exact solution of this equation is
V = 1+

2
ln(ln λ)
ln(αo) - — In
+
ΪήΊ
In Λ

sinh(

a∣)X

(6.21)

√2

where

q1 = sinh~1(α)

and

a = α0 (In λ)1^2

(6.22)

,

and o⅛ = t*o(y) will be found by matching to the outer solution found from the

two-dimensional free boundary problem. In terms of an intermediate variable xη,
the expansion out of the inversion layer is

V ~ 1+

ln(ln λ)
- vz2ct0(y)⅞y + O(l∏ a0∕ In λ).
lnλ

(6.23)

Before matching to the free boundary solution, we construct the quasi one- di

mensional inversion layer near the axis ÿ — 0.

Near the axis ÿ — 0, we have a planar n+-p junction and so the potential is
constructed in a similar manner as in §4.2. On the n+-side (for y < 0), we take
the scalings

ÿ = ÿ (λ+/λ)1/2(1ηλ)1/2

x = O(l)

and

w(x,ÿ] =

,

so that to leading order we have

hÿÿ — 1 -- e~h

on ÿ < 0,

with h → 0 as ÿ → ∞ needed to match to the constant potential in the drain
region. Integrating once and defining h(0,τ) = h0(x), we have
√¾ =

∕∙⅛

∕

J ft∣ι(z)

(i + e~i — 1)

1/2 dt.
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Now on the p-side for ÿ > 0, we take the scalings y = ÿ In λ, x — O(l), and we

pose w — u(x,y) + ∙ ∙ ∙. Therfore in the inversion layer along ÿ = 0, we have
uvv ~ A(lnA)i

„u In λ

u(z,0) ≡ Ud(aτ) =

with

In λ+

h0

In A

In A

so that
2 ln(A> - taΛ
2 ln f
. < β√5
0y +
u = 1 ÷ ln(lnλ)
-taV + hü
(sιnh

.) ’

(6.24)

where
7y = sinh 1(∕3)

and· β — βo (In λ)1^2 λ^1 u<d1b∕2 ,

and βo(x) and fι0(x) are to be found by matching.

Patching the potential for C1 continuity across y = 0 gives the transcendental
equation

(⅛0 - 1 + e^h,βlf2 = (Γh"l'l cosh(z7y) .

(6.25)

Since λ+∕λ » 1, yv is transcendentally small, and thus from (6.25), ⅛o(≈) ~ 1∙
Therefore, the potential along ÿ = 0 is essentially constant even though there
are significant two-dimensional fields in the corner region.

This result clearly

illustrates the shielding behavior of the inversion layer mentioned in Chapter 2.
Finally, expanding out of the inversion layer as ÿ → ∞, we find that with y =
yηη In A we have

u ~ 1+

in Λ

- V2β0(x)yηη + O(ln∕%∕ ⅛ A) .

(6.26)

Ignoring terms of order 0(1/lnλ),kmatching the quasi one-dimensional inver
sion layers u and v to the outer two-dimensional potential found from the solution
of the free boundary problem involves matching the function values and their

derivatives across the layer.

Matching the constant term implies
u⅛ ~ 1 ÷ —so that

In A

doo ~ √2(2 + ln(ln λ)∕ In λ)1^2 .

_ 1___ ve expression for the depletion width agrees up to O((lnλ)~1^2) with the
±ιιe ⅛υυ

Π"'<'L _

expression for the one-dimensional depletion width found in Chapter 2 from con
structing the internal layer near the depletion edge.
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Finally, matching the derivatives determines α0(y) and β0(x) according to
- √2α0(y) = Ihn

ι→o

and

∂x

_ √2∕¾(x) = lim
v→o

∂y

,

where uout denotes the outer free boundary solution found earlier. Using (6.20),
(6.19), (6.23) and (6.26) then gives

K(------)

with

y(s) =

∕¾(x) = v^⅛∙ κ(---- -)

with

r(θ) =

<*o(y) -

7Γ√S

S

∕f(-) ,
s

(6.27)

JC(-) ,
7Γ √,S

S

7Γ√i

7Γ√S

S

for s ∈ (l, ∞), which completes the matching of the free boundary solution to the

quasi one-dimensional inversion layers.

As a remark, the quasi one-dimensional inversion layer potential is invalid in
the inner corner region where both x = O(l∕lnλ) and ÿ = O(l∕ In λ). To see why
the inversion layer expansion breaks down as ÿ → 0, we see that from (6.27) we

have
-√z2
α0(y) ~------- ÿln y
π

as

y→0.

Since a0(y) → 0 as ÿ → 0, the O(l∕lnλ) term in (6.23) cannot be neglected as

y → 0, and so the inversion layer breaks down when ÿ = O(l∕ In λ).

In the two-dimensional inversion layer in the inner region, the space charge
density is dominated by the mobile n-carriers. In this region, we take the scalings

ξ = τlnλ, η = ylnλ, so that to leading order
gW In λ

with w(ξ,0) = w(0,y) = wbi.

=

(6.28)

Using Lionville’s formula [2], every solution to (6.28) is of the form
l∕'Wli

w In λ = In

with a——(!nλ) 3∕A,

(i + 5-!∕(O,
v⅜ J

<xiχvi

-< _
—

Z

£
ζ

I
'

iλλ

c,lι

∖

ι ■ r ‰ λ ·»» x

v' UCAC

f ( >∙v∖
j
)

» e-∙ <~∖ -»-» τ r -r*-»
z~v -r-v-⅜
» λ> fn n r t ιr∖n
tι r ι 4-1·» c∙t T"*'' y⅝ J <rt r> *rΛ 1 ζλο n γi rl
io a,ιιjr iiici <√iiιU∕i ∣∕±ιιv, ι ιπιχιπυη vvlυιi
pvivo a-iivt

simple zeroes. Although this result is theoretically interesting, finding the mero-

morphic function satisfying the boundary conditions and matching to the quasi
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one-dimensional inversion layers is no easy task, and in fact, such an explicit so

lution has not been found. Keeping in mind that our results are not valid in this
inner corner region, we now proceed to find the mobile charge.

To compute asymptotically the integral defining the mobile charge, we proceed
as in Chapter 2. Defining

lnλV',
Qc

w In λ

λ

dx ,

we notice that the contribution to the mobile charge on the interval [0,1] arises

from three regions: the source region, the drain region and the gate controlled
middle region.

To find the contribution to the mobile charge from the drain region, we in
tegrate the normalized electron concentration over the inversion layer using the

quasi one-dimensional inversion layer potential near the drain. A simple calcula
tion gives

Qcd(y) ~ -√2eυi^μn^2 (√1 + α2(y) - α(y))

with y = (l-y)∕e

y In λ » 1 ,
(6.29)

where υ⅛(y) is the surface potential near the drain given by

vd(y) = w3 + (wbi - w3 - J-)e-i^∕2d ’

(θ∙3θ)

a is given by (6.22), and α0(y) is given implicitly by (6.27).

Similarly, the contribution to the mobile charge from the source region can

also be founds Assuming that the doping levels of the n-wells near the source and
drain are equal, symmetry requires υ5(y) = υ⅛(y), so that
Qcs(y) ~ -√2ewiy^,lnλz2 ^√1 + α2(y) - α(y))

with y = y∣ε

ylnλ>l.

(6.31)

Therefore, defining the contribution to the mobile charge from the gate con
trolled region by Qm, where Qm is given by (2.37), a composite expansion for the

mobile charge on O(ε∕ In Λ) < y < 1 - O(ε∕ In λ) can be written. Adding the three
contributions to the mobile charge and subtracting the common parts gives

Qc(y) ~ Qcd (~~) + ‰ (∣) -

on 0(ε∕ ln λ) < y < 1 ~ 0(ε∕ ln λ) ∙
(6.32)
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As a partial check, in the middle of the channel we have Qc(y) ~ Qm(y) as antic
ipated. In §6.4 we derive the expression for the mobile charge under source-drain

bias, and show how it is possible to compute the I-V curves in the linear regime
taking the two-dimensional end effects into account.

Finally, it should be emphasized that it does not appear possible to construct
analytically the potential near the drain in weak inversion. This is owing to the

fact that the P-K method for the solution of the free boundary model problem
not only requires constant doping but also requires a constant and equal potential

along both coordinate axes.. Since in weak inversion there is no inversion layer
near the semiconductor-insulator interface, the outer potential must satisfy the

non-constant boundary data (6.30) along x = 0. Therefore the P-K method is not
applicable in this regime.
Although analytical progress near the source and drain seems limited in the

case of weak inversion, it should, however, be possible to numerically solve for the

potential in the inner regions by finite differences and numerically match to the
behavior in the middle of the channel. This task is left to future investigators.
6.4 The I-V Curves In The Linear Regime Including End Effects

In this section, we derive the asymptotic expression for the mobile charge,

taking into account end effects, that is needed to compute the I-V curves in the
linear regime of the enhancement device for constant doping. As shown in Chapter
5, under the appropriate boundary conditions, the leading order potential and

electron quasi-Fermi potential for constant mobility are the solutions of
Wxx + ε2Wyy = I(e(w→n)l∏A _ e-wlnA) + 1 ,

Λ

(6.33)

lnλ<^lθ Q(y) = -⅛- ,
-*c

where Q(y) is the amount of mobile charge under source-drain bias

Q(y) = - ("⅛2") z

i

eκ≈>=')→"ω)ln⅛.

The asymptotic mobile charge for λ » 1 is denoted by Qu. In contrast to Chapter

5, a uniform expansion for the asymptotic mobile charge, valid throughout the
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channel, is now calculated retaining the contributions from the inner regions near
the source and drain.

In the outer gate controlled region, the w3 = w3(<∕>°) relationship in the linear
regime is found from (5.34). To match to the inner regions near the source and

drain, it is convenient to define

lim
w3(≠°)
lnλ^^Odg

wsr=

and

wsl = lim w3(≠°)
φ"→0

so that the phemenological surface potential profiles near the source and drain are
∖

υds

∕

w (0,1 - εy} ≡ vd(y)

ττy

wsr + (wbi + -—- - wsr) exp(--) near the dram ,
In Λ
2α
πy
w(0,εy) ≡ u3(y) = wai + (wbd — tι>3i)exp(------) near the source.
2d

As ÿ → ∞, we see that the surface potential in the inner regions matches identi
cally to the surface potential in the outer gate controlled region. As a remark, both

wsl and w3r, which depend also on the gate voltage, must be found numerically

from the expression for the gate controlled total charge (5.34).

In the inner region near the source, ≠θ(y) = Φn(εy) ≈ ≠°(0) ≈ θ sθ t^at t^e
potential in the stretched variable ÿ = y∕ε is given by
1Vzz

4-

Amwlnλ
λl

ÿÿ

—w In λ

) + l.

Since the gate voltage is assumed to be above threshold, we have w3i > 1, and thus

an inversion layer exists near the semiconductor-insulator interface. Using exactly

the same reasoning as in the previous section, the asymptotic mobile charge in the
source region is given by
Qc,(y) ~ -V2e"'(v’)!nA/2 ( ∖∕l + αi2(y) - αl(y) )

where
ai

with y = y∕ε

ylnλ^l

(y) = α0i(lnλ)1∕2λ<1-u- (W)∕2

M£) =

with
71 yj ö

3

ÿ(s·) = i⅛κ0
7Γ -y 3

and dooi = √z2(2 + ln(ln λ)∕ In λ)1^2 is the one-dimensional depletion width near
the source.
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Similarly, in the inner region near the drain, <∕>° (y) = ≠°(l — εy) ≈ υds∕ In λ so
that the potential in the stretched variable ÿ = (1 — y)∕s is given by
wxx + w00 = i(ewlnλ-0ds - e-lnλ) + 1.

Since, by assumption, we are in the linear regime where w,r In λ — υjs > Inλ,

pinchoff does not occur, and an inversion layer exists near the semiconductorinsulator interface. Using a similar reasoning as in §6.3, the asymptotic mobile
charge, taking carefully into account the dependence on ¾3, is given by

Qcd(⅛ ■ i>ds)----- √2eu^y)lna∕2 (√1 + a2
r(y} - αr(y))
with ÿ = (1 — y)∕ε, y In λ » 1, and where

αr(y) = α0r(lnλ)1∕2λtl-υ^)∕2e0ds∕2,

α0r(!∕) =

and door — √2(2 +

i>fjs∕

π√s

K(----- -)
β

with

y(s) = ~K(-) ,
π√∙s
s

In Λ + ln(ln λ)∕ In λ)1,z2 is the one-dimensional depletion

width valid near the drain. The explicit dependence on the source-drain bias üjs
has been shown.
It is to be remarked that the above expression for the mobile charge near the

drain becomes invalid for ujs sufficiently large because of two effects. Firstly, for

υcjs sufficiently large, the depletion width near the drain can exceed the depth
of the n-well thereby invalidating the boundary condition as x → ∞ used for
the construction of the asymptotic potential near the drain. Secondly, for ujs

sufficiently large, εφ°'(l) = O(l) so that the approximation that ≠° is locally
constant in an O(ε) neighborhood of the drain, which was crucial in finding the
asymptotic potential, becomes invalid. From an analytical approach, there appears

to be no remedy for either of these difficulties.

Now that the asymptotic mobile charge has been computed in the inner re

gions, a uniform expansion for the asymptotic mobile charge Qu, valid along the
full extent of the channel to within an inversion layer width of the source and

drain, can be written.
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Using the the asymptotic mobile charge Qc(ws(≠°), ≠°) controlled by the gate
in the linear regime found in §5.3, upon defining Qm(y} ≡ Qc(wi(≠°(y)),≠°(y)),
we see
lim ‰(y : uds) = lim‰(y) =
lim
Qc(w,(≠°), φ0n) = Qc(wsr : uds∕ In A) ,
y-→∞
V~*1
lnλ≠θ-+σjs

lim Qc,{y) = Hm Qm(y} = lim Qc(ws(φ0n),φ0n) = Qc{w3l : 0).
y→∞
V—0
*∏→σds

Adding the three contributions to the mobile charge and subtracting the common
parts, a uniform expression Qu for the asymptotic mobile charge is

Qu(y) ~ Qo(y∕ε) + Qct∕((ι

y)∕^ ■ ^,ds) ^f^ Qm(y)

Qc(^si ■ θ)

Qc(^br ∙ υds∕ ln zM

(6.34) .
As a partial check, we notice that in the middle of the channel Qu{y) ~ Qm(y)

and that when υds = 0, Qu(y) is identical to the asymptotic mobile charge in

equilibrium given by (6.32). Using this uniform expression for the mobile charge

in (6.33) the problem of determining the I-V curves in the linear regime has been

reduced to quadrature.
6.5 Asymptotic Equilibrium Potential For a 270θ Corner

In this section, we briefly show how the free boundary model problem (6.35)
is useful in finding the asymptotic equilibrium potential in a 270° corner. The
asymptotic construction of the equilibrium potential for such a geometry is relevant

to the study of the two-dimensional n+-p junction away from the semiconductor-

insulator interface. A schematic plot of the geometry, layer structure and local
coordinate system for
ι
f 1
Vzw = — (exp(w In λ) — exp(-w In λ)) + <
A
f —A+∕λ

in region I,
.
in region II,

(6.35)

with λ+∕λ » 1, A » 1 and λ+ » 1 is shown in Figure 6.6.
For the case of a 270° corner, the outer solution for (6.35) is given up to a

quadrature by (6.13). Matching the outer solution to the inversion layers near the
coordinate axes again requires explicit knowledge of the normal derivative of the
outer solution along both coordinate axes. Although the details of the calculation
are more involved than for a 90° corner, we again must seperate real and imaginary

parts in (6.13) for various ranges along Im(ξ) = 0.
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implicit relation along y = 0 for 5 ∈ [l,oo):
∂u , , ∖

¾Mi>'0> =
φ) =

2d0
7Γ

2do,

(6.36)

2vφl)-κφ) + -Lκ(j)

7Γ

Similarly, along x — 0 for ,s ∈ (—∞,0), we have
2d,
∂u
(θ,y(-s)) =
7Γ
∂x

y{s} =

2⅛

2√T^f⅛)-Λ-(r⅛K

κ{-

√r

7Γ

(6.37)
As a partial cheek, we notice that a simple redefinition of the parametrization,

s, shows the required symmetry. In addition, using the asymptotic relations for

small and large argument of K and E, we see that

x(s) → —∞

and

∂u
(x(s),0)
∂y

as s

1,

which agrees with the one-dimensional result. Finally, near the origin, we have

.

τ(s) ~---- — s~sf2
7
8

and

— oc x~l^3
∂y

as s → ∞ ,

which has the correct singular behaviour.
Now that the normal derivative information for the outer potential has been
obtained, the procedure for constructing the asymptotic potential for (6.35) is

virtually identical to that of the 90° corner. Constructing inversion layers near
the coordinate axes and transition layers in the n-well and matching to the outer

solution, we again find
d00 ~ vz2(2 ÷ ln(ln λ)∕ In λ)1∕2.
Likewise, we can easily determine the unknown constants in both inversion layers

using (6.36) and (6.37). Since the details are very similar to §6.3, they will not
be repeated here. Recall that the quasi two-dimensional inversion layer expansion
breaks down in an O(l∕lnλ) neighborhood of the origin.
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As a remark, the solution near the n+-p junction is only valid provided that

the depth of the n-well is sufficiently large so that there is no interaction with
the fields near the semiconductor-insulator interface. We now provide a simple

estimate, based on the equilibrium potential, that gives a rough measure of the
minimum depth of the n-well for which there is little interaction between the fields

in the 90° and 270° corner.
Using the asymptotic expressions for large and small argument of Jf(ξ) and

E(ξ) for the 90° and 270° corner problems, it can be shown that the minimum
depth of the n-well for Which the no interaction assumption is satisfied is roughly
.50 microns for λ = 106 for silicon at room temperature. The above estimate

is based on the somewhat arbitrary requirement that the two-dimensional free

boundaries for the 90θ and 270° corners must each approach the one-dimensional
limit of doo to within 2 percent. For n-well depths less than this rough cutoff

value, the geometry of the free boundary problem becomes much more complex,
and thus applying the P-K method requires the determination of the appropriate

P-function with four singular points. Because of the difficulty in finding the Pfunction with N = 3, the shape of the free boundary over a step geometry has not
been found.

Finally, a viable application of the 270° corner solution is the possibility of

finding the breakdown voltage for a reverse biased two-dimensional n+-p junction.

Using the free boundary solution with the quasi one-dimensional inversion layers,
it should be possible to find analytically, in contrast to Greenfield’s [15] elaborate

numerical calculation, the breakdown voltage of a reverse biased two-dimensional
n+-p junction.

6.6 Asymptotic Potential For The JFET
For other devices such as the junction field effect transisitor (JFET), the model
free boundary problem (6.3c) for a 360° corner plays an important role in con
structing the asymptotic potential for long-channel devices. In this section, we

briefly remark on how our singular perturbation arguments are easily adapted to

the new geometry and can provide the I-V relations incorporating the effect of
regions with distinctly two-dimensional behavior.

The scaled semiconductor equations for the unipolar n-channel JFET under
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constant doping and no recombination are

where

V ≡

and Lg is the physical gate length. As for the MOSFET, the scaling has been
chosen so that the depletion width directly under the gate is O(l) as λ » 1. The

other symbols have the same meaning as in Chapter 1. The simplified scaled ge
ometry of the JFET and the relevant boundary conditions are shown schematically
in Figure 6.7.

There are several qualitative differences between the MOSFET and the JFET.
For the JFET the gate voltage modulates the depletion width and thus controls

the amount of cross sectional area available for the passage of current. For these
devices, we need not worry about the presence of inversion layers directly under

the gate, and there is no oxide between the gate and the semiconducting mate
rial.

This is in contrast to the enhancement type MOSFET where, by a field

effect mechanism, the gate modulates the amount of mobile carriers and hence
the conductivity of the thin inversion layer near the interface. Another difference

between the JFET and the MOSFET is in the different geometry and thus the

different structure in the inner two-dimensional regions near the edges of the gate.
In these inneι, regions for the JFET, the model free boundary problem (6.3c) plays

an important role in determining the asymptotic potential.
In equilibrium, φn ≡ 0, and in the normal operating regime of the JFET,
— 1 < wa(ugs) < 1, the contribution to the space charge of the holes can be

neglected so that the potential is given asymptotically by

wyv + ε2w

(6.38)

with boundary conditions as shown in Figure 6.7. As in the case of the MOSFET,

in the limit ε → 0, there is a region directly under the gate where the potential
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FIGURE

6.5. Schematic Plot of the Geometry of the JFET

is one-dimensional and can easily be constructed in the limit A » 1. In the inner

region near the left edge of the gate, we scale by x = x∕ε and let u(x, y) = ~w(x,y)

so that (6.38) becomes fully two-dimensional
Uχx + Uÿÿ

= 1 - -e~u lnλ .

(6.39)

Although the geometry and boundary conditions are different, the equation for u
is identical to that encountered for the 90° corner problem near the drain away

from the inversion layers.

Ignoring the details of the transition layer near the

depletion edge and noticing the symmetry about y = 0, which allows the normal

derivative condition on w for x < 0 to be satisfied, the leading order asymptotic

potential to (6.39) as λ

1 is given up to a quadrature by (6.16). Thus, the

explicit shape of the depletion boundary is simply

x _ y ln f doo + y
e,
7r
∖ doo y

2doo
π

for 0 ≤ y < dσo ,

(6.40)

where dσo ~ √z2(l — ws)1^2 is found by matching to the one-dimensional potential
under the gate. A similar expression holds for the shape of the free boundary near
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x = 1. As shown in §6.3 and Chapter 5, the asymptotic potential under mod
erate source-drain bias can easily be constructed in the inner and outer regions,

respectively, once the equilibrium asymptotic potential is known.
As a remark, to obtain a simple estimate of how small ε must be so that
the basic structure of outer and inner regions for the potential is appropriate,
suppose that at x = 1/2 we require that the two-dimensional free boundary y =

yd(x) given implicitly by (6.40) satisfy (dco — yd(x))∕doo ≤ f, where f is some

specified tolerance. Then using (6.40), we easily derive the rough estimate that
l∕ε ≥ 2doo ln(2∕∕)∕π. Setting d0θ — vz2 and f = .01, the rough estimate requires
ε ≤ l∕3. Recalling the definition of ε, we find that for silicon at room temperature

with a normalized doping level of 105 we require that the gate length satisfy L ≥ 1.0

microns. Therefore only for devices with submicron gate lengths or devices under

very large source-drain bias is a full numerical simulation of the semiconductor
equations necessary.

Finally, we remark that the framework developed in Chapters 3 and 5 for longchannel modeling can be used as in §6.4 to compute asymptotically the I-V curves

for the JFET incorporating the two-dimensional edge effects of the gate.
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